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Editorial
The present issue of Swedish Missiological Themes contains a wide range of
articles dealing with such major themes as the relations between religion and
ecology, religion and health, religion and human rights, and religion and
democracy. Other articles consider the role of women in missionary work
during the nineteenth century, the development of the missionary movement
since the Edinburgh Conference in 1910, and the role of worship at the General
Assemblies of the World Council of Churches. Although the geographical
scope is quite broad, the reader will first be acquainted with four articles on
African issues, with special emphasis on contemporary Zimbabwe.
In the opening article, Robert Matikiti examines Karanga sacred ecological
knowledge and its bearing on contemporary conservation efforts in
Charumbira Communal lands in Zimbabwe. He argues that religion might
be one of the major factors motivating such environmental preservation
and thus religious beliefs can provide communal ecological benefits. In the
case of the Karanga, the in-built mechanism of traditional institutions is
designed in such a way that they have prescribed specific norms and taboos
for conserving natural resources.
Masiiwa Ragies Gunda analyses the intricate relationship between traditional
healing and different types of Christianity among the Shona in Zimbabwe.
He describes how, from the very moment missionary Christianity settled in
Zimbabwe, western missionaries sought to uproot the traditional health
delivery system, but that they failed to relate their western understanding of
health to the Shona cosmology, thereby also failing to uproot the traditional
system.  The author notes how so-called African Initiated Churches (AICs)
also have tried to challenge the traditional diviner-healers, but only with limited
success, and the author tries to explain the prevailing need for the traditional
diviner-healers in contemporary Zimbabwe.
In a third article on Zimbabwe, Nisbert Taisekwa Taringa makes a
contribution to the current discussion on possible relationships between
African religions and the concept of human rights, taking the Shona as his
point of departure. The author argues that Shona religion can be perceived
as an authoritarian tradition that is intrinsically resistant to human rights in
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the United Nations’ understanding of the term. This perception might,
however, not be entirely true and the author tries to analyse to what degree
there is compatibility between Shona culture and different understandings
of human rights. Further he considers whether men and women/children
are seen as equals in the traditional Shona legal system.
Julius Gathogo’s article is on religious influence on the Kenyan political
situation in the late 1980s and early 1990s; focusing on the active role of
the Anglican bishop, later archbishop, David Gatari in his fight for multi-
party democracy. Based on interviews, participant observation, and
extensive reading, the author describes the sources of inspiration for Gatari’s
ministry. He then continues by analysing the methods and approaches
employed by Bishop Gatari in his ”crusade” for democracy during a couple
of politically very turbulent years.
The fifth article brings us to a very different time and situation: nineteenth
and early-twentieth-century Norway. In his contribution Torstein Jørgensen
studies the role of women in the missionary movement and relates their
participation to the gradual democratization of the Norwegian society during
the same period. The general trends he observes are exemplified with a couple
of local case studies of women’s mission groups. The author also elaborates on
the role of female networking and the struggle of women for full voting
membership in the Norwegian Missionary Society.
The year 2010 will mark the centenary of the World Missionary Conference
that was celebrated in Edinburgh in 1910. Edinburgh 1910 represented a
peak of the missionary enthusiasm in western Protestant circles and a
beginning for the modern ecumenical movement. In his contribution David
Kerr describes the preparations for a major conference – Edinburgh 2010 –
that will mark the centenary. In recent years, a series of annual conferences
in Scotland have gathered Christian scholars from different parts of the
world who examine the main themes of ”Edinburgh 1910”; and a parallel
conference series that has explored current issues of mission. In comparing
Edinburgh 1910 with the preparations for Edinburgh 2010, Kerr tries to
draw out both the continuities of concern and the major differences of
perspective and approach between the two conferences.
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In 2006, the Ninth General Assembly of the World Council of Churches
was held in Porto Alegre, Brazil. In the concluding article of this issue,
Joel Halldorf analyses the role of worship at the meeting. He first reviews
the tradition of worship at the WCC assemblies where recent developments
had received particularly severe criticism in a Final Report of the Special
Commission on Orthodox Participation, which was submitted to the central
committee five years ago. Halldorf then proceeds with a close examination
of the worship at the 2006 Assembly, which is looked upon as the meeting
place of two frontiers: one the one hand the WCC tradition and on the other
hand the views of the Special Commission.
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Environmental Management:
Karanga Ecotheology in
Charumbira Communal Lands
Robert Matikiti
Not many examples of indigenous ecological knowledge have been reported
in literature in Zimbabwe. There is a particularly marked dearth of such
studies. The aim of this article is to describe and examine sacred indigenous
ecological knowledge and its bearing on conservation efforts. Environmental
movements have been relatively slow to link traditional ecological
knowledge with their ecological agenda. Now, as we face an environmental
crisis, people can learn some important lessons from the people of
Charumbira Communal lands about how best to manage our natural
resources and better protect our environment. In the words of M.L. Daneel
(1998:239), ‘insights from the traditions of indigenous traditional people
are … important groundings for emerging ecotheology”. This article is
based on research in Charumbira Communal lands, which is located 30
kilometres to the south of Masvingo city in Zimbabwe. The area is located
in the heartland of the people who call themselves as ‘Karanga’. The
materials presented in this article comprise of field surveys and interviews
carried out in Charumbira Communal lands. Several persons, including the
headman and religious functionaries, were interviewed and interacted with
regarding ways of living deemed crucial for maintaining a balance in nature.
Failure of the policies and practices of the state coupled with continuous
degradation should lead to search for alternative paradigms for management
of natural resources. For generations the Karanga people of Charumbira
Communal lands have lived in partnership with nature and consider the
environment as a source of life, not just as an economic resource. They
regard everything that surrounds them – the land, the birds, the fish and the
animals – as their close relatives. They have a close affinity with nature.
The Karanga believe that Zame (God) made everything: heaven, earth,
sun, moon, stars, and plants. Myths, taboos, rituals, and beliefs make up
key institutions regulating the ecosystem sustainability. Indigenous
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ecological knowledge helps the people of Charumbira to be guardians of the
Earth’s ecosystem.  Their religious system influences the preservation of the
environment and natural resources. Although ecotheology cannot replace
intelligent environmental policy, it can encourage constructive engagement
with environmental problems and inspire us to better environmental care.
Through environmental ethics Charumbira’s area has not been deforested.
Their traditional ecological knowledge encompasses spiritual relationships,
relationships with the natural environment and the use of natural resources.
Religion is the dominant preservative factor. Regier, Mason and Berkes (1989)
state that the natural resource base the world over is being degraded through
excessive exploitation and because of indirect abuse through pollution, habitat
exploitation and other waste products of human socio-economic development.
As the state has shown to be inept at protecting our environment, we need to
turn to our traditions to protect it.
Conservation, protection and preservation of the environment have been
the cornerstones of the Karanga ethos, culture, and tradition. They have
developed and maintained traditional knowledge and practices for the
management and conservation of biological resources on which they depend.
Nakashama (2000) defined this indigenous knowledge as unique knowledge
existing within and developed around specific conditions of man and woman
living in a particular geographical area. In this regard it is location and
culture specific and is the basis of decision making and survival strategies
within communities. It is the basis for local level decision making in the
Charumbira Communal lands. It refers broadly to the collective knowledge
of an indigenous or local community about relationships between people,
habitat and nature. It is knowledge that people in a given community have
developed over time. According to Howes and Chambers (1980) indigenous
knowledge can also be called ecological knowledge of traditional
environmental knowledge. Although the names are slightly different there
is consensus that they generally refer to the same thing: community
knowledge in operation within a specific place, culture and society. This
knowledge is as cultural and site specific as it is application oriented. Even
though there is no single authoritative tradition to refer to as a guide,
humanity has a lot to learn from Karanga ecological practices and traditions.
The sense of community and humane living are highly cherished values of
the Karanga people. The Karanga people share an intense communal life.
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There are communal farmland, woodlands, streams and wetlands. Closeness
to nature deepens the natural impulse for gregariousness and sense of
community among the Karanga people. Community is both a society, as well
as, a unity of the visible and invisible worlds; the world of the physically
living on the one hand and the world of the ancestors on the other. By observing
common rules of respect in an area the people develop a single identity.
Karanga Mythological Ecotheology
Many cultures have narratives or beliefs that answer in different ways to
fundamental questions on how people should behave towards their
environment. The same mythical stories inherited from the forefathers are
transmitted orally from one generation to another. The stories are believed
to link the world above and that below. The worlds are related and
interdependent. Since these myths were inherited from their forefathers,
the Karanga stress that they ‘ought’ not be violated and should be granted
all due respect in order to please their departed elders. A. Cowie (1974)
defined a myth as a story originating in ancient times dealing with ideas or
beliefs about the early history of a race or the explanation of natural events
such as the seasons. The Karanga people harness strong beliefs in myths to
promote sustainable ecosystem.
Charumbira woodlands/forests are the subject of a great deal of myth, legend
and lore. The role of religious and cultural beliefs in protecting trees has
been observed by Mbiti (1969:56-57):
… for African people, this is a religious universe. Nature in the broadest
sense of the word is not an empty impersonal object or phenomenon: it is
filled with religious significance – God is seen in and behind these objects
and phenomena: they are His creation, they manifest Him; they symbolize
His being and presence…. The invisible world presses hard upon the visible:
one speaks to the other, and Africans ‘see’ that invisible universe when
they look at, hear or feel the visible and tangible world.
Put differently, there is a sacral quality to the material universe in African
thought. The same pertains for the people of Charumbira Communal lands.
Their world is not dead. They believe the world is a living thing to be
protected. This sacral quality does not translate to animism – a belief that
all components of the universe, including humans, animals, plant life, rocks,
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contain some form of life force or spirit. Hence the term animism cannot
describe the beliefs of the people of Charumbira Communal lands. They
believe that the spirits inhabits only certain rocks and trees, and those have
special significance for them.
Ruvure Mountain is one of the most famous sacred mountains in Charumbira
Communal lands. The Karanga people believe that Ruvure Mountain is the
dwelling place of ancestors. Dick Mafuba, one of my interviewees, revealed
that the Ruvure Mountain is sacred since ”it is the resting place for ancestors
– ninga remadzitateguru”. The mountain is mostly connected with burial
sites of the ruling lineage – the Charumbira clan founders. The nearby
Chamanyoka Mountain is also full of mystery. Mythical stories transmitted
orally help the young generations to know the religio-cultural traditions of
their people. One myth that Tawanda Charumbira told me was about Chainda
who is the progenitor of the Charumbira people. Chainda is said to have
been able to communicate direct with Mwari (God) during times of crisis.
This progenitor and his religious council are said to have collected maize
in a cave in Ruvure Mountain during times of drought. The 79-year-old
traditional healer, Fanuel Mutema, corroborated this story. However, some
regard this story as fictitious. Although there is no consensus on this story,
all the Karanga people of Charumbira Communal lands regard Chainda as
their forefather.
Apart from the above myth, Lovemore Chirobe claims that the voice of
Chainda can be heard in a cave in Ruvure Mountain. He said that the spirit
medium goes there to ask for rain during the rainmaking ceremony. The
spirit medium could not shed more light on this claim: ”You should not ask
about Chainda and the cave in Ruvure Mountain. Who told you about it?
That would make the spirits angry and there will a serious drought”. This
story could not be confirmed because the researcher was not allowed to
climb Ruvure Mountain. There are rules of respect observed in honour of
the sacredness of Ruvure Mountain, which the local community believes
in. The mountain is a ”no-go-area” because it is closely associated with
spiritual entities and thus sacred. These spirits are the ”owners of the land”.
Traversing the mountain reduces the importance and sacredness of the
mountain. Only the clan leaders have access to the sacred mountain.
Ordinary men have access only to the woodlands at the foot of the mountain.
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Women and children are not allowed in the woodlands or on the sacred
mountain.
In the Karanga people’s belief expressions, the flora and fauna in the Ruvure
and the adjacent Chamanyoka mountains and the woodlands are expressions
of the sacred. Resident animals such as lions, leopards, baboons, pangolins,
and monkeys are generally seen as personifications of spiritual beings. Birds
such as the hungwe (eagle) are perceived as conventional messengers from
ancestors. People are required to refrain from taking life. Hunting is strictly
prohibited in the Ruvure and Chamanyoka mountains. Those who have
tried to hunt in the mountain are said to have lost their dogs or seen strange
phenomena such as mermaids. Through myths, the Karanga people have
maintained a balance in nature.
Taboos and Conservation in Karanga Ecotheology
Another Karanga theological angle to tackle the ecological conservation is
the use of taboos. Taboos and rituals have made a significant contribution
to the maintenance of precious and fruit bearing trees. The local worldview
and cosmology explain why tree species are avoided for religious reasons.
M.L.Daneel (1998:284) points out that ‘there must be development work
on conservation of the environment resources because the planet earth is
withering as a result of the indiscriminate depletion of resources’. Tree
species, once depleted, will never come back. Taboos have had a significant
contribution to the maintenance of trees and animals in Charumbira
Communal lands. Remaining in harmony with nature also means preserving
nature, hence the concept of taboo as a ritual prohibition designed to protect
nature is found in the Charumbira community.
Taboos are unwritten and orally transmitted community rules that govern
human behaviour. In other words, they are non-formal methods of imparting
environmental consciousness in people. They are a reminder of the need to
preserve the ecological heritage as a sacred duty. Taboos resemble
mechanisms for the protection of species and habitats in contemporary
society, but they have other social rules and sanctions rooted in the traditional
belief systems. These community-governed controls shape social life and,
directly or indirectly, affect many management concepts regarding the local
ecosystem. Taboos are highly rational ways of biodiversity conservation.
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They act as a social device in the management of natural resources. Taboos
touch every member of the Charumbira community. Sacred woodlands have
survived despite the tremendous economic pressure on forest resources.
Specimens of original tree species can still be found in local mountains
because of taboo against cutting such trees. Trees such as muchakata,
mitamba, mishuku and miwonde have ecological and religious significance.
These trees can be seen standing tall in fields in Charumbira Communal
lands. To fell trees at random is taboo. By cutting trees the ancestors living
in the mountains have nowhere to settle. If a person violates this taboo a
form of dizziness may strike him or her. His or her axe may break before
one finishes cutting the tree. The falling tree may also injure or kill the
offender. Only a ritual prayer by responsible elders as a sign of respect for
the ancestors prior to cutting a tree avoids the implications of violating the
taboo. The ritual would not be performed unless dire need was established
in advance. This taboo has resulted in the mountains of the Charumbira
area continuing to be thick with trees of all kinds.
Some trees are not cut because of cultural reasons. Big trees are largely
associated with rainfall. According to Mukamuri (1995) big trees are
interpreted both religiously and ecologically. They are associated with
important ancestors. They are also said to catch clouds and initiate rainfall.
Cutting big trees would bring bad luck to the offender. As a result people
are brought up to respect these trees. Even ring barking is forbidden.
Debarking can only be done on one side of the tree. Thus through local
management of special trees the Charumbira Communal lands still have a
significant tree population.
The mukute tree receives exceptionally high protection status. The tree
cannot be felled other than in exceptional circumstances such as when the
tree is judged to be dying or that the trunk is needed for medicinal purposes.
This is done with the full knowledge and permission of the chief. The mukute
tree is the source of water. The destruction of the tree will result in the
water sources drying up. The cutting of mukute tree branches for firewood
is also strictly forbidden. Hence firewood can only be collected from dead
mukute lying on the ground. The Charumbira people recognize that water
is life; it is essential for people, plants, and animals. There are religious
beliefs associated with the mukute tree. Felling the tree will result in death
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in the home of the offender. Thus the tree is protected from individual
exploitation by association with taboo. The community believes that the
offender will lose consciousness and become insane. The headmen cited
two examples of men who violated this taboo and became insane during
their lifetime. So sacred is the mukute tree that nothing can be done to
reverse the anger of the spirits if one violates this taboo. Other than the
spiritual punishment the community imposes a heavy punishment on the
family of the offender. This heavy punishment was not spelt out.
The mushuku (loquats) tree has a very special role in the ethos of the people
of Charumbira. This tree is a source of fruits. It is taboo to damage, let
alone to cut, a mushuku tree. Felling such a tree may result in the offender
temporarily having psychological problems. Violation of this taboo will be
viewed seriously and the punishments include performing rituals to appease
the ancestors and the payment of a fine to the community.
The Charumbira community uses various mechanisms to restrict access to
natural resources on which their survival depends. It is taboo to touch
mashuku (loquats) fruits by individuals without performing the necessary
ritual and the ceremonial announcement of the beginning of the harvesting
of these fruits. Those resources once exhausted would lead to a decline in
the quality of life. No one is allowed to pick mashuku (loquats) fruits from
mid morning to mid afternoon. Only the ancestors, they believe, have access
to enjoy the fruits during this period. The community has adopted these
mechanisms to preserve this resource and limit over exploitation. Picking
fruits from the tree is prohibited; people can only pick fruits that have
naturally fallen to the ground. There are strict cultural taboos regarding
harvesting. They cannot be exploited for commercial purposes. Even though
there are such prohibitions most of the loquats sold in Masvingo city come
from the Charumbira Communal lands.
Over exploitation of highly valuable resources has always been a problem
in Zimbabwe. Strict rules govern the establishment of new settlements or
fields in the Charumbira area. The restrictive and regulatory rights imposed
have the effect of protecting some trees and promoting sustainable
management. Environmental ethics discourage the wholesale destruction
of trees. They will not cut down trees for lumber but will use wood from a
tree that has fallen naturally. Trees are not exploited for commercial
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purposes. In this case religious ethics extend to the environment as a whole.
Cultivating is strictly prohibited within the mountain environs. The
Charumbira people believe that these activities would make the gods angry
and bring misfortune and disasters upon the community. Today one can see
big trees and and those avoided for religious reasons in the new settlements
in Charumbira Communal lands. This shows that humanity and trees have
a shared destiny in this culture. As sources of social cohesion and continuity
such religious trees shape human actions.
Rituals and Medicinal Plants
Rituals regulate the conservation of trees and forests. Data gathered for
this paper included rituals performed in the woodlands. The entire people
in Charumbira Communal lands, under the leadership of spirit mediums
and other religious functionaries, perform two rituals annually to honour
the ancestral spirits. Of significance is the rain making ceremony.  Old
women past the age of child bearing would brew. The elders alone gather
under the muchakata tree requesting the ancestors to bless the area with
rain. The muchakata tree is closely associated with rainmaking and is
regarded as sacred. It is ritually protected.
Another ceremony associated with the environment is the marombo
ceremony held as soon as the crops are ripe. It is taboo for individuals to
touch these crops without performing the necessary ritual and the ceremonial
announcement of the beginning of the harvesting of these crops. Until they
perform this ritual they do not touch or eat the produce. The ancestral spirits
view violation seriously and they inflict misfortunes on the transgressor or
barrenness to the land in future. It is of significane that the ceremony is
held under the muhacha tree. This tree is also ritually protected.
There is plenty to learn from the provident cultural practices related to the
care and use of natural resources. A number of plant species in the woodlands
are used as sources of traditional medicines for human ailments. Knowledge
of traditional medicine practices has not yet been sufficiently taken on board
by conventional medicine. Traditional healers and herbalists effectively
use plants to treat diseases using indigenous knowledge. Traditional
medicines from plants provide the only alternative to health care in most
communal areas because of the poor coverage of health care facilities.
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Medicinal use of plants for people is rife. Only accredited functionaries
have access to the mountains to gather and collect herbs. Anyone who goes
against this rule may be attacked by a very serious ailment that may not be
easily curable. Trees of medicinal significance enjoy protection. If the supply
of these medicinal plants were to be exhausted it would lead to a decline in
the quality of life.
Water Sources
Among the Karanga sacred water sources, pools and wetlands can only be
approached carefully and by observing avoidance taboos. These wetlands
are embedded with spirit forces. Mermaids are the guardians of wetlands.
The Karanga believe Zame has sent mermaids on his behalf to protect water.
Water keeps Zame alive. The water fountains in the mountains ensure the
survival of people, animals and plants. The water from the fountains is
holy. Ordinary people do not have access to the water sources, only to the
stream down the mountain. Water is perennial from the fountains which do
not dry up even during the dry seasons. The fountains are said to be dwelling
places of mermaids. Violating the rules on fountains may result in mermaids
drowning the offender who will disappear and never be seen again. In rare
cases mermaids pardon a person drowned and they return from the
underworld as specialized traditional healers. Water from the pools is said
to have healing powers. Traditional healers use this holy water to cure
various ailments. It is very important to note that people fear tampering
with the fountains leading to their utilization in a sensible and careful
manner.
In three sacred pools I visited, there are large numbers of fish and other
aquatic life. People do not harvest any resources from the pools. Bathing in
the pools is strictly prohibited. Furthermore, if a person defecates in the
streams from the mountain fountains the transgressor is struck down with
diarrhoea. It is believed that the diarrhoea will only stop once the offender
approaches traditional healers in the area. The culprit will be required to
pay a fine in the form of a goat to be slaughtered and dedicated to the
ancestors in order to solicit forgiveness. This belief helps thwart river
pollution. In this regard, religion acts as a preservative factor.
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Failure to adhere to avoidance taboos causes the pool to dry up. I visited
one dried up pool near Bondolfi Mission. The headman said this was a
result of western encroachment. The mission was built too close to a sacred
pool and the mermaids decided to vacate the place. Conversions to
Christianity have resulted in the discontinuance of the old tradition of
adherence to avoidance taboos. Thus the continued existence of pools is
attributed to the ever-present mermaids. Mermaids are said to be averse to
those who wash with soap or use metal utensils to draw water.
A very important festival related to the environment is the mitoro ceremony
(rain making ceremony). The Karanga celebrate this festival to appease
Zame in order to get good rain, fertile crops and various foods. The Karanga
believe that if they do not appease Zame he will be violent, curse them and
create drought. The Karanga depend on rain and value it highly. Rain is
taken as a sign of God’s care and providence for humanity. It should be
noted that Zame is not the only god who provides the Karanga with rain.
The gods Fupajena of the Duma, Misikavanhu and Muchembere of the
eastern region are also closely associated with rain.
.
Conclusion
In this article, I have not touched on other aspects of Karanga environment,
only on those preserved by religious traditions. Religion is one of the major
motivating factors in environmental preservation. It should be harnessed
for the public good. Religious beliefs provide communal ecological benefits
and to ignore peoples knowledge is almost to ensure failure in environmental
management. Indigenous knowledge empowers local communities and
promotes sound management of local resources. Religion is the basis of
sustainable natural resource management. The people of Charumbira
Communal lands know how to live sustainably. The in-built mechanism of
traditional institutions is designed in such a way that it has prescribed specific
norms, controls and taboos for conserving natural resources, from the
community right down to individuals.
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Christianity, Traditional Religion,
and Healing in Zimbabwe:
Exploring the Dimensions and Dynamics
of Healing among the Shona
Masiiwa Ragies Gunda
This article tackles one of the most interesting subjects in African Christianity
and African traditional religions. There have been concerted efforts to supplant
traditional religion and its various institutions for over a century now. Yet
these same institutions persist to this day. In this article, I study how
Christianity, from the moment missionaries settled in Zimbabwe, sought to
uproot the traditional health delivery system. With the help of hindsight, I
observe how missionaries failed to relate the health delivery system to the
Shona cosmology and thereby failed to uproot the system. Further, I also
note how the rise of African Initiated Churches (AICs) seems to have attempted
to do what missionary churches had failed to do, that is, challenge the diviner-
healers. However, even these attempts have not uprooted the traditional
diviner-healers. It is my observation that the continuous re-branding exercises
undertaken by the diviner-healers, as well as their perception of the living-
dead, is central to its persistence and that it is there to stay.
In many communities and societies, healing constitutes a major concern.
Zimbabwe is no exception. In developed countries, significant amounts of
money have been invested in health related researches. In many developed
nations, disease has increasingly been made a scientific problem but the
same cannot be said of the developing nations.While attempts are being
made to redefine disease as a scientific problem these attempts are far from
achieving the desired results. In Zimbabwe, disease or sickness remains a
religious problem and this means that religions continue to play a significant
role in the health delivery system. This article will seek to explore the
complexities of healing in the various forms of Christianity and traditional
religion in Zimbabwe. The various ”new strands” of Christianity have
brought with them different dimensions to healing than those of the
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”missionary” churches. By ”missionary” churches this paper refers to those
churches whose parent churches are Western based, such as the Roman
Catholic Church, the Anglican Church, the United Methodist Church, the
Methodist Church in Zimbabwe and others not mentioned here. These
churches were basically set up in Zimbabwe through the work of various
missionary bodies and these events have been well covered by C. J. M.
Zvobgo.1 By ”new strands of Christianity” this paper refers to churches
that were founded by Africans and which have retained a relative degree of
independence or absolute independence from western control. There is a
lot of debate on the proper designation of these churches. Among the
suggested names are: African Initiated Churches (AICs) and African
Independent Churches.2 The scope of this paper does not allow me to join
this debate, but I would like to clarify that by newer churches I refer to the
AICs including what Allan Anderson calls ”African Pentecostals”.3 From
these newer strands of Christianity come interesting dynamics of ”faith
healing” which are quite heterogeneous. On the other hand, in Zimbabwe
traditional religion has continued to persevere and nowhere is this
perseverance better articulated than in the area of healing.
The history of Christianity in Zimbabwe can tentatively be summed up as
a history of the fight to replace human allegiance to pre-missionary belief
systems. This indeed is the basic assumption behind all missionary religions,
as they sought and continue to seek to uproot indigenous religions. The
methods of achieving this uprooting vary in different contexts. In an attempt
to achieve the uprooting of traditional religion early Christian missionaries
in Zimbabwe attempted to undermine one of the cornerstones of traditional
religion, that is, the health delivery system. It is in this context that we can
appreciate the setting up of Mission Hospitals throughout Zimbabwe in the
early days of mission work. Subsequent forms of Christianity have not
relented in this attempt to uproot the traditional health delivery system.
Surprisingly, or perhaps interestingly, the traditional health delivery system
has persisted to this day. In essence, this article seeks to answer the following
questions: What is the traditional health delivery system and who are the
1 See C. J. M. Zvobgo, A History of Christian Missions in Zimbabwe 1890-1939, Gweru:
Mambo Press, 1996.
2 Ezra Chitando, ”African Instituted Churches in Southern Africa: Paragons of Regional
Integration?”, African Journal of International Affairs, 7:1-2 (2004), pp117-132.
3 David Maxwell, African Gifts of the Spirit: Pentecostalism and The rise of a Zimbabwean
Transitional Religious movement, Harare: Weaver Press, 2006, 97.
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drivers of this system? Why did the early missionaries’ attempts to
undermine the traditional health delivery system fail to achieve the desired
result? How have the newer forms of Christianity continued with the efforts
started by western missionaries and what new things have they introduced?
Is there any future for the traditional health delivery system in Zimbabwe?
In all these forms, what is the understanding of disease, sickness or illness?
The Traditional Health Delivery System among the Shona people
The traditional health delivery system among the Shona cannot be rigidly
or absolutely taken to have been independent in the manner modern health
delivery systems are. The system was one of the many faces of traditional
religion. Due to space restrictions it will not be possible to consider all the
facets of traditional religion among the Shona, however other scholars have
discussed various aspects.4 Any attempt to understand the traditional health
delivery system requires an in-depth appreciation of what the system sought
to achieve. It is necessary to appreciate the Shona understanding of sickness
or disease, because it is through this conception that we can appreciate
their type of health delivery system. In short, the Shona understand sickness
or disease to be in two forms: the first form of sickness is what we may
refer to as ”natural sickness”. This sickness attacks the physical man and is
generally believed to be of natural causes. The second form of sickness is
what may be referred to as ”deviant sickness”. This type of sickness is
believed to have supernatural origins, normally a result of some angry spirits:
either family or alien spirits.5 This can be understood in the context of the
dual world-view prevalent among the Shona people.
For the Shona there is the world of the living, the one we currently occupy,
and this world is very important because it is the primary world. Men and
women do anything and everything to secure their living here. Manipulation
of animate and inanimate things is a part of the attempt to secure a living in
this world and this has resulted in what many have labelled ”the magical-
medicinal” powers. The success in this endeavour is measured by what is
4 See M. F. C. Bourdillon, The Shona Peoples: An Ethnography of the contemporary Shona,
with special reference to their Religion, Gweru: Mambo Press, 1987. See also, Michael Gelfand,
The Genuine Shona: Survival Values of an African Culture, Gweru: Mambo Press, 1973.
5 Gordon Chavunduka, ”Traditional medicine and Christian beliefs” in: M. F. C. Bourdillon (ed),
Christianity South of the Zambezi, vol. 2, Gweru: Mambo Press, 1977, pp 131-146, 141-2.
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acquired in this world. This may range from spouses and material
possessions (such as cattle in the old times and urban houses, cars and cash
in contemporary society) to authority in the community. In this context
sickness in all its forms is regarded as the opposite of well-being and is
therefore seen as having natural origins or as originating from the spirits.
This leads us to an analysis of the second world in the dual Shona world-
view, the world of the spirits.
The world of the spirits is not seen as geographically removed from the
living world; rather it permeates the world of the living. This is seen from
the Shona phrase relating to the world of the spirits: Vari Kumhepo literally
‘those in the air/space’. This is the world inhabited by those who are
famously designated the ‘living-dead’. This group is constituted by ‘spirits
of the dead’, which generally are divided into two main groups: the ancestral
spirits and the alien spirits. Spirits of departed relatives come under the
first group while those of departed strangers and non-blood relatives pertain
to the second group. This world is in every way associated with the world
of the living. Daily activities of men are credited or blamed on the inhabitants
of this world. Men attribute their successes to the protective and guiding
power of their ancestral spirits and some generous alien spirits while their
failures and misfortunes are blamed on the lack of protection from the
same spirits. But why would one’s ancestral spirits withdraw their protection
for other spirits to cause havoc among their descendants and protectorates?
This question leads us directly into the idea of the ”drivers” of the health
system, who were the men and women that lived between the two known
Shona worlds. Their task lay in rectifying the relationship between the living
and the living-dead. They communicate messages from the living-dead to
the living and vice versa and are generally known as ‘traditional healers’
and/or ‘spirit mediums’.6 These men and women were responsible for both
treatments of natural sicknesses and supernatural sicknesses. According to
Salathiel Madziyire, ”throughout Mashonaland the Shona term N’anga is
used to designate male traditional healers while the female traditional healers
are known as Nyahana.”7 These designations are broad and general. Therefore,
6 Chavunduka, 131.
7 Salathiel K. Madziyire ”African Religious Practices and Christianity among the Shona
people” in: Anthony J. Dachs (ed), Christianity South of the Zambezi, vol. 1, Gweru: Mambo
Press, 1973, 125-133, 130.
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it is important to highlight that there were different categories of practitioners
whose activities fall under the designation ‘traditional healers’. Despite the
many sub-categories, all these practitioners were involved in the delivery of
health and in the fight against sickness in all its forms.
There was, and still is, a category of ‘diviners’ that is possibly the most
important among the traditional healers. Their presence finds explanation in
the realisation that the Shona value highly the two worlds, both that of the
living and the one for the spirits. Allan Anderson correctly observes that ”to
live is to have power – to be sick is to have less of it. The uniqueness of a
person’s power directly lies in the ability to strengthen or weaken another
person’s power directly or by manipulation of the power of non-human
things.”8 The diviners are tasked with the explanation of the mysteries of life
and death, the conveyance of messages from the spirit world, guidance in
daily affairs, and the protection of community members from seen and unseen
dangers.9 These diviners are especially important as they are considered to
keep the spirit world and the world of the living in constant communication.
The Shona in everything they do always want to be reconciled to their ancestral
spirits. These spirits are responsible for their daily lives and diviners made
this constant communication possible. The diviners are also important because
the Shona always make a distinction between the natural and the supernatural
causes of illness.10 In the case of illness the Shona have always want to know
the cause and this is particularly true of those illnesses that are regarded as
abnormal or deviant. The occurrence of deviant illnesses is believed to require
divination to identify the spirits responsible for such illnesses.11 The dual
world-view is therefore the ideology that sustains the life and practice of
diviners among the Shona people of Zimbabwe.
The diviners operate more like Old Testament prophets with culturally
inspired differences. The prophets’ major role was to diagnose the problems
of their communities and relate such problems to the relationship between
Israel and her God. The prophets were also responsible for the conveyance
of message from Yahweh to the people of Israel. These Old Testament
8 Allan H. Anderson, African Reformation: African Initiated Christianity in the Twentieth
Century, Asmara: Africa World Press, Inc. 2001, 196.
9 Anderson, 197.
10 Chavunduka, 141.
11 Chavunduka, 142.
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prophets also received divine messages through visions, dreams and
sometimes through ecstatic induced entrance into the spirit world. It is also
possible that some of the earliest prophets or seers (possibly priests) also
used divining techniques like Urim and Thummim. The diviners among
the Shona also mediate between the living and the spirit world. They also
receive messages from the spirit world through visions, dreams and ecstatic
experiences and extensively use the divining technique of casting lots known
as kukanda Hakata.12 The importance of diviners is underscored by the
fact that the Shona believe that the spirit world, which protects the living
world, sees everything and their protection ensures nothing can harm their
descendants. There are times, however, when the living do not follow their
direction and disobey the spirits. In such cases the ancestral spirits withdraw
their protection and allow evil to torment their descendants so that they can
realise their folly. This also resembles the concept of Yahweh punishing
the people of Israel by allowing evil to haunt them. When spiritual protection
is withdrawn evil forces can enter into these families causing death and
sickness. It is then that diviners become central because they can intervene
and facilitate communication between the two worlds.
There was also the category of ”herbalists” who are also called ”therapeutists”.13
These were men and women whose expertise lay in their knowledge of curative
herbs, leaves, roots, barks, grasses and bulbs. Without the use of modern
technology, these individuals knew herbs that cure various ailments and knew
how such herbs were to be used. Some were ground into powders, some were
simply to be chewed, others were to be boiled and the solution used as an
ointment or in other cases as a bathing gel. It is mainly through their work and
knowledge that the Shona have built up a system of folk medicine over the
years in order to cope with recurrent illnesses.14 There is no doubt that some of
these herbal medicines are still in use. These herbalists received their knowledge
from their elders. Grandfathers normally passed on their knowledge to their
grandsons. Some of them also thought to have received their knowledge from
their ancestral spirits through dreams and visions. Through such dreams and
visions they were taught which herbs should be used for different ailments and
where to find the herbs and how to prepare them.
12 Anderson, 197.
13 Anderson, 198. See also Chavunduka, 131.
14 Chavunduka, 131.
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The major preoccupation of the herbalists was to cure bodily sickness
especially ailments that were regarded as natural sicknesses, such as
headaches and stomach-aches. There is increased realisation and
appreciation that these medicines or herbs were successful in curing some
of these ailments.15 The herbalists could also prescribe herbs to protect
people from some evil forces or to overcome such forces. These normally
came in the form of charms and amulets.16 Unlike the diviner, the herbalist
was not thought to be able to diagnose the supernatural cause of any sickness.
However, in some cases, they might realise such cases through symptoms
such as resistance to respond to prescribed medication that normally works
in other patients. They normally refer such cases to the diviners who can
then diagnose the spiritual causes of such sicknesses.
While these two designations are present and acknowledged among the
Shona people, Anderson is correct when he observes that ”it is not always
possible to distinguish between a therapeutic ‘herbalist’ and a diagnostic
‘diviner’.”17 This observation leads us to the category of the ”diviner-
herbalists”. In this category, the roles of both diviner and herbalist are
brought together in the same person. Consequently, it becomes clear that
the Shona believe that if proper healing is to take place, then the ”whole
man” must be treated. Thus, while attempts are being made to eliminate
physical pain the supernatural cause of that pain must be sought and
eliminated as well.18 Their ability to deal with the issues pertaining to health
made these practitioners indispensable to Shona communities.
Finally, among the ”drivers” of the health delivery system there was a group
of women called Nyamukuta that we now refer to as midwives. Their role
can be seen as a combination of midwives and gynaecologists. Their major
role was the care and offering of expert advice to pregnant women. They
were involved in the pre-natal care for pregnancy, but also responsible for
assistance in labour and the delivery of children, as well as, the post-natal
care of both mother and child. These women were also herbalists as they
prescribed the necessary herbs before delivery, herbs that could make
delivery easy for the pregnant woman. Post-natal prescriptions for both
15 Chavunduka, 142.
16 Anderson, 196.
17 Anderson, 198.
18 Chavunduka, 142.
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mother and child were also their responsibility. Particularly important is that
they were experts in dealing with the problem of ”chipande/nhova” in children.
They also prescribed pre-emptive charms to protect the child from the effects
of evil charms that were possessed by some members of the community: a
danger always present when the child was taken to public places.
Except for very complex cases, when clients were asked to pay a number
of cattle to traditional healers, the health delivery system was relatively
cheap for the Shona as almost every community had its own practitioners.
Such practitioners were usually somehow related to their clients and so
payment for their services was never taken as payment for professional
services. Instead most of them survived on gifts from their people,
particularly those who had been successfully treated. However, when healers
were hired to assist distant communities they demanded payment for their
services. In such cases where members of the community could not trust
one of their own they hired someone from outside who was not influenced
by his/her prior knowledge of the community. These cases were prevalent
when members of the community suspected one of their own was using
witchcraft to cause whatever problems they may be facing.
Besides diagnosing causes of sickness and curing such sickness, these
medical practitioners were also responsible for law and order in the
communities.19 In cases where many thieves were on the prowl, adultery
was rampant or even witchcraft was wrecking havoc in the community, the
practitioners could be called upon. Health among the Shona entails the
lack of all negative aspects that could hinder one from enjoying their life in
the living world. In such cases, the diviners/healers could prescribe medical
concoctions to catch thieves or witches. They could also erect magical
security walls around the properties of their clients. In cases of adultery
runyoka was used.20 Runyoka is a medical concoction that could come in
many forms but whose purpose was to catch adulterers or make adultery
impossible. This was normally administered by men to their wives or
daughters.  When someone was sexually involved with a medicated women
they could experience severe pain, the mysterious growth of the pumpkin
plant through one’s sexual organs or mysterious termites entering or exiting
the sexual organs. In some cases the perpetrator would behave like a fish
19 Chavunduka, 143.
20 Chavunduka, 143-4.
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always staying in water. If they left the water they would mysteriously develop
fish like scales. In yet other cases a man would see his sexual organs
mysteriously disappear without any trace and with no wounds left behind.
Other adulterating pairs found themselves locked in the act so that they could
not separate even after they finished intercourse. Some women were medicated
in such a way that any man who wanted to have sex with them would be
unable find their sexual organs hence preventing the act of adultery.21
This is just a summary of the wide field of health delivery among the
traditional Shona societies. This summary has focused on the ideal and
positive side of the health delivery system. Its development was not to
cause harm but to save life. However, like any other medical system, there
were cases of deviant and selfish practitioners who used their expertise to
harm others or who sold such harmful concoctions to those who sought to
harm fellow community members.22 It is unfortunate that detractors of a
particular system always emphasize the negative aspects and sometimes
deliberately ignore the positive contributions that such a system would be
making. This is part of the problem that I diagnose in the work of the
nineteenth century Christian missionaries who worked in Zimbabwe.
The Missionary Response to the Traditional Health
Delivery System among the Shona
Many scholars have discussed this subject in various texts and it is beyond
the scope and space of this piece to exhaust or join this broad debate on the
subject of missionary involvement among the Shona.23 However, part of
this subject is central to this article and therefore I will confine myself to
these aspects. Despite the missionaries’ shortcomings, which are well
documented by the scholars cited above, they correctly observed that if
they were to successfully evangelise the Shon, they had to weaken the
traditional medical beliefs and practices. According to Father Burbridge,
21 These views were expressed by my 2003 Second year BA Class at the University of
Zimbabwe as we discussed the possible traditional remedies that could be used in the fight
against HIV/AIDS in Zimbabwe.
22 Chavunduka, 143.
23 See C. J. M. Zvobgo, A History of Christian Missions in Zimbabwe 1890-1930, Gweru:
Mambo Press, 1996. See also the two-volume Christianity South of the Zambezi, Gweru:
Mambo Press, 1973 and 1977 and the works of Terrence Ranger who has written extensively
on this subject.
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‘the Spiritual power of the witchdoctor (traditional healer) is as active as
ever amongst the great mass of the people … it can only be chased away by
religious education.’24 Early in their missionary work among the Shona,
the missionaries correctly diagnosed the centrality of the health practitioners.
The missionaries did not help their cause by seeking to uproot something
whose function they hardly understood. Gelfand observes that some
missionary deaths in the earliest missionary attempts could have been
avoided had they availed themselves to the existing health delivery system
among their hosts.25 This could be due to the missionaries’ perception of
the so-called ‘African savages’ who possibly did not have a soul.
The missionaries and other Europeans thought that education and missionary
hospitals were the only way this traditional system could be uprooted and
that it had to be uprooted because it was limiting the success of their
missions.26 Indeed, today the Zimbabwean health delivery system owes
much to this early missionary onslaught on the traditional medical systems.
Missionary churches established several hospitals throughout the country
with the colonial regime giving them the incentives of land and grants for
constructing them.27 In these hospitals diseases were cured using western
medicine. In many locations it seems that the Shona accepted the white
man’s medicine, while in other cases they were sceptical of the white man’s
treatment leading to the abandonment of some hospitals.28
The missionaries also used stigmatisation to undermine traditional medicine
and treatment.29 Even to this day, engaging traditional healers is associated
with a degree of stigma so that many people only consult them at night or in
areas far away from their homes so that they may not be recognised. It is this
stigmatisation which explains why traditional healers may have been labelled
”witchdoctors”, because they were wrongly conceived of as death-dealing
charlatans. Both healers and their patients were regarded by missionaries as
worshippers of devils who were doomed to hellfire unless they turned to
24 Chavunduka, 133.
25 Michael Gelfand, ”Medicine and the Christian Missions in Rhodesia 1857-1930" in
 Anthony J. Dachs (ed), Christianity South of the Zambezi, vol. 1, Gweru: Mambo Press,
1973, pp109-124, 110.
26 Chavunduka, 133.
27 See Gelfand, 109-124.
28 Gelfand, 116-8.
29 Chavunduka, 135.
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Christianity.30 Despite the concerted efforts towards its elimination, the
traditional health delivery system persisted and continues to this day.
The reason for this persistence lies in the realisation that missionaries did not
make an attempt to distinguish between the different aspects of magico-
medicinal practice among the indigenous people.31 It is this failure which
defeated the goal of missionary hospitals, that is, to be a vehicle for conversion.
The missionary hospital was not fully equipped to deal with the dual perception
of sickness and disease among the Shona. This meant that the missionary
hospital could only handle the duties normally handled by the ”herbalists”,
while the duties of the ”diviners” remained firmly in the hands of the traditional
practitioners. Thus, in order to be cured, people who were ill might go both
to the missionary hospital as well as the traditional diviner. This was mainly
the case once the Shona realised that the missionaries were not endowed
with healing powers in the same way that the diviners were. The missionaries
could not link the Shona and their spirit world in the same way as the diviners.
This meant that Christianity left part of the traditional health delivery system
intact and the even those Shona people who had converted to one the
missionary churches continued to consult the traditional diviners. This is
important to bear in mind when we continue to analyse the newer forms of
Christianity and the way they deal with diviners.
Christian Attempts at Supplanting the Traditional
Diviner-Healers
It would be incorrect and unjust to think that there have been no attempts at
supplanting the diviner-healers with Christianity. The earliest attempts came
from some Shona preachers in the missionary churches. Among them was
Francis Nyabadza who later was expelled from the Anglican Church in
Rusape.32 The missionaries possibly did not realise that what people such
as Nyabadza tried to do was to respond to the Shona world-view, a world-
view that the missionaries did not understand. The same can be detected in
the contemporary tale of Juliet Mukumbi who was trained as a Pastor in
30 Chavunduka, 132-3.
31 Chavunduka, 133.
32 Terrence Ranger ”Taking on the Missionary’s Task: African Spirituality and the Mission
Churches in the 1930s”. Journal of Religion in Africa, XXIX: 2, (1999), pp175-205.
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the Dutch Reformed Church but who later founded, and is now bishop of,
the St. Peter’s Church headquartered in Murewa, Zimbabwe. She has stated:
I started having dreams and being able to see people’s problems even when
some of them had not yet even realised the problems. In the church people
became uncomfortable with me for telling them about the future and their
problems. They accused me of using prophecy. The church does not allow it.33
This relates closely to my earlier observation that traditional diviners operated
in the manner of Old Testament prophets and that they served the needs of the
Shona within their context and world-view. By expelling people who sought to
supplant the diviners, the missionaries continued to ignore the other part of the
Shona conception of well-being and their expectations from religious
practitioners. This conforms to what Daneel calls ”an inherent need activating
a positive effort to interpret Christianity according to African insights.”34
There have been many attempts at explaining the rise of the African Initiated
Churches in Southern Africa. While we have noted that Nyabadza and
Mukumbi were expelled from their respective missionary churches, it is
important to note that they now have proceeded to found their own
churches.35 The earliest Christian attempts to supplant traditional diviner-
healers can be traced in the rise of the Johanne Masowe Apostolic Church
and the Johanne Marange Apostolic church, both founded by people from
Manicaland.36 From these churches many splinter groups have evolved.
Currently there are so many such groups in Zimbabwe that in taking a
stroll in the undeveloped suburbs of Harare during any weekend one
encounters a multitude of these churches. What is important in this context,
however, is the manner in which such churches have responded to the health
delivery system prevailing at the time of their origination in the 1930s.
That is the traditional vs. the western/missionary health delivery systems.
Unlike the missionary churches, the newer churches have accepted and
appreciated the two types or levels of diseases among the Shona people.
33 ”I am on God’s mission, says Faith healer”, The Herald, ”11/02/2006.
34 M L. Daneel ”Shona Independent Churches in a Rural society” in: Anthony J. Dachs (ed),
Christianity South of the Zambezi, vol. I, Gweru: Mambo Press, 1973, pp159-188, 160.
35 The Herald 11/02/06.
36 Clive Dillon-Malone, The Korsten Basketmakers: A study of the Masowe Apostles,
An Indigenous African Religious Movement, Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1978, 89-90.
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The first level was that of ‘natural’ diseases which could be cured by natural
means. These could be cured by prescribing herbs or western medicine. The
second level was that of ‘African diseases’ which could only be understood
by Africans in the context of their cosmology and which required supernatural
intervention for their cure. Such ailments required divination as part of the
treatment plan in order to diagnose the spiritual cause of the sickness.37 By
accepting the two levels of sickness it could be argued that these churches
came closer to the Africans than the missionary churches and thus it is not
surprising that most of their converts had left the missionary churches.
Through possessing the office of the prophet-healers these churches were
fully prepared for dealing with the dual-faceted conception of disease among
the Shona. On this theme, Paul Gundani correctly observes that these
prophets were often accused of being rebranded traditional diviner-healers
because of their practice of exorcisms and the extraction of pathogenic
objects and products from the patients’ bodies.38 Gundani further writes
that critics argue that the prophets’ diagnosis centres on the spiritual causes
of disease, especially in the form of family and other spirits, which is a
belief also associated with traditional healers.39 These churches have
successfully integrated the Shona belief of ancestral spirits even though
they consider them to be evil. Yet, they do acknowledge their existence and
are able deal with them. In that regard these churches are more prepared to
deal with the Shona ideas of disease and its causes than missionary churches.
”In many AICs in Southern Africa, the prophet-healer has taken over the
function of the traditional diviner-healer.”40 Often when someone joins the
AICs their visits to traditional diviner-healers cease because the prophet-
healer effectively replaces the traditional diviner-healer.41
There are other added incentives why many people in Zimbabwe now seek
to use this form of health delivery system over and against the conventional
and the traditional systems. According to Gundani, many people believe
that the prophet-healers offer excellent and affordable service for the poor.
From 1991 onwards, when the government of Zimbabwe adopted Economic
37 Anderson, 198.
38 Paul H. Gundani, ”Church, Media and Healing: A case study from Zimbabwe”: , Word
and World  XXI: 2, (2001), pp135-143, 140.
39 Gundani, 140.
40 Anderson, 199.
41 Anderson, 200.
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Structural Adjustment Programme (ESAP), conventional medical service
became very expensive and beyond the reach of many people.42 This
observation is also acknowledged in the Herald, which argues many
Zimbabweans turned to faith healers due to the continued escalation of
costs of conventional medicine.43 The traditional system continues to suffer
prejudice due to the stigmatisation initiated by missionaries. For those who
still want to cure their ”African diseases” AICs are often considered a better
option. Dillon-Malone writes that in some areas diviner-healers were over-
powered by prophet-healers and hence people could trust the more powerful
prophet-healers over the traditional diviner-healers.44 Sometimes the
traditional system, which had survived the missionary onslaught because
the missionaries did not understand their functions, even called for the
assistance of the colonial regimes in order to deal decisively with these
African Christian churches which were at war against traditional religion
and all its structures.45
The other newer form of Christianity in Zimbabwe which has made its
mark on the health delivery system is popularly known as the ”Pentecostal
movement”. However, according to Allan Anderson, its members could be
called ”African Pentecostals” as they have retained much autonomy from
the western Pentecostal churches.46 The debate on these churches and the
correct designations has been dealt with by various scholars and the scope
of this article does not permit me to join the debate at this stage. For our
purposes it is important to stress that in these churches healing and
deliverance from evil are essential parts of life. Moreover, in their healing
rites a psychological liberation from the terrors and insecurities inherent in
African experiences of evil powers and sorcery is achieved.47 Since the
need for healing is an essential part of the explanation why diviner-healers
have remained relevant, Pentecostal churches posed a direct threat to them.
By offering an alternative to the service offered by diviner-healers the
Pentecostal movement threatened the diviner-healers. However, it did not
and does not end there because ”African Pentecostals rejected traditional
42 Gundani, 141.
43 ”People turn to Faith healing”, The Herald, 13/02/2006.
44 Clive Dillon-Malone, 89-90.
45 Dillon-Malone, 21.
46 See Allan H. Anderson and David Maxwell whose works have been cited in this work.
47 Anderson, 219.
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healing wholesale, consigning both the malevolent spirits afflicting the sick
and the practitioners mediating with them to the realms of the Devil.”48
Unlike the western missionaries who condemned traditional healing without
offering an alternative that would address all aspects of the Shona conception
of sickness, the African Pentecostals have provided an alternative. In an
advertisement placed in the Herald by Mathias and Mildred Ministries, they
invite all to attend their miracle crusade, ”it will be a time for miracles and I
call upon you to attend and find that the Lord shall be waiting in full force to
personally minister upon your personal needs.” They go on further to say,
”On your faith the Lord has promised to move against all sickness and disease,
including AIDS and HIV.” The accompanying biblical verse for the crusade
is Hebrews 2 verse 4: ”Remember, the true word of God shall be confirmed
in wonders, miracles, signs and healings.”49 With the Pentecostals making
use of all forms of media to disseminate information on their activities their
impact has been phenomenal. Not only have they drawn people from diviner-
healers, they have also lured people from missionary churches that have
continued to resist dealing with ”African diseases.”
There is great acknowledgement that Pentecostal churches are fast becoming
the largest church type in Zimbabwe and it can be argued that they are
growing rapidly because western missionary Christianity failed to realise
that ”Christianity in Africa must give hope of deliverance and protection
from evil in all its present forms, including evil spirits and sorcery,
misfortune, natural disasters, disease, poverty, and socio-economic
deprivation and oppression.”50 While there has been resistance in the
missionary churches, there has been more flexibility in AICs including the
Pentecostal groups. As illustrated in this article, ”rituals of healing were of
primary importance in traditional society and these newer strands of
Christianity have resonated with them, making available the power of the
Holy Spirit to counter all other spiritual agencies.”51 This has seen these
churches claiming supremacy over traditional diviner-healers and in some
instances diviner-healers have converted to Christianity after having been
overpowered by Christians who claim to be conduits of the Holy Spirit.
48 David Maxwell, African Gifts of the Spirit: Pentecostalism and the Rise of a Zimbabwean
Transnational Religious Movement, Harare: Weaver Press, 2006, 97.
49 ”Mathias and Mildred Ministries - Mutare Crusade”, The Herald, 26/09/2006.
50 Anderson, 233.
51 Maxwell, 97.
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This development has enabled the Shona dual conception of sickness to be
fully dealt with in these churches. But does this mean the traditional diviner-
healers have now ceased to exist in Zimbabwe?
Concluding Observations
The first major observation is that the newer forms of Christianity in
Zimbabwe, particularly those that have been founded by indigenous people,
have launched a sustained assault on the traditional diviner-healers by
providing a viable alternative to deal with the Shona people’s two-tier
conception of sickness. While diviner-healers had comfortably continued
with their practice even after the arrival of missionary churches the
emergence of AICs meant that such a comfort zone no longer existed. With
stigma attached to their practice, first initiated by missionaries and then by
these newer forms of Christianity, it has meant that fewer people can openly
consult the diviner-healers today. While the source of the power being used
is different the structures of health delivery in both the tradition practices
and the AICs are essentially the same. Both seek to effectively deal with
the two-tier sickness and seek to treat the ‘whole man.’ In these churches,
the Shona can have their spiritual problems addressed, though all family
and alien spirits are seen as evil. The supernatural causes of disease are
diagnosed and dealt with in the name of Jesus and the Holy Spirit. In these
churches, there has also been emphasis on the supremacy of the Holy Spirit
over traditional spirits and this is seen with the conversion of some mediums
to Christianity after being overpowered by the Holy Spirit.
To show that the threat posed by these newer strands of Christianity were
affecting them the traditional diviner-healers came together to form a group
that could lobby for their survival. By the 1970s the Rhodesia Traditional
Medical Association was already lobbying for the recognition of their
activities. In their lobbying they appropriated a Christian language and
used the Bible to justify their existence, ”God has given me the great power
to cure the sick by the use of herbs and plants.”52 There is the realisation in
this lobbying that the idea of God had become firmly established among
their potential clients and had to call upon it if they were to gain their
confidence. Biblical verses such as Jeremiah 46: 11, II Kings 20: 7, Ezekiel
52 Chavunduka, 139.
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30: 21, Luke 10: 34 and James 5: 14 have all been cited by traditional
diviner-healers53 in an attempt to reconcile themselves with the Christian
manual for human living. In fact, this has gone a long way in retaining
some clients even among the most ardent Christians. It is generally agreed
that many people still consult them and that most do it during the night.54
Thus they have remained in practice despite all the forces that have
combined to push them out of business.
After everything is said and done, traditional diviner-healers seem to be
here to stay. This conclusion is based on three critical points that continue
to prop up these practitioners despite the onslaught from all the different
forms of Christianity in Zimbabwe.
First, traditional diviner-healers have managed to reconcile themselves with
the popular culture of each new generation. This continuous re-branding
has meant that the practitioners have never been left behind despite them
being custodians of traditional religion and culture. In the Sunday Mail of
17-23 September 2006, the paper profiled a traditional diviner-healer who
uses modern technological gadgets in the conduct of her business. She can
do consultations through telephone or mobile phone calls and invoke her
spirits by playing Mbira music CDs.55 This means that she can communicate
and help people from all over the world without the clients having to travel
to her. This convenience is cheap and most importantly eliminates the stigma
of being seen coming out of a diviner-healer’s shrine. Hence many people
are likely going to continue consulting these diviner-healers.
The second reason why traditional diviner-healers are here to stay relates
to the collapse of the conventional health delivery system in Zimbabwe.
Without drugs and with medical doctors continuing to search for greener
pastures, the few remaining doctors are opting to maximise their profits
through private practice with consultation fees well beyond the reach of
ordinary Zimbabweans. As a result, Zimbabweans have turned their back
on the conventional medical services in favour of faith healers and diviner-
healers to cure diseases. One might say that an herbs craze has hit Zimbabwe;
the more imaginative have called this craze the ‘Operation Moringa’.56
53 Chavunduka, 141.
54 ”Workers welcome decision on n’angas”, The Herald, 08/09/2006.
55 ”Cellphone n’anga breaks new ground”, The Sunday Mail, 17-23/09/2006.
56 ”Zimbabweans hit by ‘Herbs Craze’”, The Standard, 09/10/2005.
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Moringa is an indigenous tree which is believed to boost the human immune
system and has been extensively used by people who are HIV positive. It is
also believed to cure many other ailments to such an extent that many
people turn to it cure physical sickness.
With many are people turning to herbs, traditional healers have once again
found themselves in business as they are the custodians of the knowledge
of which herbs to use. Therefore, traditional healers have found themselves
being supported by a desperate government that has no solution to its health
obligations.57 This support has seen more positive coverage of the activities
of traditional healers in the largest circulating daily newspaper in Zimbabwe,
which is State-controlled, the Herald.
The third and final reason for my declaration that the healers are here to
stay is based on the observation that while AICs (including African
Pentecostals) have seriously challenged these practitioners there is one
element that I consider to persist in sustaining diviner-healers. The newer
forms of Christianity have promoted the idea that the dead know nothing
and can therefore not influence the life of the living. Alternatively, in the
cases where the living-dead are acknowledged in these churches, they have
been relegated to evil forces.58 This is something that will take time for the
Shona to appreciate and acknowledge, because according to M F C
Bourdillon, ”the basis of traditional religion among the Shona is the memory
of, and respect for, deceased members of society”.59 Thus the trend normally
is that when the going gets tough even the most devout of Christians want
to reconcile themselves with their living-dead. While these newer forms of
Christianity having nothing to do with living-dead, the traditional diviner-
healers remain in place and will remain an integral part of the reconciliation
with the living-dead. Unless another strand of Christianity offers to deal
with the issue of the living-dead in a way that will acknowledge the fears
of the Shona then the diviner-healers will continue to be relevant to a great
number of people among both Shona-Christians and non-Christians.
57 See The Herald 27/07/2006 and The Daily Mirror 02/09/2006.
58 Chavunduka, 136.
59 M F C. Bourdillon ”Traditional Religion in Shona society”, in Anthony J. Dachs (ed),
Christianity South of the Zambezi, vol. I, Gweru: Mambo Press, 1973, pp 11-24.
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African Traditional Religion and Human
Rights: Initiating the Discourse1
Nisbert Taisekwa Taringa
The question whether African religion in general, and Shona religion in
particular, is opposed to human rights, has assumed a special significance.
Although Zimbabwe, as a member state within the United Nations, has
ratified many of the international human rights instruments and hence
undertaken binding legal obligations, the Shona people of Zimbabwe’s
dissatisfaction at what they perceive as the secularization and westernization
of human rights is evident. Most Shona people in Zimbabwe do not relate
to the rights language and the concepts emanating from certain human rights
instruments. Rather, the Shona people perceive them to be manifestations
of cultural imperialism and of eurocentrism. Within the context of Shona
communities, the situation is made worse as some aspects of international
human rights law are considered both culturally and religiously alien.
The primary objective of this paper is to describe the relation between
African religion and human rights, with special reference to the Shona of
Zimbabwe in order to shade light onto the extent to which Shona religion
can be perceived as an authoritarian, meritocratic tradition that is intrinsically
resistant to human rights of any kind. Indeed it is generally claimed by
some scholars that Shona religion is simply incompatible with human rights
as understood by the international community. Another point of view is
that the African religious context of familihood systems guarantees respect
for individual as well as collective human rights. This paper will attempt to
answer the following questions: what is the degree of compatibility or
otherwise between the concept of human rights within the Shona religious
tradition and the concept of human rights as viewed from an international
1 This paper is a first necessary response within the context of African Traditional religion
in Zimbabwe to Rosalind Hackett’s call for recognizing Human Rights as an important
and challenging new field for the study of religion. See Hackett’s ‘Human Rights: An
Important and Challenging New Field for The Study of Religion’ in Peter Antes et.al (eds.)
New Approaches to the Study of Religion, vol. 2: Textual, Comparative, Sociological, and
Cognitive Approaches, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin. New York, 2004.
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legal perspective? Are men and women/children regarded as being equal
within traditional Shona legal system?
I propose that by relating Shona religion to the three generations of human
rights-civil-political, socio-economic, and collective developmental we
establish the resonances and dissonances between Shona religion and
international human rights. I argue that Shona religion and human rights do
not primarily collide with the issue of the universality of human rights in
itself, but with its philosophical justification. The dissonances are largely a
result of the western legal tradition, which legitimates certain kinds of legal
moves and empowers certain kinds of people to make them. In this respect,
the crucial question as regards to Shona religion and human rights is not so
much whether the Shona can accept any particular human right, but rather
whether the idea of human rights as such can find a philosophical justification
within the overall Shona vision of the individual and social good.
In the first part of this article, I will sketch some basic characteristics of the
idea of human rights. In the second part, I will summarize the religious and
human values in Shona culture that interact with the human rights culture.
In the third part, I will deal with the question of potential resonances and
dissonances between Shona religion and the three international human rights
generations. In the fourth part, I will highlight the problems and promises
of the interaction between Shona religion and human rights and present my
conclusions.
However, it is pertinent to first present a short background to Shona culture
and religion as I will be constantly referring to them in the parts to come.
The Shona are found in Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe is land-locked between
Zambia to the north, Mozambique to the east, Botswana to the west and
South Africa to the south and has a subtropical climate. The country gained
independence in 1980. The estimated population is 13 million.
Approximately half of the population live in the rural areas. There are two
major ethnic groups, the Ndebele and the Shona. There are five main Shona
subgroups: Karanga, Zezuru, Manyika, Ndau, and Korekore. The Shona
are linguistically related to the central Bantu and most likely moved into
present day Zimbabwe during the great Bantu expansion. They are primarily
occupied with agriculture. Traditionally, Shona people lived in dispersed
settlements, usually consisting of one or more elder men and their extended
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families. A paramount chief heads the Shona and inherited his position and
power in the divine manner of a king. The Shona people believe in three
types of spirits: Shave (alien) spirits are most often considered as outside
or wandering spirits; Ngozi (avenging) spirit; and vadzimu (ancestral spirits).
The shave may be either malevolent or benevolent. Bad spirits are associated
with witchcraft; while good spirits may inspire good talents associated with
healing, music, or artistic ability. Vadzimu represent all that that is ideal
and moral to a Shona way of life and are usually associated with recent
ancestors or with more remote culture heroes whose exact genealogy has
been forgotten. They serve to protect society but may withdraw this
protection if Shona moral ideals are not respected.2
The Definitional Debate and Nature of Human Rights3
In dealing with the questions I posed in the introductory remarks, I take as
my point of departure the definitional debate over the term human rights.
Despite the many works on the subject of human rights and the importance
it has acquired in domestic and international law, it is interesting to note
that for the most part, there is a lack of agreement even on the meaning of
”right” or ”human right”. In this article I will not entangle myself into the
controversies about rights and human rights. However, in order to start my
discussion it is enough to give a portrait of the language and notions of
human rights which have developed in the Western world and which have
been enshrined in the international declaration of human rights. This suffices
to enable me to proceed to identify resonances and dissonances between
these rights and the Shona religion.
The United Nation Declaration of Human Rights formulates universal rights
as valid for every individual human being regardless of race, colour, sex,
religion, birth, etc. This formulation points to the most important feature of
the idea of human rights: the protection of the individual person meaning the
protection of the individual against powerful institutions of the state, society,
religion or others. Thus human rights protect individual self-determination
and free agency. Perry Schmidt-Leukel elaborates upon this idea and writes:
2 See introduction to Shona culture http://www.zambuko.com
3 For an extensive discussion see ” Human Rights” on The Internet Encyclopedia.
http://iep.utm.edu/h/hum-rts.htm
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Human rights define the minimum of what is necessary in order to guarantee
the freedom of the individual agency and the freedom of self determination.
By the definition of inalienable rights such as, the right to life and security,
the right to freedom from torture, inhuman treatment and discrimination,
the right to protection against arbitrary arrest, the right to fair legal
proceedings, to freedom of opinion and expression, to free choice of one’s
spouse or mate etc, the idea of human rights sets limits to those collectives
and institutions in which we usually live, limits which for the sake of the
basic liberty of the individual are not to be transgressed.4
This citation points to the widely held opinion that individualism is at the
core of the universal declaration of human rights. It is this notion of the
individual that allows most people to intrinsically link human rights with
western thought, culture, religions and civilizations. In fact the current
formulation of human rights may be seen as to contain three elements that
reflect western values: firstly, that the fundamental unit of society is the
individual, not the family;5 secondly, that the primary basis for securing human
existence in society is through rights, not duties;6 and thirdly, that the primary
method of securing rights is through legalism where-under rights are claims
that can be adjudicated upon, not reconciliation, repentance, or education.7
The implication is that if human rights are primarily understood as rights
for the protection of individuals, then a further crucial aspect is that these
rights hold for all individuals in an equal way and that therefore the claim
for their validity is universal. Taken together, the ideas of equality and the
idea of universality, point to the problem of how to justify the claim for
universal validity of the human rights in a context of different cultures
religions and ideologies. To solve this problem most scholars take recourse
to the idea of human dignity, not withstanding the problem of possible
culturally diverse concepts of human dignity. Despite this, most Africans
tend to concede that the specific association of the idea of human dignity
and the idea of free individual self-determination is of western origin.8 I
4 Perry Schmdt-Leukel, ‘ Buddhism and the idea of human rights’ in:  Studies in Intereligious
Dialogue, 14 (2004) 2, p217.
5 Shaheen Sardar Ali, Gender and Human Rights in Islam and International Law, (2000) p18.
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
8 For an extensive debate about the western origin of human rights see Josiah A.M. Cobbah,
”African Values and the Human Rights Debate: An African Perspective” in Human Rights
Quarterly, 9:3 (1978), pp. 309-331.
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will later argue that the question of origin does not necessarily determine
the range of validity. What is important for me is to point out the relativistic
position that most Africans take. This helps to shade light onto the
persistence of human rights violation among the Shona today. This position
could be summarized thus:
what we call universal human rights are, in fact, an expression above all of
western values derived from the enlightenment. Understood in this light,
the human rights idea is at best misguided in its core claim that it embodies
universal values-and at worst a blend of moral hubris and cultural
imperialism.9
This implies the Africans’ relativist argument for which human rights are unduly
biased towards morally individualistic societies and cultures, at the necessary
expense of the communal moral complexion of many African societies.
The most penetrating analysis of these problems, which haunt the nature of
human rights, has been given by J.A. van der Ven. In the first part of his book,
Is there a God of Human rights?, van der Ven draws our attention to the
development about the concept of human rights. He takes the concern over the
presumed incompatibility between human rights and communal moral systems
head on. After acknowledging the western origin of human rights and the
attended individualistic characteristic, he explores the question whether human
rights – historically a product of the west’s growing concern with the individual
– are by definition individual. In the light of Hegel’s idea of mutual recognition,
he argues that on closer scrutiny, human rights prove to embody the social
constitution of human beings.10 This is supported by the recognition of three
generations of human rights, which are collective rights that are far more attuned
to the communal and collective basis of many individual lives. First generation
human rights consist primarily of civil, political and judicial rights. Second
generation rights are construed as economic, social and cultural rights, whereas
the third generation of rights are super-individual rights involving the right to
development, the right to a healthy environment, the right to peace and the
right to national self-determination.11
9 Perry Schmidt-Leukel, op.cit. , p. 219.
10 J.A. van der Ven et al., Is There a God of Human Rights? (2004) pp. 8-9.
11 Ibid, pp. 98-103.
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The problems of the western origin and the individualism raised in this section
seem to be a majority opinion and one to which even most Shona traditionalists
would subscribe. If human rights in their present formulations are indeed
western constructs, should the Shona simply renounce human rights and
withdraw from any discussion on the issue? This may not be possible, because
the idea of human rights that I have described above is implied in the preamble
of the constitution of Zimbabwe, which was adopted in 1979 and which has
thereafter been amended several times. The preamble mentions a commitment
to freedom, peace, justice and tolerance. It reads as follows:
acknowledging the supremacy of god and recognizing our diversity, we
the people of Zimbabwe, recalling our heroic resistance to slavery,
colonialism, racism, domination, exalt and extol the brave men and women
who sacrificed their lives during the chimureng/imfazwe and national
liberation struggles, honor compatriots who have toiled for the progress of
our country: celebrate our natural resources and the richness of our various
traditions and cultures bequeathed to us by our for fathers ad providence,
cherish freedom, peace, justice, tolerance, prosperity, patriotism in search
of a new different frontier under a common destiny.12
Explicit declarations of rights are found in the third chapter of the constitution.
It sets out sixteen provisions detailing what are the fundamental rights and
freedoms of the individual which are to be protected. These are subject to the
limitations contained in the constitution, such as limitations designed to ensure
that the enjoyment of those rights and freedoms do not prejudice the public
interest or the rights and freedoms of other persons. Some of the declarations
are fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual, such as the protection
of the right to life, the protection of the right to personal liberty, the protection
from slavery and forced labour, the protection from inhuman treatment, the
protection from deprivation of property, the protection from arbitrary search,
the provision to secure protection of law, protection of freedom of conscience,
the protection of freedom of expression, the protection of freedom of assembly
and association, the protection of freedom of movement, the protection from
discrimination on the grounds of race, gender, religion,  and the enforcement
of protective provisions.
So I seek to initiate the debate on the relation of Shona religion and human
rights on the basis of the recognition in principle by the government of Zimbabwe
of the conviction that human rights are indeed imperative for human life and
12 http://www.crlp.org./pr-9-0630zimhtml.
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dignity. But before relating human rights to Shona religion, a brief
characterization of Shona religious and human values is necessary, particularly
when explaining human rights violations on the basis of Shona religion.
Shona Religious and Human Values
In this section I highlight selected Shona religious and human values that
will help to explain the negative or otherwise relationship between Shona
religion and human rights. Without entangling myself into the problem of
the definition of religion I will settle for a working definition. For this
limited scope, I assume that religion refers to a system of beliefs, practices,
institutions, and relationships based on a particular vision of ultimate reality
that is used by a community of believers to identify and distinguish itself
from other communities.
Firstly, like most African counterparts, the Shona religion is premised upon
a community spirit. The central belief is that community, primarily the
family, is the paramount social reality apart from which humanity cannot
exist. Community is understood as a sacred phenomenon created by God
(Mwari), protected by divinities and governed by ancestral spirits. Therefore
full participation in the community is a fundamental requirement of all
humans. It comprises the nature of religious devotion. J.S. Mbiti puts it
well when stating:
To be human is to belong to the whole community, and to do so involves
participating in the beliefs, ceremonies, rituals and festivals of that
community. A person cannot detach himself from the religion of this group,
for to do so is to be severed form his roots, his foundation, his context of
security, his kinships and the entire group of f those who make him aware
of his own existence. To be without one of these corporate elements is to
be out of the whole picture. Therefore, to be without religion amounts to a
self-excommunication from the entire life of society, and African peoples
do not know how to exist without religion.13
In this context the ancestors comprise the principal link between the
community and the realm of the spirit. As I have already noted, related to
the idea of community is the primacy of the family institution within the
spheres of social reality and personal identity. The family is the locus of
13 J.S.Mbiti African religions and philosophy, (1970),  p. 3.
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moral development. The Shona family is a large, closely-knit community
of blood relatives that is constitutive of the life and destiny of each of its
members. All family members are believed to be descended from a common
ancestor. Also in traditional Shona families all elderly men and women,
including uncles and aunts, are called father and mother, while those closer
to one’s own age are called sisters and brothers. With such kinship
relationships, all are duty bound to accept the corresponding behaviours as
prescribed by tradition. In addition to the Shona defining themselves in
terms of their family, they define themselves in accordance with their place
in the family. This, like all social reality in Africa, is hierarchically ordered
from the oldest living member to the youngest. The family hierarchy is
merely an extension of the cosmological order that begins with God (Mwari)
and extends through ancestors to the elders of the family to the youngest
member of the family. Patriarchal rule is the norm in the family.14
The above implies a certain idea of the Shona understanding of a person. It
means that in Shona traditional life, the individual does not, and cannot,
exist alone except corporately; he owes his entire existence to other people.
He is simply part of the whole. The community must therefore make, create
or produce the individual. Physical birth is not enough: the child must go
through rites of incorporation so that it becomes fully integrated into the
entire society. Thus, the value the Shona place upon the individual is not
the primary good. Instead, the family always assumes priority over its
individual members.15
This idea of a person is implied in Shona ethics, particularly in the idea of
justice. In all human activities the Shona are primarily concerned with two
forms of justice: firstly, the individual’s obligations to the community as
mediated through the many dealings individuals have with one another;
and, secondly, the community’s obligations to its members and itself. It is
beyond the scope of this article to present a full-scale Shona concept of
justice. Suffice it to say that the ultimate goal of justice is also the
preservation and promotion of society.
Until now we can see the polarities between the international human rights
idea and Shona religious values. The main contentions revolve around the
14 P.J. Paris, the spirituality of African peoples. Pp.78-82.
15 ibid, p. 110-111.
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human rights notions of individualism and individual rights, as well as the
issue of the relationship between the individual and society, particularly
the individual’s membership within a family on the part of Shona religion.
In the next section, I relate particular human rights violation in Shona
religion under the headings of the three-generation of human rights in order
to highlight the dissonances between the international human rights idea
and Shona religion.
The Interface Between Shona Religion and Human Rights
There is a growing interest on finding out whether religion and the standards
stipulated in the three generations of human rights are mutually exclusive,
or if they indeed are supportive. In this section I describe the relationship
between human rights and African religion, with special reference Shona
religion of Zimbabwe. I describe the relationship under the headings of
first, second and third generation rights, highlighting some resonances or
dissonances, with particular attention to the rights of women and children
rights, who are in most cases vulnerable groups. Thereafter, I describe efforts
being made to address the dissonances and conclude by raising the problem
that the encounter between African religion and human rights creates for
the human rights discourse. I argue that Shona religion and human rights
collide not primarily on the issue of universality of the human right idea
itself but on the universal reception of that idea particularly its justification.
Shona religion is not fully receptive to the notion of universal human dignity
and equality, particularly women and children because of the primacy of
the community over the individual in its concept of justifications.
Shona Religion and First Generation Human Rights
International human rights law requires societies and governments to respect
claims to non-interference, the right to take part in the government of one’s
country and the right to defend and assert all of one’s rights in terms of
equality with others and by the due process of law.16 Shona religious and
cultural beliefs and practices violate some of these human rights standards.
The majority of Shona people live in rural areas and are not able to participate
fully in the village politic and government. The institution of chieftaincy is
16 Ibid.
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hereditary. Chiefs come from a particular family historically associated with
the founding of the area. The implication is worse for women, because in
most cases the right to be a traditional chief is the absolute prerogative of
men. Therefore, village courts deciding disputes in rural areas are made up
of men where women are forbidden to take part by virtue of traditional law.
The above observation means that women have no right to defend and
assert all their rights in terms of equality with men. For example, divorce is
the prerogative of men. Even in cases of violence against women by men,
such as wife beating, indecent assault, rape and sexual harassment, women
have no right to defend themselves.17 If we relate this to the values of Shona
religion we can explain this by referring to the dominance of patriarchy.
This is based on social hierarchy that values honour, not dignity; and honour
is intrinsically linked to inequalities. The system allocates dominance over
women by male elders. This is sustained by the spiritual principle that the
founding ancestor of the clan is always a male.
In this context, the girl child is also more vulnerable, as compared to the
boy child who thrives on the Shona strong preference for sons. She is
subjected to forced marriage or betrothal, forced circumcision, forced ritual
rape, vulnerability to ritual murder and to be the payment to the demands
of avenging spirits. ”A typical example is the Nyamahumba village case in
Nyanga where Thomas Manyanga had to flee with his daughter after
relatives had decided to marry her off to appease an avenging spirit.”18
Refusal is seen as taboo, that is an act or thing which Shona custom and
religion regard as forbidden. The taboos dictate the social and moral roles.
They are used to avoid the obligation to eliminate such human rights
violation. The advantaged position of the son over and against that of the
daughter is also related to violation of second-generation human rights.
The treatment of the girl child is related to the communal view of personhood
I described above. Thus, for the Shona, in certain conditions, a person may
be sacrificed for the well being of the corporate body. The situation is
difficult for children who are socialized to respect authority, old age and
the ancestors. Old age is thought to be sacred, as the old person is thought
to be in close proximity to ancestral spirits.
17 If a woman, for example, reports that her husband is maltreating her, she is told to go
back and obey.
18 The Herald, Harare, July 4 2006, htt:p//allafrica.com/stories/200607050815.html
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Overall, the plight of children is worse because they are nurtured into family
values we noted in the second section. These are the power of the elderly to
bless or curse and unquestioned obedience to the authority of the parents
and the elderly. This makes it difficult for the government to effectively
deal with such human rights violations, particularly in the rural areas.
Shona Religion and Second Generation Human Rights
The international human rights law concerning second generation rights,
such as economic, social and cultural rights, stipulate the rights to work,
rest, leisure, welfare/well-being, education, social security, general health/
medical care, etc. Shona religion tends to fail when these rights relate to
women and children.  For example, the girl child in rural and poor urban
families is usually burdened with domestic tasks and childcare. This deprives
her of recreation. Young boys have fewer demands. Further, the girl child
is systematically denied education through the practices of forced marriages
and child betrothals. In spite of legal prohibitions, it is still possible for a
man to favour a friend or an associate with the promise of a young daughter
in marriage. The reasoning is consistent with the primacy of the community
marriage among the Shona, which is primarily a contract between groups
rather than individuals.19
Furthermore, women are economically disadvantaged. They have no land
rights. Traditionally women cannot hold title to land. It is the exclusive
preserve of the male and in turn is inherited by male sons in the family.
Bourdillon has this to say about how women are sometimes treated in
inheritance related issues:
accordingly they take away everything they can lay hands on. What about
the widow? Well according to tradition, no one is responsible for her…in
practice she ma be left destitute, even though her earnings may have been
used to build up the family home and furnish it.20
This issue of inheritance also affects the girl child in the sense that she
cannot inherit the estate of her deceased parents. Women and children’s
plight is also felt in the practice of polygamy. They may be neglected in
19 M.F.C Bourdillon The Shona Peoples, (1976),  p.40.
20 M.FC. Bourdillon, Where Are The Ancestors? (1993), p.28.
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several ways. Some times there is no proper care and financial support
especially if the wife is no longer the favorite of the husband. Furthermore,
where the husband has meager resources it leads to inadequate provision
of basic education and health care. These issues also connect with third
generation rights.
Shona Religion and Third Generation Human Rights
Third generation rights are super-individual or collective rights, for example
the right to development, to peace and a healthy environment. The right to
peace among the Shona may be thought to be based upon maintaining the
right relationships with other people, spirits and nature. We need to note
that much of the violation of individual rights is premised upon the belief
in ancestors under the dictum ‘as our ancestors used to do so we do’. As is
already implied in the description of Shona religious values, the presence
of the spirit guardian and their power over the lives of their descendants
are so real to the traditional Shona that in many respects they remain part
of the community; they are spirit elders whose influence remains very much
alive. The main issue seems to be that of maintaining an illiberal religion
based on social hierarchy. Therefore, the idea of the right to peace is, at
most, a potential resource upon which the right to peace may be built. We
need to note that the primary symbolism is honour rather than respect as
premised on the idea of international human rights.
As regards to the right to a healthy environment it is possible to appeal to the
Shona symbolism expressed in the rituals and environmental taboos and
restrictions. This rests upon the belief that kinship ties the extend into nature.
Here we can identify the positive role that Shona religion can play. It is the
”religious point of view that promotes relationality and moral responsibility”.21
Here, we also need to be cautious. In Shona, religious and political authority
is drawn from ancestral spirits. Some people have emphasized the role these
spirit have in providing communal ecological benefits. Yet the notion of a
healthy environment is not the main emphasis of Shona rituals and taboos.
This does not mean that the taboos do not have ecological effects, but that
the beliefs and practices do not generate healthy environment consciousness
in the scientific sense assumed in the international third generation human
21 Joseph Runzo, et al. (eds) Human Rights and Responsibilities in the World Religions
 (2003), p. 2.
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rights. So the shadow side in relation to human rights is that in this practice
local religious institutions are used by ruling lineages for political control in
order to grant preferential access to particular resources.22 This means that
the taboos are frequently used as tools to legitimize authority. As a result
much of the taboos restrict women’s access to resources as we have already
indicated with their position regarding land ownership.
Up to this point, with the few examples given, we can present a tentative
conclusion, that with regards to women and children’s rights, Shona religion
and international human rights standards clash. They seem to be more
mutually exclusive than supportive.
Problems and Promises
The major controversy between Shona values and international human rights
lies in the fact that the liberal individualistic ethos does not seem to meet
the traditional values of a patriarchal hierarchy based on honour, social
harmony, and respect for family and authorities. It is a system emphasizing
duty and responsibility rather than rights that can be claimed. In this way
the difference between Shona religion and the international liberal human
rights idea has to do with the nature of society and the individual. The
Shona tend to reject the notion implied in the nature of human rights that
society consists of contractual relationships of contending individuals. For
the Shona, human rights have to do with whole communities; they do not
presume or promote the idea of the autonomous individual.
Let us consider a recent case in which Shona traditional religious practices
come in conflict with the rights of girl children. The Sunday Mail of October
29 – November 4, 2006 carried the following notice:
Ten more Honde Valley girls families accused of partaking in the murder
of Mr Gibson Kupemba in 1995 had their bid to send 10 minor girls as
appeasement to his family thwarted by other villagers, including the
Kupemba family, following the rescue of another batch of four minor girls
by police and girl child Network in June.23
22 B.B Mukamuri,”Local Environmental Conservation Strategies: Karanga Religion, Politics
and Environmental Control”: in Environment and History 1 (1995): 297-311.
23 The Sunday Mail, October 29- November 4 2006, Zimbabwe.
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In May 2006, The Sunday Mail had reported two similar cases. The first
case was a dispute involving the Chigonde family of Mutasa district in
Manicaland about the proposal to give away two girls as compensation for
the alleged murder of two people by one Harry Chigonde. The second case
involved a girl from Nyanga who was reported to have fled her village
after her uncles attempted to forcibly give her away to another family whose
relative was allegedly murdered by the girl’s grandfather.24
It is a generally followed custom in Zimbabwe, especially in the rural
communities, that when a person is murdered, his or her relatives are
supposed to receive some form of compensation from the murderer or his
family to appease the murder victim’s avenging spirit. There is a general
belief that if compensation is not paid, the murderer and his family will
perpetually experience misfortune. In most cases misfortune entails
mysterious death in the family. The belief is so strong that even if the
murderer is tried, convicted and imprisoned by a court of law, his or her
relatives are supposed to pay compensation the traditional way and the
process is coordinated by the local chief.25
As we can see from the examples I have cited, in practice human rights
among the Shona are not about protecting individual autonomy; rather they
are about primarily securing the well being of the community. Therefore,
we can say that they recognize value in the individual, but not in the same
way western liberalism does. Instead of asserting immunities and
entitlements of autonomous individuals, the Shona root the value of each
and every individual in the potential enjoyment of the community. This is
very detrimental for women in cases of marriage and circumcision rituals,
and for girls in the cases of ritual compensation. Thus these communal
justifications of human rights promote illiberal beliefs and practices that
mostly affect women and children.
The crucial challenge is for the Shona to support the key intention of the
idea of human rights, even and in particular if this entails restricting the
power of traditional religious institutions. The Shona should make this
intention their own. For example, in relation to minor girls being offered to
24 The Sunday Mail, May 7-13 2006, Zimbabwe.
25 Ibid.
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appease avenging spirits, Chief Makoni had this to say: ”I had also
surrendered my daughter in June but I was lucky to have been educated by
Girl Child Network in conjunction with the police.”26 At present, the
government of Zimbabwe has put legislations that are intended to put an
end to traditional practices which are not congruent with international human
rights. These include laws governing operation of chiefs, diviners and
customary laws related to inheritance marriage and divorce and laws related
to child labour and child abuse.
The government has also introduced the human rights subject in the school
curriculum. This effort is complemented by women civic and non-
governmental organizations, such as Msasa Project, and church organizations
that deal with rights of women and children. Behind these efforts their still
remains the fundamental practical question: ‘what is to be done when generally
accepted international human rights standards conflict with long standing
religious-cultural practices?’, as is with the case I presented where Shona
religion collide with women and children’s human rights.  I suggest what van
de Ven calls ‘deliberative democracy’ is consistent with the idea of overlapping
consensus on human rights. This involves distinguishing human rights as a
norm of conduct and the justification of that norm. There can be agreement
on the norms even if there is significant disagreement on how that norm is to
be justified. As norms, human rights would not be western or African, Christian
or Shona. Justification, however, would be rooted in the positive resources
of specific political, cultural or religious traditions.
Once again such deliberative consensus spirit or attitude is implied in the
way that Chief Mutasa and Professor Gordon Chavhunduka, the president
of the Zimbabwe National Traditional Healers Association, responded in
the light of the laws that forbad such practices. Their view was that
negotiations can be done between the avenging spirit, its relatives and the
offending family, to pay either in cash or livestock like cattle and goats.
Such negotiations can still be carried out through the chief’s court in the
presence of both families and the traditional healer, and therefore place
human dignity at the heart of Shona religio-cultural traditions.27 Otherwise,
there can be little doubt that, as it stands, Shona relativist position is
incompatible with international human rights.
26 The Sunday Mail, op.cit
27 ibid.
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Conclusion
In this article, I have described and explained the relationship between
African traditional religion – using the example of Shona religion in
Zimbabwe – and international human rights ideas in order to find out
resonances and dissonances between the two. After a brief sketch of Shona
religion and culture, I raised the issue of definitional debate and the nature
of international human rights, and settled for the classification of human
rights into three generations. I then gave a brief outline of Shona religious
and human values as the backdrop for understanding the interface between
Shona religion and human rights. This led me to an analysis of the interaction
between Shona religion and human rights focusing on examples in which
women and children’s rights are violated. The major finding is that Shona
religion is, to large extent, not compatible with human rights, and particularly
not the so-called first and second-generation rights. Potential resonances
can be developed from third generation rights. The reasons for the
dissonances lie in the way human rights are justified. Whereas the Shona
gives primacy to community and honour, international human rights give
primacy to individual autonomy and human dignity.
In the final section on problems and promises I highlighted efforts by the
government to address the problem and suggested deliberative democracy
and the principle of overlapping consensus as a practical way to bring Shona
religion and human rights to a fruitful dialogue. Having initiated the
discourse, more empirical research needs to be done in order to find out the
bases of human rights in Shona Traditional religion and see how human
rights are being appropriated by many Shona people in their struggle for
religious, cultural and political self-determination. Having initiated the
discourse it may be carried forward by investigating a Shona contribution
to human rights and a human rights contribution to Shona religion.
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Church and State Conflict
in Kenya 1986-1991:
Archbishop David Gitari’s Role
Julius Gathogo
This article sets out to unveil the following question: ”How effective was
the Anglican Archbishop David Gitari’s methods and approaches in his
crusade for multiparty democracy in Kenya between 1986 and 1991?” To
address this concern, I will first attempt to locate the background to his
prophetic ministry, and then survey the methods and approaches that he
employed during those turbulent days. The article will conclude with a
critique of Gitari’s all-inclusive approach to Church ministry. The materials
in this article are gathered through interviews with Gitari and by use of
participant observation by a researcher who was an eye witness during the
larger part of Gitari’s Church Ministry. An extensive reading of some
materials under discussion has also been done. The article is aimed at
cautioning the post-cold war Africa against loosing the gains of freedom;
for neo-colonialism is as bad as colonialism itself, or even worse.
The retired Anglican Archbishop, David Mukuba Gitari was born on 16
September 1937 as a son of the Evangelist Samuel Mukuba and Jessie
Njuku in Ngiriambu, Kirinyaga District of Central Kenya. He joined the
University of Nairobi in 1959 where he graduated with a B.A Honours and
during which time he was greatly involved in preaching ministry at schools
and universities all over Africa. From 1968 to 1971, he studied Theology at
Bristol (UK), as an external student of the University of London, and
graduated with a Bachelor of Divinity. From 1972 to 1975, he served as the
General Secretary of the Bible Society of Kenya and Chairman of Kenya
Students Christian Fellowship (KSCF). He was awarded an honorary Doctor
of Divinity degree by Ashley Seminary, Ohio (USA) in 1983. He was the
Bishop of Mount Kenya East from 1975 to 1990. After the split of the big
Diocese of Mount Kenya East, which was basically half of Kenya, he
became the Bishop of Kirinyaga, serving from 1990 to 1997. In 1997, he
was elected as the third African Archbishop the Anglican Province of Kenya
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and the Bishop of Nairobi, which he served until 2002, when he retired.
Following the regime change of December 2002, the new President, Mwai
Kibaki, gave him one of the highest State Honours, the Moran of the Burning
Spear (MBS), for his dedicated services to the republic of Kenya in 2003.1
The Background to Gitari’s Prophetic Church Ministry
Unknown to many, the revered Anglican Primate, the retired Archbishop
David Mukuba Gitari’s prophetic ministry was largely inspired by historical
figures such as William Wilberforce, who as a social activist, a politician
and, as a committed Christian, fought for 45 years in the British parliament
for the abolition of slave trade and the emancipation of slaves in the British
Empire. Another character is Lord Shaftesbury, who helped to free British
children and women from terrible exploitation and inhuman treatment by
factory owners who used them as cheap labour. Abraham Lincoln, the US
president who helped in freeing the African slaves in his country during the
1860s, also inspired Gitari’s view of social justice. Later, Gitari was inspired
by the likes of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Junior, who fought for the Civil
Rights of the Afro-Americans, the repeal of the oppressive Jim Crow laws
and the success of Civil Rights bill of 1964 that allowed African Americans
to vote for the first time in American history. As a historian and a theologian,
Gitari could also read the ministry of the Prophets in the Bible such as
Jeremiah, Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah, and was convinced that the end of life
was not to avoid risks or pains but to do the will of God.2 He thus chose the
‘narrow path’ where he was critical of all the structural sins of commission
and omission by the State, a position which almost cost him his life when
some people were sent to kill him. In this 1989 incident, Gitari escaped death
narrowly after he screamed as he moved to the top of his storied house thereby
inviting his friendly neighbours who thwarted the killing bid.
Within the Kenyan context, Gitari had Josiah Mwangi Kariuki, the then
Member of Parliament for the then Nyandarua North, as a source of
inspiration in his commitment to social justice in the newly independent
Kenya. Gitari’s known prophetic ministry began early in 1975 after the
assassination of this populist and flamboyant Kenyan politician, who was
1 See David M. Gitari, Responsible Church Leadership (Nairobi: Acton, 2005).
2 I remember hearing Gitari make this confession when he was my Bishop (1975-1997).
Again, his ministry has clearly demonstrated this.
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fondly referred to as ‘JM.’ JM, who was brutally murdered on 2 March
1975 during Jomo Kenyatta’s regime (1963-1978), was known to rub the
government the wrong way on matters of social justice. As Gitari says of
him, JM ”was a hero of the resistance against the colonial government.”
He is said to ”have been picked up by a party of unidentified men and
driven to the Ngong Hills, where a shepherd boy discovered his mutilated
body a few days later.”3 As the editor of the Kenya Confidential, Blamuel
Njururi says of him: ”J. M., as he was popularity known, was not an ordinary
member of parliament, but a visionary, who was one of the best socio-
politically focused leaders at the time of his death.”4 He could correctly
read the blurred and dangerous future Kenya was headed to, as a greedy
bunch of politicians took charge of the country. A clique of the ruling elite
was emerging to dominate and determine the destiny of the then ten million
Kenyans, manipulate state resources, control the economy through a pseudo-
African socialism and to monopolize power.
JM was the first post-independence politician to surrender land allocated
to him and gave it to the landless in his Nyandarua District. At the same
time, he criss-crossed the country donating generously to numerous causes.
JM’s political philosophy and belief that the Kenyatta Government had
hijacked the aspirations of the freedom struggle mounted by the Mau Mau
(freedom fighters) and his apparent ambition for leadership, won him true
enemies within the ruling clique.5 On economic and social justices, JM
argued that it is the characteristic of the developing nations that the greatest
wealth is in the hands of the privileged few while the masses are
impoverished. But a stable social order cannot be built on the poverty of
millions. Frustrations born of poverty and socio-economic inequalities breed
turmoil and violence. Hence, the priority in any democratic developing
country is economic prosperity coupled with the eradication of social and
economic disparities.6
JM openly and courageously advocated the quest for social justice and
equal opportunities for all. He strove for ‘the greatest happiness of the
3 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: Sermons to a Nation (London: Regnum,
1996), 13.
4 Blamuel Njururi, Kenya Confidential, volume 4 No. 10, 2000.
5 See Blamuel Njururi, Kenya Confidential, volume 4 No. 10, 2000.
6 See Blamuel Njururi, Kenya Confidential, volume 4 No. 10, 2000.
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greatest number.’ With reference to contemporary Kenya, he remarked: ”A
small but powerful group of greedy, self-seeking elite in the form of
politicians, civil servants and businessmen has steadily but very surely
monopolized the fruits of independence to the exclusion of the majority of
the people. We do not want a Kenya of ten millionaires and ten million
beggars.”7 On neo-colonialism, JM argued that colonial masters are to be
found in government ministries ”dressed in a new cloak labelled economic
adviser to such and such a ministry or to so-and-so. They advise us in their
interests and we follow them like sheep.”8 Before he was assassinated, he
highlighted the value of patriotism by saying: ”It takes more than a National
Anthem, however stirring, a National Coat of Arms, however distinctive, a
National Flag, however appropriate, a National Flower, however beautiful,
to make a Nation.”9
JM is greatly remembered for his perceptive remarks such as:
... Since Kenya became independent in 1963, we have moved away from
the state which we intended to create …
… Kenya has become like a tree growing very tall, very quickly, but it is
going to fall because it does not have deep roots, is not firmly rooted in the
people and in society ...10
Following JM’s brutal murder, a period of nationwide unrest followed.
University students took to the streets, as they demanded to be told the
identity of the killers. A number of bombs were set off in public places and
anonymous pamphlets implicated the government in the killing thereby
worsening the already existing tension. David Gitari, the erstwhile General
Secretary of the Bible Society of Kenya (a few months before he became
the first Bishop of the Diocese of Mt Kenya East), was invited by the
National Christian Council of Kenya (NCCK) to preach on the State Radio’s
programme, ”Lift Up Your Hearts’ Programme.” This programme, which
was reserved for NCCK, Gitari called ”Lift up the Nation” and was delivered
from Nairobi Baptist Church on 20 April 1975. Gitari, in his talks, lectured
the Nation on the United Nations’ General Assembly proclamation of the
Declaration on Human Rights. Calling JM’s killers as Cain who has killed
7 Blamuel Njururi, Kenya Confidential, volume 4 No. 10, 2000.
8 See Blamuel Njururi, Kenya Confidential, volume 4 No. 10, 2000.
9 Julius Gathogo, The Truth About African Hospitality:  113.
10 Julius Gathogo, The Truth About African Hospitality:  113.
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Abel, Gitari reminded the Nation about the UN Declarations on human
rights as including, the right to life; the right to liberty and security; the
right to education; equality before the law; freedom of movement and
religion; freedom of Association and; Freedom to marry and have a family.11
In this live broadcast, Gitari said:
You are created in the image of God and for that reason nobody should
deny you the right to exist. The Bible presents physical life as the creation
of God who alone is the source of life, and human beings have no
independent right to shed blood and take life. A person does not even have
the liberty to take his [or her] own life. He [or She] is accountable to God
for what he [or she] has done to himself [or herself] or his [or her] fellow
human being. When Cain murdered his brother Abel, God asked him,
‘Where is Abel your brother’? And Cain answered: ‘I do not know. Am I
my brother’s keeper’? And God said to Cain, ‘What have you done Cain?
The voice of your brother’s blood is crying to me from the ground and now
you are cursed…’ Today God is asking Kenyans, ‘Where is your brother
JM Kariuki?’ And those who assassinated him or planned his assassination
are saying, ‘Am I my brother’s keeper?’12
After giving the fourth series of the ”Lift Up the Nation” talk, Gitari received
a telephone call from the ”Voice of Kenya”, the State Corporation, inviting
him for a ”dialogue”. He met seven officials from the Government Ministry
of Information where Mr. Kangwana, the Chairman, informed him that his
Radio talk shows ”were very disturbing.”13 But Gitari informed the Ministry
officials that if his talks were disturbing, then they had met his goals, ”as
the gospel is very disturbing to sinners.”14 A few months later, Gitari was
elected the Bishop of Mount Kenya East where he continued his ministry
until he was elected the Archbishop of Kenya in 1997. As the archbishop of
Kenya and Bishop of Nairobi, Gitari continued with his prophetic ministry
until his retirement in 2002.
Gitari’s Crusades for Multi-Party Political System
(1986-1991)
Following his election as the Bishop of Mount Kenya East, Gitari did not
immediately appear too vocal on matters of State. He concentrated most of
11 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: 18.
12 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: 19.
13 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: 20.
14 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: 20.
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his energies in bringing up his young Diocese, which had less than twenty
parishes and clergy.15 Following the death of President Jomo Kenya on 22
August 1978, the new presidency under Daniel Arap Moi appeared to have
started well. He encouraged the Nation to preserve their environment by
planting trees; told the Nation to do family planning; respect and care for
the elderly, children, disabled and other marginals of the society. He even
introduced a new philosophy – the Nyayo philosophy of Peace, Love and
Unity – which Gitari and other Church leaders of the time found compatible
with the Christian teachings. However, things turned for the worst when a
fresh alertness towards matters of government began to emerge after the
constitutional amendment of 1982 that made Kenya a de jure one party
state. Not long after, an attempted coup on 1 August 1982, took place, and
with that event, Kenya politics began to take a nosedive. Subsequent
constitutional amendments consolidating the power of the executive did
not make matters better, as the State became very intolerant to dissenting
voices. As a result, some were abducted and killed; others were jailed or
detained without trial. This infuriated the Church leaders and in particular,
the National Council of Churches of Kenya, of which Gitari was the
Chairman (1978 – 1980 and 1982 – 1985). By 1985, the State had begun to
rig out popular Parliamentary and Party candidates who were considered
to be critical on the governance of the country.
To this end, the National Council of Churches (formerly the National
Christian Council of Kenya) organised a National Pastors’ Conference in
1986 at Kenyatta University. At this conference, Gitari and other members
of the Council took a radical stand against the queue voting system where
rigging was rampant. In 1988, NCCK used its publication, Beyond, to
document evidence of massive rigging and many other electoral
malpractices during the years’ General Elections. Amidst intense criticism,
this activism culminated in the banning of Beyond. As a result, two NCCK
journalists, David Makali and Bedan Mbugua, were jailed in Manyani
Prison. This did little to improve the relations between the Protestant Church
leaders and the government. Indeed this general uneasiness and mistrust
was to define their relationship for years to come.
As a matter of fact, Gitari’s turning point as a crusader for a multi-party
political system in Kenya is clearly seen after two events took place in
15 Today, 2007, it has over hundred parishes and over hundred clerics.
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1986. First, the then ruling party, in fact the only registered one, the Kenya
African National Union (KANU) made a very anti-people and anti-Christian
recommendation on the governance of the country. That is, in a record of
ten minutes, they passed twelve resolutions. In other words, their 3,600
delegates debated nothing, as a political debate was unofficially ‘prohibited’
in those dark days.16 Thus, like the proverbial frogs, the delegates just said
‘Yes’ to every resolution that was read before them however unfair to the
populace. This infuriated Gitari. He said: ”I spoke publicly to say that it
was a terrible waste of people’s time to make them just a rubber stamp and
this hit the [newspapers] headlines.”17 Rather than to address the concerns
he had raised, Gitari and the rest of the vast majority of Kenyans were
surprised to see the Kenyan parliament suspend its ordinary services in
order to ”discuss” Gitari as ”unpatriotic” and serving ”foreign masters.” In
short, they spent almost three hours hurling insults upon him.
Secondly, like adding insult to an injury, another KANU assembly passed a
resolution that ”the future elections will take the form of queuing behind the
candidates” and not the old and acceptable method of secret ballot. In other
words, ”if you have three candidates, you tell the voters to line up behind the
one you like most.”18 Since this is done during the daytime, everyone was
expected to see clearly who wins or who looses. This was however a divisive
method as Church leaders who wanted to vote would fear to vote through
queuing, as that would have divided the members of their respective
congregations. To his utter surprise, Gitari, who went to observe, saw ”terrible”
elections. Why? There was open rigging. The leader of the shorter queue
would be declared the winner through the State Radio who stated that he or
she was a ”government candidate.” This made Bishop Henry Okullu of the
Anglican Diocese of Maseno, team up with Gitari and other like-minded
church leaders, such as Rev. Dr. Timothy Njoya of the Presbyterian Church
of Eastern Africa, Rev. Dr. Julius Kobia, the General Secretary of the National
Council of Churches, Bishop Prof. Zablon Nthamburi of the Methodist
Church, Archbishop Raphael Mwana’a Nzeki of the Catholic Church,
Archbishop Manases Kuria of the Anglican Church of Kenya, Archbishop
Zacchaeus Okoth of the Kisumu Diocese of the Catholic Church, Archbishop
16 David Gitari, ”On Being a Christian Leader in Africa,” Transformation, Vol 18 No. 4
October (2001), 254.
17 David Gitari, ”On Being a Christian Leader in Africa,” 254.
18 David Gitari, ”On Being a Christian Leader in Africa,”254.
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John Njue of the Catholic Church, and Bishop Alexander Muge of the Eldoret
Anglican Diocese.19 All these churchmen agreed that seventy percent of the
Sixth Kenyan parliament was selected and not elected.20
The two events outlined above convinced Gitari that Kenya needed undiluted
change, (read multiparty political system) so that those who were dissatisfied
in the only party, KANU, could join other parties of their choice. From
1986 onwards, Gitari did not spare time condemning the queuing system
and the whole philosophy behind single-party political dictatorship until
President Daniel arap Moi yielded to pressure and accepted the repeal of
section 2A of the Kenyan constitution, which prohibited the formation of
other political parties apart from the ruling KANU, in December 1991.
This drives us to ask: which methods and approaches did the then Bishop
David Gitari of Kirinyaga Diocese of the Anglican Church of Kenya employ
in his crusade for multiparty democracy in Kenya between 1986 and 1991?
Methods and Approaches in Gitari’s Church Ministry
(1986-91)
First, Gitari respected the Bible as authority within his context where it is
translated into the local language of Gikuyu, also referred to as Kikuyu.
Knowing his context, which is deeply religious, was a big plus for Gitari, as
he spoke his political mind through the use of expository sermons. These
sermons were faithfully interpreted from the biblical texts. For example,
Kamuruana hill, a public property, was grabbed from the Kirinyaga County
Council by two local politicians, who called themselves JIMKA and JAKEN,
in 1991, Gitari went to the nearby Mutuma Trinity Church and relevantly
picked the text of 1 Kings 21: 1-29. He asked his congregation, as his sermon
theme, ”Was There No Naboth to Say No?”21 As a characteristic method,
such an approach would always stir his audience to think and see the grabber
as King Ahab and strengthen their resolve to pursue the big fishes. Another
example is his decrying of the Government’s crackdown on Mwakenya
political dissidents – a group of people who were said to be releasing pamphlets
that were criticising the excesses of the State. Gitari noted that most of the
19 The vocal Bishop Muge was later killed, in early 1990, in a mysterious road accident
which was blamed on some government functionaries.
20 David Gitari, ”On Being a Christian Leader in Africa,”254.
21 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: 16.
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suspects, who were taken to court at odd hours, were actually innocent
Kenyans who were tortured and forced to confess as being involved in
clandestine activities. These persons were subsequently sentenced by
compromised judges and finally jailed on trumped-up charges. In such
situations, Gitari, through his sermons, would urge the Nation to neither
conform to the patterns of this world, nor matter the persecutions (cf. Romans
12:1-2).22 This reliance on the Bible confirms its centrality in African
Christianity – a fact that is revealed in the Bible’s wide translation, for it is
”the most widely read book in tropical Africa.”23 As Mugambi can state:
The Bible is the most widely available book in both rural and urban areas.
It can be regarded as the most influential book in Africa. The Bible is read
at primary and secondary schools, in colleges and Universities, in
Seminaries, during Worship Services, in fellowship meetings and in private
devotion and meditation.24
Indeed, ”most Christians carry copies of the bible, or parts of it, everywhere
they go, and read it when they have a little time to spare. Even when they
do not have the Bible in their hands, they will refer to it as they talk and
pray.”25 As John Karanja observes:
Kikuyu Christians showed considerable latitude in interpreting and applying
the Bible from the time the scripture was available in their vernacular.
Although the text of the Bible was fixed, its interpretation was not. The
athomi (readers) used the Bible creatively to serve their pastoral, political
and cultural needs. Pastors used it to promote morality and giving in the
church. Politicians used it to create tribal consciousness; apologist for
Kikuyu culture used it to affirm their own religion and culture. Indeed,
Kikuyu creative use of the scripture demonstrates their ability to adopt and
exploit western innovations.26
Secondly, Gitari was fond of appealing to history. For example, he was
fond of comparing bad leaders with Adolf Hitler. Hitler is seen as the man
who stirred the world to go for a Second World War (1939-1945).27 By
22 David Gitari, In Season and Out of Season: 54.
23 Jesse Mugambi, From liberation to reconstruction: African Christian Theology After
Cold War (Nairobi: EAEP, 1995), 142.
24 Jesse Mugambi, From liberation to reconstruction: 142.
25 Jesse Mugambi, From liberation to reconstruction: 143.
26 John K Karanja, Founding an African Faith: Kikuyu Anglican Christianity 1900 – 1945
(Nairobi: Zima, 1999), 129.
27 Herbert L. Peacock, A History of Modern Europe 1789-1981 (Nairobi: Heinemann, 1987).
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drawing from his vast knowledge of World history, Gitari was first and
foremost calling upon his audience to think deeply and place themselves
historically in the map of the World. The end result, Gitari hoped, was for
Kenyans to discover that they are not in their own Island but part of the
World civilisations, hence they deserved respect. This appeal to history
was highly enlightening. Gitari also wanted to tell the oppressive regime
of the time to take him seriously; for as a scholar-bishop, he was speaking
from an informed position. How then could they afford to ignore the prophet
and the moral leader of his time?
Thirdly, Gitari used an all-inclusive approach in his ministry (1986-1991).
This means that he not only recognised that the ecumenical movement in
Africa (read NCCK, AACC etc) was a vital institution whose existence
was indispensable, due to the problems created by denominationalism,28
but more importantly, Gitari worked with non-Christians and the emerging
opposition politicians. Gitari would also invite the so-called political
dissidents, most of whom got into the government when KANU finally
lost in the 2002 general elections. They included, amongst others, the then
fiery Hon. Paul Muite (an Anglican Christian), Hon. Waruru Kanja (a
Muslim), Hon. Professor Wangari Maathai (who became the first African
Woman Nobel Laureate in 2004), and Hon. James Orengo, a prominent
lawyer and a fiery politician. One day, in early 1991, he invited everyone
who was interested for a return to multi-party political system to assemble
at St. Thomas Kerugoya Anglican Cathedral to come for prayers. As I
observed, the ”prayer session” included a ”who is who” in the opposition
politics of the time. I remember in 1987 when, as my bishop, he invited
Hon. Nahashon Njuno, the then Kirinyaga East MP, now Gichugu
constituency, to speak to a congregation in my local Emmanuel Church, Mutira
and to greet the congregation even when the Government, through the local
KANU Branch, had barred him from speaking in public. By ”breaking the
law,” Gitari was trying to tell the Kenyan authorities that ”no one has a right
to deny you the right to freedom of speech and association.” Gitari was also
trying to guard against any form of societal fragmentation – as being one is
far much better than being divided when we have a common course.
It is crucial to acknowledge that an all-inclusive approach to Church ministry
calls upon the practitioners of Christian faith to put more emphasis on
28 Samuel Kobia, ”The next fifty Years” in Margaret Crouch (ed), A Vision of Christian
Mission (Nairobi: NCCK, 1993), 232.
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developmental issues that concern the society of faith where it is being
articulated. In such circumstances, Christian faith is forced to put more
emphasis on environmental degradation, reconciliation, domestic violence,
gender disparities, the power of love, and a sustainable society. Through his
all-inclusive approach, Gitari had the last laugh when the high-handed KANU
yielded to the demands of the vast majority of Kenyans who had Gitari and a
few church leaders speak for them – as the real voice of the people.
Fourth, Gitari’s methodology included the use of ancestral resources to
communicate his message of liberation and reconstruction of our society,
which was in dire need of political reform. By use of ancestral resources, I
mean, Gitari would encourage the Christian message being communicated
through folk dances, but with some revisions so that the contents would
address the worship of the God of Christendom as opposed to the God of
African Traditional Religion. To demonstrate this, Gitari saw to the production
of a Christian hymnbook, Nyimbo cia Gucanjamura Ngoro (literally meaning,
‘songs to warm the heart’), with ancestral melodies that clearly reflected the
local context. In so doing, he led the Christians in owning the Gospel as their
word that was delivered to them through from time immemorial when their
ancestors used to sing happily. This methodology of communicating the
Christian faith by use of some ancestral resources that are compatible with
the Christian Testament is also seen in the Anglophone theologian Jesse
Mugambi’s conviction that the ancestral resources can be creatively exploited
in African Christianity.29 On the other hand, Kä Mana, a Francophone
theologian, presents past African cultural values and traditions as a ”decaying
reality” or as a ”disintegrating reality”. Mana cautions that any attempt at
avoiding Africa’s present problems by going back to its ancient times is a
new type of estrangement, which, to him, is equivalent of surrendering
ourselves to ”the dictatorship of the past.”30 In particular, Kä Mana introduces
his analysis of the ethical dimensions of the human crisis in Africa in an
alarming way. He paints such an alienating and despairing picture of African
societies and goes on to propose that only a radical reconstruction of African
approachs to religious and socio-political realities would heal them from
their major shortcomings.31
29 Jesse Mugambi, From liberation to reconstruction: 88.
30 Kä Mana, L’Afrique va-t-elle mourir? Bousculer l’imaginaire africain: Essai d’éthique
politique (Paris: Cerf, 1991), 79.
31 Kä Mana, L’Afrique va-t-elle mourir? Bousculer l’imaginaire africain: Essai d’éthique
politique (Paris: Cerf, 1991), 78 - 9.
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While not discarding any of the two viewpoints, a theology of reconstruction
can not ignore the huge contribution of anthropological resources in Africa;
as they can, indeed, be positively exploited to do a psychosocial
reconstruction of Africa. This compares with Wole Soyinka’s proposal on
the way forward with regard to handling reconciliation in Africa, as one of
his resources is that of religious myth. Specifically Soyinka turns to his
ancestral Yoruba pantheon and to their rituals and mythology. In this, the
gods come down to the mortals to oversee the atonement festival, reminding
them of the necessity for atonement and forgiveness.32 He thus says:
Most African traditional societies have established modalities that guarantee
the restoration of harmony after serious infractions – see, for instance, the
banishment of Okonkwo after involuntary homicide in Chinua Achebe’s
Things Fall Apart.33 And, if we may be somewhat whimsical, Emperor
Bokassa’s bizarre return to Central African Republic, in full knowledge of
what fate awaited him, argues strongly for some kind of supernatural
intervention – the vengeful souls of the violated children dragging him
back from the security of his French asylum? Certainly, a singularly
atrocious act appeared to be denied closure until the perpetrator returned
to expiate on the scene of the crime. Maybe, in the sphere of abominations,
(African) nature does abhor a vacuum. Are we then perhaps moving too far
ahead of our violators in adopting a structure of response that tasks us with
a collective generosity of spirit, especially in the face of ongoing violations
of body and spirit?34
Even though Gitari did not apply the extremism of Wole Soyinka, he did
not assume that African ancestral resources had nothing to offer for enriching
the gospel in Africa. Thus, in building the case for appealing to the use of
ancestral resources in Gitari’s ministry (1986-1991), it is critical to
appreciate that some ancestral resources such as African philosophies,
proverbs, sayings, morality, hospitality, and religiosity, among others,
provided Gitari with a chance to make the gospel authentically African.
Fifth, Gitari’s methodology included the use of slogans and repetitive
phrases. To drive his point home,Gitari had a unique way of keeping the
32 Wole Soyinka, ”The Scars of Memory and the Scales of Justice,” Olof Palme Memorial
Lecture, Taylor Institution, University of Oxford, November 16, 2000.
33 Wole Soyinka is referring to Chinua Achebe’s book, Things Fall Apart (London:
Heinemann Educational Books, 1958).
34 Wole Soyinka, The Burden of Memory, the Muse of Forgiveness (Oxford: University
Press, 1999), 13-14.
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crowd together. For example, whenever he made a ”sensitive” comment(s),
he would ask the crowd, Muguki - igua? Mukuiguai? (Literally, ”Did you
hear? Did you see?” Meaning, ”Have you heard and seen?” Or ”Are you
travelling with me?”). And the ever-enthusiastic audience would
automatically note the seriousness of the matter under discussion and
respond in unison: Tuguki-iguai, Tuguki-onai (literally, ”we have heard,
we have seen”).
When both the Pentecostal wave threatened Gitari’s domain by working hard
to fish from Gitari’s pond, on one hand, and the suspected Government agents,
on the other hand, were releasing leaflets to discredit him and the Church in
general, he responded by coining a sloganeering song that was sung:
Ona ni kure mbura Even if it rains
Ona ya kiboboto Even if it is heavy flooding
Kana ya micumari Even if it rains Nails
Kanitha ndikoima I will never abandon the Church
Kanitha nii ndikoimai I vow never to ever abandon my church
Kanitha ndikoma I will stick to my church
Ona ni kure mbura Even if it rains
Ona ya kiboboto Even if it is heavy flooding
Kana ya micumari Even if it rains Nails
Kanitha ndikoima I will never abandon the Church
By the word Church, Gitari, though an ecumenist, was referring to his own
Anglican Church of Kenya, the Kirinyaga Diocese (1986-1991). Raining
Nails referred to the State persecutions that the Church was undergoing as
a result of the uncompromising stand that he had taken on matters of social
justice in the local and the national levels. Like John in his book of
Revelation (1-4), Gitari was simply telling his audience, Vumilia mateso
ya sasa. Ni ya muda tu! Tuzo la baadaye ni kubwa. That is, ”Persevere the
persecution that you are encountering now. It is only for a while. You will
be crowned with abounding victory later. So stand firm.”
By Gitari cautioning his audience not to abandon the Church, he was telling
his local Kirinyaga Diocese firstly and the Nation as a whole secondly, that
they should not allow themselves to be carried away by emerging waves-
be they religious or political. Even if Pentecostal Churches are making big
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waves with their ‘new gospel’ that should not make Christians loose their
focus. Since some were supporting the government and arguing that Gitari
was doing politics rather than ‘preaching the Word of God’, it made the
church increase in membership – as some were convinced that there could
never be any juxtaposition between Church and Politics. In his retirement
since 2002, Gitari has watched some leaders of the Pentecostal churches
declare their intensions to vie for elective posts in the governance of the
Nation – some years after some had opposed his crusade for a laissez faire
society for all. Hence, the African proverb that says, ”He who tills the land
is not necessarily the one who eats the produce of the farm.”
An illustration on this: In the forthcoming December 2007, elections, Bishop
Pius Muiru of a huge Pentecostal Church, the Maximum Miracle Centre,
has declared his candidacy for the Presidency to replace the incumbent
President Mwai Kibaki. He is contesting under the Kenya Peoples Party.
Similarly, Bishop Margaret Wanjiru, of another Pentecostal-leaning Church,
Jesus Is Alive Ministries, has declared her intention to contest the populous
Nairobi’s Starehe Constituency, currently represented by Hon. Maina
Kamanda, the Minister for Sport, Culture, Gender and Social Services. Of
great interest is that while Hon Kamanda is in the government leaning
NARC-Kenya party, Bishop Margaret Wanjiru is in the anti-government
opposition party, the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM-Kenya). During
the Moi era (1978-2002), Pentecostal churches in Kenya were seen as
supportive of the government, for ”all governments are ordained by God”
(Romans 13). They only participated in politics when ”praying” for the
government. Indeed, there were some reports that some leaders from the
Pentecostal Churches were being hosted by the government functionaries,
given cars and other favours for their ”prayers”. Since 2002, when the
National Rainbow Coalition defeated the erstwhile governing party, KANU,
which ruled from 1963 to 2002, this trend has now changed.
When Bishop Pius Muiru of the Maximum Miracle Centre, made an
announcement in Nairobi on Wednesday, 17 January 2007, he declared
that he too wants to be not only the MP for Kamukunji, thereby replacing
Hon. Norman Nyagah, but more importantly as the president of Kenya,
thereby replacing Hon. Mwai Kibaki. Kenya appeared reborn. Most
interestingly, Muiru’s parading of his Parliamentary candidates all over
Kenya under his Republican Alliance Party of Kenya (RAP-Kenya) ticket
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in the 2007 elections caused more excitement, concerns and queries. Why?
It is a radical shift in the religiosity of Pentecostalism in Kenya, as it is not
their characteristic to indulge in elective politics. Muiru has since moved
from RAP to the new Kenya Peoples Party (KPP).35
In explaining on 15 February 2006 to KPP that he abandoned RAP-Kenya
after he was almost derailed by ”the work of the devil,” Bishop Muiru
remarked: ”When I declared my candidature, some people said that a man
of the cloth should not mix religion with politics.” He then went on to
remind his critics that some distinguished religious leaders such as Martin
Luther King had significant contributions to the politics of the day. He
said: ”Had Luther King, a Baptist preacher not involved himself in politics
and ultimately paid with his life, the Afro-Americans would still not be
free.” In this inaugural meeting, Stephen Sitati Baraza was introduced as
Muiru’s running-mate in the up-coming elections.36
Thus after multi-party democracy was introduced to Kenya in 1991, political
evolution has taken shape further, as evidenced by the above developments.
Could this be the new turning point for Kenya? Does it mean that Gitari
and other Church leaders from the Mainline Churches (a term that refers to
Catholics, Anglicans, Methodists, and Presbyterians) hatched the egg but
the Pentecostals consumed its success? Or is it the case of God assigning
each his or her own task? That is, in the case where St. Paul told the
Corinthians (1 Corinthians. 3: 6): ”I planted the seed, Apollos watered it,
but God made it grow.” Seen from this perspective, the Pentecostals who
were then quiet as Gitari and other Church leaders were risking their lives
by their vocal stances can be compared to Apollos; while Gitari and other
Church leaders from the Mainline Churches (Okullu, Okoth, Nthamburi,
Njoya, Kuria, Muge, Njue, Kobia, Njue and Kuria) can be compared to St.
Paul who planted the Church of Corinth. In view of this, Gitari (and other
leaders of the Mainline Churches) can use the words of St. Paul to say:
What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul? Only servants, through whom
you came to believe – as the Lord has assigned to each his task. I planted
the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. So neither he who
35 See Julius Gathogo, ”Time for church leaders’ takeover?” in Kenya Times http://
www.timesnews.co.ke/20jan07/editorials/comm1.html
36 See Julius Gathogo, ”Time for church leaders’ takeover?” in Kenya Times http://
www.timesnews.co.ke/20jan07/editorials/comm1.html
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plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things
grow. The man who plants and the man who waters have one purpose, and
each will be rewarded according to his own labour. For we are God’s fellow
workers; you are God’s field, God’s building (1 Corinthians 3:5-9).
In using the words of St. Paul, Gitari went on to say:
By the grace God has given me, I laid a foundation as an expert builder, and
someone else is building on it. But each one should be careful how he builds.
For no one can lay any foundation other than the one already laid, which is
Jesus Christ. If any man builds on this foundation using gold, silver, costly
stones, wood, hay or straw, his work will be shown for what it is, because the
Day will bring it to light. It will be revealed with fire, and the fire will test
the quality of each man’s work. If what he has built survives, he will receive
his reward. If it is burned up, he will suffer loss; he himself will be saved, but
only as one escaping through flames (1 Corinthians 3:10-15).
Sixth, Gitari employed story-telling as a method in his ministry (1986-
1991). In this, he would tell stories of personified animals and the audience
would understand his figurative language. As a matter of fact, story-telling,
as an art, is one major form of communication within the African indigenous
society. Although it was traditionally told around a campfire, Gitari would
tell stories, which were always relevant and compatible with his chosen
biblical text, from the pulpit. In these stories, Gitari used figurative and
symbolic language. He would sometimes tell stories of personified animals.
At other times, he told stories of natural objects, e.g. the competition between
the Sun and the Wind. In general, story-telling is a means of communication
that links the history of a people from their origins to the present. It is also
one of the major forms of informal education in Africa and is indispensable
as a means of illustrating an important message in the context of Africa.
Storytelling as a traditional art creates above all, a deep sense of friendship
and community. This finds a parallel in the Bible, which is a collection of
stories told about a people, namely, the Israelites and the disciples of Jesus.
Why did he use story-telling as a methodology in communicating the
”sensitive” messages? First, it was away of educating the masses without
necessarily causing lots of legal conflicts with the local government who
were always trailing him for the wrong reasons. Second, as a scholar, he
wanted to come out of the academic ivory towers and be with his audience.
For as Anthony Balcomb says:
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So stories are not just the domain of skilled or professional storytellers
who brighten our lives with their gift of storytelling. Stories are the domain
of all human beings who want not only to make sense of life but [also] to
open up all sorts of possibilities in life. This is because we do not only tell
stories about what does happen but also about what could happen. We
challenge ourselves to greater possibilities, unknown in practice but known
in the imagination by asking ourselves the question ”What if”? What if we
could all live together in peace? What if everyone could have a say in
government? What if we could find a cure for AIDS? What if we could
solve the crime question? Without narrative we could not only not do history
but we could not do law, we could not do science, we could not do politics
and we could not do theology.37
A Critique on Gitari’s ”All-inclusive” Approach
to Church Ministry
By inviting everyone regardless of race, creed, religion, gender, faith, colour
to work with him during those turbulent days, Gitari risked making
Christianity look like a mission without borders. Was it Church ministry
that he was doing? Or was it a matter of inviting both Jews and Gentiles to
build the wall (cf. Nehemiah 2)? By the heavy attendance of oppositionist
politicians in his ”political ministry” (1986-91), was he not implying that
the gospel was with the oppositionists and not with the government? And
would that have given the wrong impression, that Gitari was taking sides
between two warring factions, rather than reconciling them?
Thus, the ”all-inclusive” approach in Gitari’s ministry can attract mixed
reactions from various practitioners of Christian faith. For even if the
Christian ministry is undertaken without caution, one may wonder: are we
going to include even ”Satan” in our theo-socio schema? What is our moral-
ethical consideration in ”including everyone”? Are we going to include
Tares even when we know it is not Wheat?
Conclusion
In concluding this section, it is critical to acknowledge that Gitari’s prophetic
ministry is not in isolation as history is replete with stories of Church leaders’
involvement in matters to do with the governance of their respective
37 Anthony Balcomb, ”The Power of Narrative: Constituting Reality through Storytelling”: 51.
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countries. In Nicaragua, pressure from the Catholic Church led to the collapse
of the Sandinista regime. The church was so strong that Cardinal Miguel
Obando Bravo, the Archbishop of Managua, was named a signatory to several
peace accords during the 1990 transition. He also influenced the new education
system that replaced the Sandinistas. The Catholics also kept the new regime
under surveillance. Church leaders complained several times that the new
government tolerated corruption and usurped the cause of justice.
In the Philippines, the Catholic Church hastened the departure of Dictator
Ferdinand Marcos in 1987. Interestingly, it is two of Marcos’ generals who
requested Cardinal Jaime Sin to help topple their iron-fisted ruler, forever
changing the dictatorship’s status as one of the most powerful men. Amidst
rising opposition both from within and outside the government, the national
assembly ruled that Marcos had won the 1986 elections. Two of his top
generals led a plan to oppose the government. The very night that they
learned that the government’s security services were after them, they called
Cardinal Sin, who immediately asked all parishes to support the rebel
solders. Counting on US support, Marcos staged his own installation
ceremony as president. But he got it wrong. The message to the Catholics
had sunk in and the protest had become mighty and defiant. Marcos had to
leave the country, so that another repressive regime succumbed to a faith-
inspired movement. But Cardinal Sin would not take credit for the regime’s
collapse. He said simply: ”The people cried, and their voice was heard in
high heaven.”38 A similar case happened in January 2001 when a popular
uprising removed President Joseph Estrada allegedly for being corrupt.
Like in the previous case, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Manila,
Cardinal Jaime Sin, organised the protests, as was the case in 1986.
On the whole, Gitari’s approach in church ministry (1986-91) was
contextual. Why? He was theologising from his Kirinyagan and the Kenyan
context. For that reason, his ministry addressed the challenging issues of
the time – though it made him earn enemies with the State machinery. In
some cases, he challenged corruption in high places as well as at the local
level. This is contextual theologising – a phenomenon where theology is
done under the premise that the social, ecclesiastical, historical or
geographical contexts, consciously or unconsciously, influences theological
articulation. Gitari’s motive in emphasising the context was due to ”the
38 Julius Gathogo, The Truth About African Hospitality: 95.
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fundamental understanding that there is no neutral or absolute meaning of
a text or, for that matter, of any human communication.”39 In so doing,
Gitari utilised the hermeneutical keys of doing theology by sticking to what
Kwame Bediako calls ”the hermeneutic of identity.”40As we surge on with
the new challenges of the twenty-first century, we need to reflect upon
Gitari’s ministry, as one way of understanding the reality of Christian
leadership in Africa today.
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Women’s Mission Groups as Religious
Entrepreneurs in International
Network Building
Torstein Jørgensen
The story of women’s mission groups in Norway during the nineteenth and
the first half of the twentieth century is an amazing story. It is a story about
women who were part of a historical context that both in theory and practice
took it for granted that the place of women was in the home. In that context,
women were in principle to be defined in relation to the men they were
connected to – husbands, fathers, or brothers. But this is a story about women
who, by strong efforts, gradually forced their way into an independent place
and role in the public sphere, and who by the of the century ended up, not
only as full voting members of their movement, but also with a firm
economic grip of it. The story of women’s mission groups is the story about
the first, the biggest, and in sociological terms the most representative of
the Norwegian women’s movements. Although the liberation of women
was not a pronounced issue on their agenda, in their activities and in the
thinking these groups came to stand for, they acted as distinguished and
influential agents for change in the view and role of women in nineteenth
and early twentieth-century Norway.
In this article we will focus on four points. First we will give a general
outlook on the status of women in religious movements and in the society
at large in Norway around the year 1840. Second, we will present a sketch
of the wildfire-like growth of the movement during the subsequent decades,
up to the turn of the century. Third, we will render a brief outline of the
actual doings of the organised women’s groups exemplified by women’s
mission groups in rural Årdal and the city of Stavanger. And finally, we
will draw up some perspectives on the elements of an international sister-
fellowship that arose within the movement and their 1904 claim for full
voting membership within the Norwegian Missionary Society, a decade
before the same was achieved on the political level.
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The general status of Norwegian women
around the year 1840
In Norway, as in the rest of Europe, the period of the French Revolution
and the Napoleonic Wars was a time of considerable political, social and
ideological turbulence. However, unlike most of Europe the restoration
brought about by the peace Treaty of Versailles in 1816 did not re-establish
the old political and social order nor stability in the country. The war period
brought an abrupt end to Danish supremacy in 1814, although Norway was
brought into a political union with Swede only a few months later. However,
the relationship with Sweden was different. It was more of a proper union
of two separate realms, united under a common king and with a common
foreign policy, but with two separate national assemblies. During the first
quarter of the nineteenth century the old nobility-like aristocracy that had
dominated the country during the eighteenth century lost its power and a
new class of parvenu producers, traders and businessmen sprang forth and
created a strong and dominating bourgeoisie. Together with the class of
officials – clergymen, magistrates, and higher officers – they were strongly
nationalistic in orientation and they continued to applaud the ideals from
the French revolution of liberté, egalité, and fraternité.
These ideals also implied a change in the view on the status of women,
although only gradually and not in a very straight forward manner. The so-
called Haugian movement was the first of the lay-dominated revivalist
movements that would become a characteristic feature of nineteenth century
Norwegian religious life. From its very beginning around the turn of the
century, women were entrusted as leaders, preachers and spiritual advisors
in the Haugian movement. On a list set up by Hans Nielsen Hauge, the
founder of the movement, as early as in 1802, six of thirty people regarded
as leaders within the movement were women.
When the interest for foreign missions emerged in Norway during the 1820s
and 1830s the Haugian movement constituted an important part of its
platform. However, at this stage the former up-start Haugians had become
more established and most often second generation affiliates seemed to
have fit well into the arising class of the liberally oriented bourgeoisie
who, in principle, shared the egalitarian ideas of everybody’s equal right to
positions, progress and success. But when it came to the role of women
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they took a step backwards, as compared to the attitudes of their first
generation Haugian parents.
Within the other of the two lay-dominant groups behind the Norwegian
missionary movement, the Moravians – or The Society of Brethren as it
was called in Norway – the female element was also striking, but only in
terms of relative numbers, not in terms of influential positions such as
preachers and leaders. The Norwegian branch of the Moravians never
became a popular movement in the proper sense of the word. They mostly
recruited their followers from the old privileged classes and they led their
religious life within the so-called conventicles. These were smaller groups
of individuals who shared the same views and who came together for prayer
and personal edification. Within these groups, some of the rather independent
women from wealthy families did play an active role, although always – at
least formally – under the supervision of a male figure.
Before we proceed to the next point we must, however, note that neither of
the two revivalist movements challenged the existence of the established
church and they continued to define their activities within the formal
apparatus of this church. In fact, the revivalist movement leaders admonished
the followers to be diligent churchgoers. What they organised was a
supplement, rather than an alternative, to the established church. However,
in most of the sparsely populated Norwegian rural areas, where regular
church services were arranged perhaps only every sixth or seventh Sunday,
such a need for a supplement was certainly most relevant.
The Growth of the Movement
The first Norwegian groups organised by and for women to support Christian
overseas mission occurred well before the founding of the Norwegian
Missionary Society (NMS) in 1842. The first known case was a group of
approximately ten women in the city of Trondhjem, who in 1826 began a
series of weekly meetings in support of the Basel Mission.1 Also, the
Moravian women established separate women’s mission groups in a few
places during the late 1830s. The proceeds of their activities were sent to
1 E. Danbolt, Misjonstankens gjennombrudd i Norge, Oslo 1947, p. 202, T. Jørgensen, ”De
første 100 år”, in T. Jørgensen (ed.) I tro og tjeneste: Det Norske Misjonsselskap 1842-
1992, Stavanger 1992, Vol. I p. 77.
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the Moravian mission centres in Denmark and Germany. These initiatives,
however, never grew into anything more than scattered, small-scaled
attempts and they do not deserve the label of a ‘movement’.
The establishment of the Norwegian Missionary Society did not give any
immediate impetus to a quick growth of the female initiative. The more
progressive attitudes that made themselves felt in the revivalist groups and in
the society in general during the previous decades, seemed to have been
subdued in favour of other concerns. Nevertheless, the first elected board of
commissioners in the new organisation was not more conservative, for in
their first annual report they addressed themselves especially to women
through an open appeal. On the model of similar initiatives known in Germany
and Britain they encouraged Norwegian women to ”… convene in particular
committees for women with the particular aim of working for the education
of women in the heathen world”.2 These groups were described as ”… working
fellowships that by needlework contribute their mite to the mission”.3
But around the country, this appeal was looked upon as highly controversial.
Reports came in from different parts of the country about women who
were denied by their husbands to attend meetings in the women’s groups.
Some even had to put up with scornful words and small stones being thrown
at them when they were on their way to the meetings.4 Or as one of them
put it: ”How much resistance we have met, how much mockery and
contempt. Often these sisters convene in tears because family and friends
exasperate at our meetings.”5
However, during the 1840s and 1850s, the existence and activities of the
women’s mission groups gradually became socially acceptable to all classes
and throughout the country. Two women had an important hand in this:
Gustava Kielland and Henriette Gislesen. Both were wives of ministers in
the established church and members of the then dominant social class of
higher civil servants. They had different personal type however: Kielland
was open and industrious, while Gislesen was more reserved with prayer
2 NMS Aarsberetning [Annual Report] 1(1843)26.
3 NMS Aarsberetning [Annual Report], 1(1843)26.
4 K.F. Tjelle, ”Kvinder hjælper Kvinder”: Misjonskvinneforenings-bevegelsen i Norge 1860-
1910, Oslo 1990, pp. 164f.
5 Missionslæsning for Kvindeforeninger 2(1885)Vol. 3, p. 22.
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and Bible-reading as her great interest. In different ways, the two stand out
as the two major entrepreneurs in the women’s missionary movement. Both
started women’s groups in their private homes. These came to be seen as
models for similar groups elsewhere.6 Gustava Kielland’s group was
organised as a working-fellowship in which the members kept their hands
busy with carding, spinning and sewing while someone was reading aloud
from the Bible or from the missionary magazine, Norsk Missiontidende,
which was founded in 1845. In Henriette Gislesen’s group greater stress
was laid on reading and prayer. It seems that the vision of a heartfelt sister
fellowship, which later became so important, had its hotbed here. Later in
the century, Kielland and Gislesen were, not without reason, frequently
referred to as the Mary and Martha models of the movement.7
The main element in the general missionary movement during the 1840s
and 1850s, however, was the growth in number of regular mission groups
led by men, but in which women could also participate. The growth in
numbers of separate groups for women was still slow during this initial
period of the NMS’s activities. In the year 1865 the number of regular
mission groups for the whole country was 600, whereas the number of
women’s groups had risen to about 300.
But in the years to follow, the women’s movement witnessed an enormous
increase in numbers. New groups sprang up in one new place after the
other, whereas the number of regular groups levelled off. In 1882 the
proportional figure 2:1 from 1865 was turned upside down with the women’s
groups counting 1,650 and the ordinary groups 830. Three years later, the
proportion increased to 3:1 in favour of the women’s groups. The growth
continued rapidly up to the turn of the century when the number reached
3,500 women’s groups.8 It is impossible to estimate the exact total number
of women participating in the groups, but when the movement reached its
peak in the early 1950s, with more than 5,000 groups, it has been estimated
that approximately 120,000 women took part. As an illustration of the
geographical distribution of the movement, it can be mentioned that at that
time there was not one single school district in the whole country without
one or more women’s groups working for the Norwegian Missionary
6 K.F. Tjelle, 1990, pp. 135f.
7 Missionslæsning for Kvindeforeninger 5(1888)Vol. 1, p. 8.
8 T. Jørgensen, 1992, p. 78.
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Society. In addition were the women’s groups connected to other missionary
agencies and free churches.
There is ample archival evidence of statements from women about the
importance that these groups played for those who participated in these
groups and their motivation to attend them. The existence of a particular
fellowship for women first of all represented a novelty in itself. It functioned
both as a spiritual and social fellowship, for it was a place where one could
”… laugh, joke, and talk in earnest, all according to circumstances”.9 Another
formulated that it was a place in which ”… thoughts were drawn away
from daily toil, and raised to an interest for something above daily matters.”10
Or, as it was described by one of the women leaders in the early 1890’s:
To many a lonesome woman in the countryside, the women’s mission group
has been the means for her to keep her spiritual life going, and to grant her
the necessary help so that she does not go spiritually to rack and ruin in
daily struggle.11
A brief look at other, contemporary organisations working for women’s
interests, gives a good indication of the relative importance of the women’s
mission movement. The Norwegian Union for the Emancipation of Women,
established in 1884, which was the organisation that most specifically had
the promotion of women’s interests on their programme, never reached
more than 500 to 600 members. The Union for Voting Rights for Women
had, at its height in 1906, about 2,500 members. More successful was the
female branch of the labour movement, The Women’s League of The Labour
Party, established in 1901, which counted approximately 25,000 members
in 1940. The only women’s movement that finally matched the women’s
mission movement in numbers was Norske Kvinners Sanitetsforening, a
union which provided non-professional care for the sick and convalescent,
with about 200,000 members in 1946, and with 1,000 organised groups.
Thus, throughout the nineteenth century the network of women’s mission
groups in Norway was the pervasively dominant women’s movement
throughout the country. Its widespread influence lasted up to the 1950s and
1960s, and is still important.
9 Maanedsskrift for Missionsvenner (1845)Vol. 11, p. 175.
10 Missionslæsning for Kvindeforeninger 9(1892)Vol. 6, p. 42.
11 Ibid. See also K.F. Tjelle, 1990, p. 141.
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Actual Activity of the Groups
It is of interest within this context to also present a closer picture of the
actual activities of the women’s mission groups and the links that existed
between them. We will exemplify this by focusing on two particular groups:
one in rural Årdal and the other in the city of Stavanger.
Årdal is a small place in the Ryfylke fjord near Stavanger on the Norwegian
west-coast. It is scattered with farms and in the latter part of the nineteenth
century was populated by approximately 250 households of small-farmers
and their tenants. The centre of the district was the general store on the
quay. No representative from the civil service lived in Årdal. People lived
off of farming, sheep-breeding and fishing, but mostly combined of the
three. Unfortunately there are no member-lists preserved from the five
women’s mission groups that existed in Årdal between 1860 and 1900.
Fifty-eight women have been identified as active in the movement through
other means of identification. The number was probably higher.
Differences between rich and poor in this community certainly existed, but
were not so great. The women’s groups included members of all classes with
a predominance of people from the more well-off families. Each member
seems to have contributed what she could. When the sheep lambed in the
spring, one or two were set aside as mission-lambs from which the profit
from wool and meat was sent to the mission. The same was the case with
portions of the fields. The husbands set aside fishing nets in a similar manner,
and in this way, also used the women’s groups as a channel to contribute to
the mission. During the monthly meetings, the groups of women produced
knitting wool and knitted clothes that were brought to the annual autumn
market in the city of Stavanger and sold for the benefit of the mission.
And here comes an interesting point: Among the customers in Stavanger
were many members of the women’s mission groups from that city. For
instance, Dina Jonassen counted no less than 120 ladies convening once a
month in her spacious house. These mission women of the city paid for the
products sold in the market place from the women of Årdal and similar
countryside mission groups. The amounts collected went unabridged to the
mission as the goods had been produced on a voluntary basis. The city-
women then brought the products into their group. They were further treated
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into more refined products and sold at a higher price at their great Christmas
bazaar in early December. Again, the entire profit went to the mission.
Thus, what appears from this network of women’s groups in work for the
mission is a peculiar female chain of production and trade with some amount
of a VAT drawn to the mission at every link.
The Women’s Groups in a Wider International
and Societal Perspective
Both in Årdal and Stavanger, however, the main concentration points were
principally the same: personal edification, social fellowship, and information
about and care for the overseas mission. In 1884, the women’s groups started
their own monthly magazine, Missionslæsning for Kvindeforeninger (Mission
Reading for Women’s Groups). It was initiated and edited by Bolette Gjør,
one of the central figures in the movement. Through this magazine, and
through the reports from missionary women sent to the magazine from
Zululand and Madagascar, a window was opened to a much wider international
fellowship that counted not only the members of her own group or other
women’s groups in Norway. Rather, it also included the so-called ”working
sisters” on other continents, i.e. the female missionaries, and, as they then
put it ”the sisters out there” or ”the sisters from the heathen world”.
The reports from abroad could be very detailed and personal, rendering all
sorts of private information about named ”heathen” and ”converted” women
in difficult circumstances. Such reports about the destinies of African and
Malagasy women suffering from poverty or struggling with sick children
and the brutal men or fathers pressing them into unwanted marriages, were
in this way put onto the tables of the Norwegian mission women, who in
many cases, did not have more than what they needed for their own daily
sustenance. Most of these letters were written by the ”working sisters”, but
many also from the ”sisters out there”. These letters aroused enormous
interest and concern.
Never before in history had women in Norwegian local communities – in
towns, valleys, and islands - experienced anything like the close, personal
fellowship they came to feel with the many named and unnamed Zulu and
Malagasy women they read about in these letters and in the missionary
magazine. Letters, as well as different kinds of financial gift support,
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including goods, were sent to the missionary headquarters in Stavanger
and transmitted to the Zulu and Malagasy addressees as a direct result of
this fellowship. Letters of reply came back. In this way, quite strong and
historically new networks arose between the women of local communities
in Africa and Norway. On this point, the mission women represented an
international avant-garde movement. Participation in this fellowship opened
a new horizon for thousands of women without formal education, increased
their knowledge, and gave them a feeling of being an important link in a
bigger, global context. This is illustrated in a letter from a women’s mission
group in a ”mountain village”, printed in the women’s missionary magazine,
in 1884, which read:
We do feel lovingly united with all the mission sisters here at home, with
all the serving sisters, who driven by the love of Jesus Christ have left the
country where their cradle stood, the home of the happy days of their
childhood, to go under the cross in trouble to fight the good struggle among
the heathens, and with the crowd of heathen sisters, both those who by the
Gospel have been liberated from the powers of darkness, and those who
still walk in the shadows of darkness and death.12
Despite their increased numbers and proportional importance in the
economic basis of the missionary society – in the year 1900 the mission
women provided nearly 80% of the society’s income – the women’s groups
were not yet formally integrated into the organisation. Similarly, their
influence on the boards at different levels was only an indirect one.
In the same manner as they had forced their way into the public sphere
during the 1840s and 1850s, the mission women claimed their natural right
for influence around the turn of the century. Of course, the issue had doctrinal
as well as sociological implications. Many of the more high church oriented
ministers of the Church of Norway warned against the claim. The main
stream of both the clergy and the lay supporters of the Norwegian Missionary
Society, however, were at the time more evangelical in their orientation,
and thus the majority of the main board of the society did not house
theological obligations against it. In addition, the actual economical power
of the women could not be neglected; for mere hints from the women leaders
that their support might be shared with other agencies was serious enough
economic menace in the eyes of the male leaders of the society.
12 Missionlæsning for Kvindeforeninger 1(1884)No 11, p. 82.
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The issue of the right for women delegates to vote and to be elected into
different positions within the organisation was presented to the NMS general
assembly in 1904. It was approved by a large majority.13 It is of interest to
note that this event took place nine years before Norwegian women were
allowed to vote in political elections, which took place in 1913. Together
with the more profiled, but smaller organised units for the liberation of
women, the much more widespread and numerous women’s group
connected to the mission, played an important role in the process leading
up to the 1913-resolution by rooting it in a broad popular movement.
13 See K.F. Tjelle, 1990, pp. 160-86, and T. Jørgensen, 1992, pp. 80f.
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”Edinburgh 1910” to ”Edinburgh 2010”:
Questions in Focus
David Kerr
The year 2010 will mark the centenary of an event of seminal importance
for the missionary and ecumenical movements of the 20th century: the
World Missionary Conference that convened in Edinburgh, Scotland, in
the year 1910 – usually referred to as ”Edinburgh 1910.” 1 It represented a
moment of new beginnings: a new beginning in Protestant mission, based
on a comprehensive study of the challenges facing Christian mission in the
early 20th century; and a beginning of the modern ecumenical movement,
based on the recognition that Christian churches and missionary societies
needed to cooperate, more closely than ever before, if these global challenges
were to be met.
”Edinburgh 1910” was a ”study conference.” It gathered mission leaders
to engage in ”a co-operative study of the common outstanding problems in
their common missionary enterprise, with a view to helping one another to
solve them, and achieve together the evangelization of the world.”2 The
conference had no executive power, and was not intended to formulate
policy for the participating churches, mission boards and missionary
societies. Its purpose was ”deliberation.”
This made ”Edinburgh 1910” different from most previous national and
international mission conferences, the main purpose of which was the
promotion of mission rather than the study of its actual condition and
perceived needs. Advocacy of course played a role in ”Edinburgh 1910”,
but within the framework of what was termed ”missionary intelligence” or
”the science of missionary society.”3 The conference’s deliberative character
1 This paper is a revised form of a lecture given to the Svenska Missionsrådet Conference,
S:t Jakobs Metodistförsamling, Göteborg, 2006-11-10.
2 ”Minutes of the Conference” in World Missionary Conference, 1910, The History and
Records, pp.95-6.
3 Commission Six Report: The Home Base of Missions. For summaries of the eight Commission
Reports of ”Edinburgh 1910”, see www.towards2010.org.uk (consulted 2007-01-27).
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was the key to its success in attracting a greater participation of mission
boards and societies across a wide range of denominations: more than 1,200
delegates from more that 160 churches, mission boards and missionary
societies. While they gathered as official representatives of their
organizations, they were not tasked with policy-making duties. Their only
decision was to recommend the formation of an international continuing
committee to carry forward the work begun in Edinburgh.
This led to the creation, in 1923, of the International Missionary Council
(IMC.) In 1961 the IMC became part of the World Council of Churches as
the Commission on World Mission and Evangelism (CWME) that we know
today. It is equally important to recognize that the Lausanne Committee for
World Evangelisation (LCWE) that came into existence in 1974 also traces
its ancestry to ”Edinburgh 1910”. The Edinburgh World Missionary
Conference thus marked an era of unity in the Protestant missionary
movement, before the ecumenical and evangelical wings began beating in
different rhythms – or flying on different birds.
Nearly one hundred years later ”Edinburgh 2010” is a vision that is still in
the preliminary stages of planning. The idea was first aired in the year 2000.
Several colleagues in Edinburgh – including the present author in his then
capacity as a professor in the School of Divinity that today occupies the
buildings of ”New College” where the ”Edinburgh 1910” conference was
held – had preliminary conversations about ways of marking the centenary
of 1910 World Missionary Conference. The thought of a merely ceremonial
occasion had no appeal. On the other hand, the idea of renewing the process
of study and deliberation was challenging. Consensus quickly crystallized
around three goals that combined scholarship and advocacy: (i) to subject
”Edinburgh 1910” to critical scrutiny, assessing its strengths and weaknesses
in light of subsequent development in Christian mission and ecumenism in
the 20th century; (ii) to study and deliberate upon the future of the world
missionary and ecumenical movements in the 21st century; and (iii) to rekindle
an enthusiasm for mission and ecumenism such as inspired the ”Edinburgh
1910” participants, but languishes in our own times.
From these early conversations there has developed a programme entitled
Towards 2010 – celebrating the centenary of Edinburgh 1910
(www.towards2010.org.uk). It comprises two streams. The first is a series
of annual events in Scotland: a day conference, year by year, at which
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Christian scholars from different parts of the world examine the main themes
of ”Edinburgh 1910”; and a parallel conference for the general public that
explores current issues of mission with a view to stimulating interest and
commitment among Christians in Scotland. The lectures examining the
main themes of ”Edinburgh 1910” are being edited for a book that is planned
for publication in 2008, in good time for whatever happens in 2010.4
The second stream is the preparation of the 2010 centenary conference. In
June 2005 twenty-four Christian leaders from different parts of the world
gathered in Edinburgh to discuss appropriate ways of marking the centenary
of ”Edinburgh 1910”. They were acutely aware of the distance that separates
the world missionary movement of 2010 from 1910 – not merely in time,
but in the dynamics of mission itself. The consultation characterized the
distance by three contrasts. (i) Whereas ”Edinburgh 1910” represented an
overwhelmingly western approach to missionary deliberation, the
demographic reality of Christianity in the 21st century – with about sixty
per cent of Christians being indigenous to the global South – means that
mission no longer has a single regional or cultural centre, but functions in
a complex polycentric network rooted in the experience and insights of
Christians on all continents. (ii) In contrast to the exclusively Protestant
composition of ”Edinburgh 1910”, a 2010 world missionary conference
must include all major Christian traditions – Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant
– and also the new and indigenous forms of Christian witness especially in
the global South. (iii) In further contrast to ”Edinburgh 1910” whose
participants were overwhelmingly European and North American, there
must be ”an intentional bias to the South” so that ”the process is truly
worldwide in scope.”5
An interim international council was formed to carry the conversation
further. A year later, June 2006, a second consultation was held in Edinburgh,
this time with delegated representatives of missionary, ecclesiastical and
academic organizations that identified themselves as ”stakeholders” in
shaping the ”Edinburgh 2010” process.6 Recognizing that several
international organizations already have preliminary ideas for celebrating
the ”Edinburgh 1910” centenary, they agreed that an international
4 The unedited texts of these lectures are posted on the www.towards2010.org.uk website.
5 Quoted from the June 2005 consultation statement, Mission in Humility and Hope.
6 See www.towards2010.org.uk.
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conference in Edinburgh in 2010 could serve as the hub of a worldwide
network. While wishing to keep the ”Edinburgh 2010” planning as flexible
as possible, they proposed that the process should focus around three
elements: (i) the combination of prayer, reflection and action that will ensure
that ”Edinburgh 2010” integrates mission practice, spirituality and theory;
(ii) a structure of governance that will include as many stakeholders as
possible in an advisory Council of Reference; from which a governing
General Committee will be appointed, with twenty members representing
a balance of geography, gender and age; from which a five-person Executive
Committee will be elected, members representing at least four continents;
(iii) a sequence of nine ”mission themes” (see below) that would constitute
the core of deliberations of the 2010 conference.
The key to the ”Edinburgh 2010” process is that it should maximize and
coordinate the network of existing mission organizations and networks,
churches, and individuals – taking care to involve those who are marginal
to established structures of mission. Ecumenically it commits itself to
making space for Roman Catholic and Orthodox contributions that were
absent from ”Edinburgh 1910”, as well as forms of Protestant missionary
agency – e.g. Pentecostal, African and Asian indigenous churches – that
have emerged since ”Edinburgh 1910.”
”Edinburgh 1910” and ”Edinburgh 2010”
in Continuity and Contrast
These introductory paragraphs make clear that ”Edinburgh 2010” will be
very different from ”Edinburgh 1910.” Contrast will be as decisive as
continuity. One way of drawing out the most important similarities and
differences is to reflect briefly on the four words that mark both conferences:
”world”, ”missionary”, ”conference” – the words that constituted the actual
title of ”Edinburgh 1910”; and ”commissions” – the term that denoted the
thematic and organizational structure of ”Edinburgh 1910”, and is being
continued in the preparation of ”Edinburgh 2010”.
”World”
For both ”Edinburgh 1910” and ”Edinburgh 2010” Christian mission is set
in terms of the world – the oikumene of God: ”The earth is the Lord’s and
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everything in it, the world and all who live in it” (Psalm 24:1). As mission
relates to the whole world it is ecumenical in the sense of being global. But
the ways in which ”Edinburgh 1910” and ”Edinburgh 2010” perceive the
global – oikumene are very different.
The world of 1910 was dominated by the British and other European empires
that extended their commercial, military and political power over the greater
parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Many of the ”Edinburgh 1910”
delegates were uncomfortable with European imperial power; but they
questioned only its application, not its legitimacy. Their consensus was
that the European empires created a providential world order, one that was
willed by God. Empire was considered a divine trust, a way of bringing the
world to Christianity through benign imperialism. The failures of imperial
governments were the result of human sin, of which Europeans were in no
way innocent. The task of Christian mission was to serve as the conscience
of Christendom, and redeem the divine trust that was assumed to be invested
in European empires.
This colonial view of mission is evident in the way ”Edinburgh 1910”
described the global – oikumene. It drew a fundamental distinction between
the ”Christian” and ”non-Christian” worlds: regions where churches had
already been planted and those where the Gospel had yet to be heard. The
keynote motto of the conference was ”Carrying the Gospel to all the non-
Christian world”. The goal of missions was to ”occupy” non-Christian lands
– a term that is infused with imperialism and power.7
The world that faces ”Edinburgh 2010” is entirely different. Gone are the
European empires; gone are the subsequent divisions of the 20th century
that separated continents into the first world of Western capitalism, the
second world of Soviet communism, and the third world of non-aligned
and poor nations. ”Globalization” now defines our experience of the global-
oikumene. It carries a multitude of meanings. Positively it affirms the inter-
dependence of nations, and a global community in which human beings,
7 The phrase ”The evangelization of the world in this generation” (coined by John R.Mott
in his book of this title) was never formally used as the motto of ”Edinburgh 1910” –
contrary to what it often supposed. In fact the phrase scarcely occurs in the eight Commission
Reports. Although Mott chaired the conference debates, he was reluctant to use a phrase
that drew criticism from some delegates, especially those from Germany.
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societies and cultures are equal. The reality of the 21st century, however, is
the globalization of the free-market economy, fuelled by capitalism,
communicated via the internet, and defended by US economic and military
power – the ”neo-colonialism” of what may be termed the ”American
empire.” Many parts of the global South resist this globalization of Western
economic and social interests, and their struggle is often expressed through
the symbols and values of religions over against Western secularism.
Christianity today is deeply involved in these cross-currents of globalization.
The typical profile of a Christian today is a black woman, living on less
that one dollar a day, illiterate, struggling to survive. Yet it is Christians in
the global South who are carrying the Gospel forward in the 21st century,
often in situations of human and social adversity, while Christianity is
declining in the West. The world of the 21st century lay far beyond anything
that ”Edinburgh 1910” could imagine. Its expectation of Christian growth
was pinned on Eastern Asia, especially Japan, then an empire that
represented a civilization of which many North American missionaries
approved. Africa, by contrast, seemed an uncivilized continent. Yet it has
been in Africa, above all, that Christianity experienced its most rapid growth
in the 20th century.
We look back at the imperial mindset of ”Edinburgh 1910” with
embarrassment. But how is ”Edinburgh 2010” to engage contemporary
globalization, as it affects both the world and global Christianity? The
”Edinburgh 2010” planners acknowledged the enormity of this challenge
by posing several questions at the outset of their work: how is the 20th
century growth of Christianity in the global South to be explained in
comparison to the decline of Christianity, and Christian mission, in the
global North? What happens to Christianity as it contextualizes itself in
regions, nations and societies that are quite different from the cultures of
the West? Can Christians from the global North and South rise to the new
ecumenical challenge of engaging each other as equal partners in mission?
Can we make an honest evaluation of 20th century Christian mission as
both a force of growth and a source of division? Can we achieve a ”healing
of memories” among Christians in different parts of the world that will
enable us to be truly reconciled in Christ?8
8 Quoted from the June 2005 consultation statement, Mission in Humility and Hope.
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”Missionary”
”Missionary” for ”Edinburgh 1910” meant a member of a Western church,
mission board or missionary society who was professionally-trained for
service in ”non-Christian” regions of the world where the Gospel had yet
to be preached. Of the twelve hundred such missionaries who participated
in ”Edinburgh 1910,” about one thousand came from North America and
Britain, the rest from Continental Europe including Nordic countries, and
from Australia and New Zealand. There were only seventeen non-
Caucasians, all from South and East Asia. There were no Africans or Latin
Americans.  The Asians were included either among the delegations of
Western missions, or as special guests. None were recognized as
representatives of their own Asian churches.
The overwhelming majority of Western missionaries in ”Edinburgh 1910”
questions one of its central assertions, that ”the enormous force that
exists…in the young Christian Church which missions have founded…is
itself now the great mission to the non-Christian world.”9 As frequently as
”Edinburgh 1910” affirmed that the future the world missionary movement
lay with the churches of Asia and Africa, under their leadership, and through
their methods of evangelism, its vision was undermined by preponderance
of Western missionaries to the near exclusion of representatives of churches
in the global South.
This problem was compounded by ”Edinburgh 1910”’s understanding of
the relationship between Western churches and those ”in the mission field”:
paternalism. The image of parent and child was frequently evoked. Western
missions saw themselves as responsible for nurturing and mentoring the
new churches in preparation for a time when they could undertake the burden
of mission themselves. It was only the Asian delegates who saw the
inconsistency of this approach; they likened it to the doctrine of enlightened
colonialism in contrast to the New Testament vision of the body of Christ.10
The profile and understanding of ”missionary” in the world of ”Edinburgh
2010” is quite different. While the United States continues to send the largest
number of missionaries overseas, the second largest sending country is
9 Commission Two Report: The Church in the Mission Field.
10 Commission Two Report. The Church in the Mission Field.
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South Korea. Pentecostal missions from Latin America are active in many
parts of Africa and Asia. African and Asian missionaries are making their
mark in many European and Nordic countries. In this globalization of
mission, missionary societies are playing an ever diminishing role.
Increasingly it is churches that are responsible for mission – churches both
in the denominational sense of centralized organizations, and in the sense
of local congregations. About half the missionaries from South Korea are
supported by congregations. Globalized patterns of migration within and
between continents are also opening new channels of international mission,
especially in what is often called ”reverse mission” – which Christians
from the global South see as an opportunity to re-evangelize Europe.
But for the greater part, mission in the 21st century is less and less dependent
on crossing national frontiers. In most African countries, and in vast regions
like India and China, indigenous missionaries work among their own people.
This brings us much closer to the practice of mission in the New Testament
and the history of the apostolic church. It also reminds us of the teaching of
16th century Reformers who saw mission primarily in terms of each church’s
evangelical responsibility to its own people and nation.11 In contrast to
”Edinburgh 1910” where mission was the movement of ”the West to the
rest”, mission in our time no longer has a single geographical centre, but is
the responsibility of local churches in all regions of the world.
”Conference”
The word ”conference” comes from the Latin word meaning ”to bring
together” (conferre). For ”Edinburgh 1910” the process of bringing
missionaries together to confer about the future of Christian mission was
conceptually straightforward. This is not to say that it was logistically easy.
The international organizing committee started its work in 1907. Working
through three regional committees – in North America, Britain, and the
Continent – it developed extensive questionnaires on what were deemed to
be the leading missionary questions. These were then sent to missionaries
in different parts of the world. Responses ranged from a few pages to
manuscripts that could have been published as books. They were collated
by the organizing committees and assembled into eight reports that, by
11 See David Bosch, ”The Missionary Paradigm of the Protestant Reformation” in his
Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, Orbis Books, 1998, pp.239-261.
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early 1910, were ready to be sent out to the delegates who would assemble
in June of that year in Edinburgh. The delegates studied the reports, and
debated each of them in the conference. It was a monumental piece of
work, achieved in a remarkably short time. The result – eight Commission
Reports (see below) – still represents an unrivalled documentation of
Protestant missionary thinking at the beginning of the 20th century.
But ”Edinburgh 1910”’s success was based on a concave, hierarchical
approach to gathering missionary views. We can visualize the process as a
circle, at the centre of which was the international organizing committee.
The committee sent the questionnaires to missionaries at different places
in the circle, and the missionary responses were sent back to the committee.
The committee then organized the information into reports, and presented
them to the ”Edinburgh 1910” conference. The process moved concavely
toward Edinburgh that represented the centre of the circle. It was here that
the conference committee, representing the apex of a hierarchical structure,
organized the information and determined how it was discussed.
Such an approach is impossible for ”Edinburgh 2010.”  The globalized
Christian mission of the 21st century is polycentric. Mission is
contextualized in different regions and cultures. The understanding and
practice of mission varies enormously among these many contexts. The
process of deliberation can be neither concave nor hierarchical; rather, it is
challenged to be convex – flowing away from a centre, and global – engaging
the many contexts of mission as equal participants in the process. So the
question becomes: how is it possible to coordinate a dialogue among the
global participants in Christian mission of the 21st century as equal partners?
The process that is proposed for the ”Edinburgh 2010” process is to
decentralize the preparation of the conference into different regions of the
world. Responsibility for the preparation of the mission themes will be
given to individual institutions, or combinations of institutions, or existing
mission networks in different parts of the world, each working through
their own local and international circles. Churches and mission agencies
will be invited to develop relevant case studies and individual scholars and
practitioners will be encouraged to contribute personal essays and
reflections. The aim is to gather as wide a variety of missionary contributions
as possible, encouraging pluriformity and contextuality. In the final
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conference, or series of conferences, the results of this complex range of
resources will come together in what will finally constitute ”Edinburgh
2010” – the eventual format of which will be decided in relation to the
character of the contributions that the international network produces.
”Commissions”
The thematic agenda of ”Edinburgh 1910” was organized around
”commissions” – an unusual word that denotes both responsibility and
authority. Each commission was given responsibility for one of the themes
selected by the international organizing committee. There were eight
commissions in all.12
(1) Carrying the Gospel to all the non-Christian world. This surveyed
religious and social conditions in the non-Christian world, and, with an
unshakeable belief in providential history, argued that these created God-
given opportunities for the Church to fulfill its missionary obligation.
(2) The Church in the mission field, while emphasizing that the ”young
churches” would be the future leaders in mission, concentrated on the
continuing role of Western missions in the achievement of this goal.
(3) Education in relation to the Christianization of national life concentrated
on the priority of educating ”native Christians” for leadership roles in their
nations as well as churches, especially through Christian colleges that would
serve ”the general welfare of the people.”
(4) The missionary message in relation to non-Christian religions examined
the missionaries’ understanding of the positive and negative elements of
the religions of the world, and elaborated the missionary task as being to
demonstrate both the Gospel’s power of judgment upon, and fulfillment
of, the aspirations of people of other faiths.
(5) The preparation of missionaries tackled the problem of missionary
education, and confronted the perceived inadequacy of existing forms of
training with the vision of an elite education that would combine university-
quality scholarship and professional preparation.
12 For summaries, see www.towards2010.org.uk. All quotations are taken from this source.
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(6) The home base of missions reiterated the concerns of Commission Five
by advocating the ”science of missionary societies” to broaden the
”missionary intelligence” on which they operated, and to promote
understanding and support among ”home churches” for what was happening
on ”the mission field.”
(7) The relation of missions to governments” addressed the political cultures
in which missions operated, assessing non-Christian and Christian
governments in terms of their willingness to permit, or not to impede the
activity of Christian missions.
(8) Co-operation and the promotion of unity was the most ecumenically
specific of the eight commissions, drawing attention to the initiatives toward
Christian unity ”in the mission field”, especially Asia, that were in advance
of denominational cooperation in the West. It was this commission that
formulated the recommendation that ”a Continuation Committee of the World
Missionary Conference be appointed, international and representative in
character…to maintain in prominence the idea of the World Missionary
Conference as a means of coordinating missionary work, of laying sound
foundations for future development, and of evoking and claiming by corporate
action fresh stores of spiritual force for the evangelization of the world.”
The ”Edinburgh 2010” planning process preserves this concept of
”commission” as a symbol of continuity with ”Edinburgh 1910”, while
also encouraging other forms of input to the total process: for example,
institutional case studies, or individual contributions. From an original
proposal of eight commissions for ”Edinburgh 2010”, the planning process
has now increased the mission themes to nine:13
(1) Foundations for mission, where the focus will be on the Trinitarian
understanding of the Mission of God, and calls for a renewed understanding
of the Scriptures through the interpretative methods and insights of
Christians of all cultures, with special attention to the meaning of salvation
as freedom from all that enslaves in every culture and context.
13 See www.towards2010.org.uk, from which quotations are taken.
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(2) Christian mission among other faiths will deal with Christian mission
and religious pluralism, seeking to understand more deeply the relation
between mission and dialogue, and the challenge of fundamentalisms.
(3) Mission and postmodernities will focus on all the challenges of
globalization – conceptual, economic, political, cultural – that are reshaping
contemporary human identity, especially through the information technology
and international communications.
(4) Mission and power will search to interpret the Gospel as offering new
life in a world where political, military, economic and financial power is
degrading human societies and cultures, and destroying the environment.
(5) Forms of missionary engagement will examine new forms and methods
of mission, especially the initiatives of churches in the global South, and
the challenges that these represent to traditional forms of mission in
Western churches.
(6) Theological education and formation will address the question of how
people can be empowered for mission, regardless of their educational
background, and how churches, Christian education and Christian theology
can learn from the missionary experience of the marginalized as well as the
privileged.
(7) Development of Christian communities in contemporary contexts will
explore contemporary issues of contextualization in the lives of Christian
communities around the world, in urban and rural contexts, affluence
and poverty, disease and health, in immigration, and in the virtual world
of cyberspace.
(8) Mission and unity – ecclesiology and mission, while respecting the
missionary initiative toward ecumenism in ”Edinburgh 1910”, will look
afresh at the relationship between mission and church unity, mindful of
negative ecumenical consequences of mission (e.g. proselytism), the
fracturing of the missionary movement itself, and the challenges that new
forms of missionary Christianity (e.g. Pentecostalism) represent to old forms
of ecumenism.
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(9) Mission spirituality and authentic discipleship will draw on the experience
of Christians in the global South in seeking to understand mission in relation
to such concepts as new creation, spiritual gifts, renewal, reconstruction,
identity, service and holism. It will explore the role of the Spirit and of the
Church as signs and portents of the goal of the Kingdom of God.
In the preparation of each of these themes, the network of participants in
the ”Edinburgh 2010” process are asked to give particular attention to five
perspectives – or ”transversals” – that should inform all thematic
discussions. These are (i) the perspectives that women and youth, (ii)
reconciliation as a goal of mission, (iii) contextualization as the incarnational
way of developing globalization, (iv) the nurture of authentic discipleship,
and (v) the importance of subaltern or marginalized voices.
Questions in Focus – a Comparative Review
If decision to maintain the term ”commissions” for ”Edinburgh 2010” is
understandable as a semantic devise that expresses centennial continuity
with ”Edinburgh 1910”, it invites comparison between the commissions,
or mission themes. Is their content characterized more by continuity or
discontinuity, and in what balance? Even though comparison can be no
more than preliminary at this stage, since the ”Edinburgh 2010” process is
yet in its infancy, some remarks can be offered in relation to eight issues
that recur in both agendae.
World
The fundamental difference lies in the worldview (weltanschauung) of the
two conferences. The global-oikumene of ”Edinburgh 2010” is defined in
terms of ”post-modernity” – a globalization of regional, cultural and political
plurality in contrast to the European empires of 1910 and their American
neo-colonial successor. This subverts ”Euro-American centralism” in the
understanding of Christianity, mission, and theology. In its place the
”Edinburgh 2010” process will be regionally contextualized, encouraging
social and cultural diversity, and including the voices of those who were
ignored or marginalized in ”Edinburgh 1910”, or who have remained
subaltern to its later 20th century developments.
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Marginalized and Subaltern Voices
Among the marginalized and subaltern the voices, those of women and
young people are raised to prominence in the 2010 ”transversals”. In fairness
to ”Edinburgh 1910”, two of its commissions specifically recognized the
contribution of women in mission, and called for the end of ”artificial
division” between men and women.14 Yet women constituted no more than
a tiny percentage of ”Edinburgh 1910” delegates, and their voices were
marginal in its deliberations. ”Edinburgh 2010” is committed to reversing
this, not only by including a fair statistical representation of women, but
ensuring that their voices are influential in each of the commissions and
thus across the deliberations as a whole. The same is intended for the voices
of young people, who were entirely absent from ”Edinburgh 1910.”
Theology of Mission
The first of the 2010 commissions, Foundations for mission, is explicitly
concerned with the theological understanding of mission. This contrasts
”Edinburgh 1910” that explicitly excluded theology from its deliberations.
The latter was justified by the assumption that most 1910 delegates were
agreed on the theological basis of mission. The conference therefore focused
on mission as practice, and ruled out any discussion that touched on the
dogmatic or eccesiological identity of the churches that agreed to
participate.15 That ”Edinburgh 2010” will include discussion of the
theological basis of mission bows to the reality of the current diversity of
theological opinion. It also shows greater boldness in trusting itself to the
ecumenical culture that has developed among churches in the 20th century
– even as the risk of floundering on rocks of theological difference.
14 Commission Five and Six Reports. The former, for example, strongly argued that for
women should not be trained only for ”women’s work for women”, but for the realisation
of ”the vision of the place of women in the building up of the whole fabric of national
life.”
15 This was in fact a precondition of the conference, devised to include churches and mission
agencies that disagreed on doctrinal matters. The History and Records reports: It was
agreed ”to confine the purview of the Conference to work of the kind in which all were
united…No expression of opinion should be sought from the Conference on any matter
involving any ecclesiastical or doctrinal question on which those taking part in the
Conference differed among themselves.”
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The heart of ”Edinburgh 1910”’s theological consensus was that mission
finds its centre in Christology, specifically the saving action of God in
Jesus Christ. One searches the eight commission reports in vain for
significant mention of the Holy Spirit, far less a doctrinal anchoring of
mission in trinitarian teaching. ”Edinburgh 2010”’s description of its nine
themes begins and ends with emphasis on the Trinity – Father, Son and
Holy Spirit – as the indispensable theological framework for witnessing
Christ in holistic relation to God’s creation. With this there goes a second
re-focusing of mission: from ”Edinburgh 1910”’s church-centered approach
to mission that perpetuated a vision of Christendom tied to Western
civilization, to ”Edinburgh 2010”’s emphasis on mission as the realization
of the Kingdom of God in which ”salvation (is) freedom from all that
enslaves in every culture and context.”
Other Religions
The missionary relationship of Christianity to other religions commands the
same high priority in ”Edinburgh 2010” as it did in ”Edinburgh 1910.” Yet it
can be anticipated that the nature of the discussion will be very different.
”Edinburgh 1910”’s Commission Four reflected a linkage between evangelism
and social evolutionism. The non-Christians religions were deemed incapable
of responding to the challenges of modernity. Their frustrated adherents were
deemed to be searching for a higher truth. It was for Christian mission to
offer this in the good news of the Gospel – in judgment upon other religions,
and in fulfillment of their deepest yearnings. In this sense human beings the
world over were believed to be evolving toward fulfillment in Christ. Nearly
a century later we are faced by the resurgence of religions, and what has been
termed the ”desecularization” of the world.16 ”Edinburgh 2010” has therefore
set itself the exacting task of re-thinking mission in the context of religious
pluralism, in dialogue with other religions, and grappling with the multi-
faceted phenomenon of religious fundamentalism.
Theological Education
The place and purpose of theological education represents another element
of continuity between the two conferences, where contrast seems certain.
16 George Weigel & Peter Berger (eds), Desecularization of the World: Resurgent Religions
and World Politics, Eerdmanns, 1999.
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Like ”Edinburgh 1910”, ”Edinburgh 2010” will explore the relationship
between ”catechetical” and ”missional” theology. ”Edinburgh 1910”
bemoaned the relative isolation of the two, complaining that catechetical
theological education rarely embraced missional insights, with the result
that missionaries tended to be theologically ill-equipped to engage the
challenges of the mission field. In tension with this diagnosis, however, it
favored a missionary education that would build on elite Western models,
be it the American liberal arts’ or the classically focused European traditions.
”Edinburgh 2010” calls for a thorough re-examination of methods of
theological education. ”Empowerment” becomes the process through which
Christians, regardless of educational background, can be activated for
mission through ”the missionary experience of the marginalized as well as
the privileged.” The goal is no longer the ”missionary science” of
”Edinburgh 1910”’s Commission Six, but ”Mission spirituality for the
Kingdom of God” that seeks ”to understand mission in relation to such
concepts as new creation, spiritual gifts, renewal, reconstruction, identity,
service and holism.”17
Mission Agency
”Edinburgh 1910” was primarily concerned with mission through the agency
of Western missionary societies and church boards. While looking forward
to the time when the ”young churches” of Asia and Africa would assume
the leadership of the missionary movement, the conference assumed that
this would continue to be patterned along the ecclesiastical lines that had
evolved in the West. The ”Edinburgh 2010” process recognizes that mission
has broken irreversibly from such precedents. The contextualization of
mission has produced enormous variety of ”Christian communities around
the world, in urban and rural contexts, affluence and poverty, disease and
health, in immigration and in the virtual world of cyberspace.” The task of
identifying, assessing and integrating this mass of missionary activity will
have to wrestle with far-reaching challenges of ”diversity and cooperation,”
and the use and misuse of resources.
17 Quotations in this passage are taken from the June 2005 consultation statement, Mission
in Humility and Hope, that addresses the educational issue more thoroughly than the 2006
revision.
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Mission spirituality
”Mission spirituality” represents another area of continuity and contrast.
For ”Edinburgh 1910” this was understood primarily in terms of the
”edification” of individual persons. The gift of spiritual example was
considered the supreme quality and qualification of the missionary. Similarly
it was the spiritual edification of ”native Christians” that would carry forward
the Gospel in pagan cultures. The approach to mission spirituality in the
”Edinburgh 2010” process will seek to adjust the balance between the
individual and the community, relativizing the individualist assumptions
of Western Enlightenment culture by renewed engagement with Biblical
witness, the history of the global church, and the experience of Christians
in the global South. It will also re-focus spirituality ”in relation to such
concepts as new creation, spiritual gifts, renewal, reconstruction, identity,
holistic witness and service, but also suffering and martyrdom.”
Mission and Unity
 Cooperation among mission agencies and initiatives toward church unity
were defining concerns of ”Edinburgh 1910,” on which its credentials as a
pioneer of the modern ecumenical movement stand. Its Commission Eight
Report is a classic ecumenical document. It urged cooperation among
mission agencies as a means of articulating a vision of the unity of the
church in mission; and it challenged Western churches with the evidence
of ecumenical initiatives among the churches of Asia, for whom aging forms
of European denominationalism had little significance in relation to the
challenges of nationalism, development, and indigenous Christian witness.
On the other hand ”Edinburgh 1910”’s ecumenism was exclusively
Protestant, and made no attempt to reach embrace Catholic and Orthodox
churches,18 or redress and advance relations with them. Both Catholics and
Orthodox are included in the ”Edinburgh 2010” process, as also are
Pentecostal and other charismatic churches of Africa, Asia and Latin
America. Ecclesiology and the missionary nature of the church – issues
18 The Conference did, however, receive a letter of good wishes from Bishop Bonomelli of
Cremona, Italy, which in included in Temple Gairdner’s semi-official ”Edinburgh 1910”
Account and Interpretation of the World Missionary Conference. See also Joan Delaney,
”From Cremona to Edinburgh: Bishop Bonomelli and the World Missionary Conference
of 1910”, Ecumenical Review, 52:3, July 2000, pp.418-31.
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that were excluded from the ”Edinburgh 1910” deliberations – will thus be
central to ”Edinburgh 2010”. Particularly demanding will be a dispassionate
analysis of the International Missionary Council’s decision to enter into
full membership of the World Council of Churches in 1961. How is mission
sustained within the ecumenical process? Is it possible for ecumenical and
para-church mission agencies to make common cause? Can ”old” and ”new”
mission agents articulate a shared understanding of a united missionary
church for the 21st century?
Conclusion
In comparing and contrasting ”Edinburgh 1910” and ”Edinburgh 2010” as
efforts to study and discern the future of Christian mission in the 20th and
21st centuries respectively, this paper has tried to draw out the continuities
of concern as well as the striking differences of perspective and approach
between the two conferences.
From a Scandinavian point of view, ”Edinburgh 1910” may seem to have
been an overwhelmingly North Atlantic affair, dominated by British and
American delegates and reflecting their cultural perspectives. There were
relatively few Scandinavian delegates, and fewer still who were consulted
in the preparation of commission reports, or called to express their views
in plenary debate.
Here a final difference can be drawn between ”Edinburgh 1910” and the
current ”Edinburgh 2010” process. The 2010 stakeholders include the
Lutheran World Federation, and the Danish Areopagus foundation is playing
an important role in staffing the planning process. The Nordic Institute of
Missionary and Ecumenical Studies (NIME) has been invited to take
responsibility for preparing the theme on Mission and postmodernities –
arguably the ”commission” that will be most important in setting the global
context of mission in the 21st century.
This gives the Nordic countries an opportunity to influence the shape,
content and outcomes of ”Edinburgh 2010” in ways that vastly exceed
their input to ”Edinburgh 1910.” This is a challenge to us all – churches
through their research departments, mission agencies, scholarly networks,
professors, researchers and students in mission and ecumenical studies.
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A New Crisis?
Analysis and Reflections Concerning
Worship at the Ninth Assembly of the
World Council of Churches*
Joel Halldorf
In February 2006, the Ninth General Assembly of the World Council of
Churches (WCC) was held in Porto Alegre, Brazil. In this article, I will first
sketch the tradition of worship at the WCC, as it has developed in the last
fifty years. This tradition received severe criticism in the Final Report of the
Special Commission on Orthodox Participation in the WCC, which was
submitted to the central committee in 2002. After reviewing this critique I
will examine the worship at the Porto Alegre Assembly as the meeting place
of two frontiers: the experimental WCC tradition and the critical Special
Commission. I will focus my attention on a selected number of evening prayers
at the Porto Alegre Assembly, which function as case studies. This overall
perspective will not stop me from making personal theological and/or practical
remarks on certain features of the worship, and how this mirrors general
currents in the WCC. One example of this is the relationship between the
North and the South as expressed in the Assembly’s prayer life.
Background
Worship as a Problem
In its initial phases, the ecumenical movement that would eventually form
the WCC did not address worship as a major part of their agenda. Records
from the First World Conference on Faith and Order (Lausanne 1927) do
not treat worship in any significant way. The first attempt to do so from an
ecumenical perspective, Ways of Worship (1951), took a descriptive and
comparative approach. Its focus on dividing issues and practices met a
* This article has earlier been published in the electronic journal New Horizons in Faith
and Order 1:1 (2007), http://www.ncccusa.org/faithandorder/journals/newhorizons/
index.html
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clear need for different churches within the movement to learn more about
each other and about the difficult nature of the ecumenical task. As the
Third World Conference on Faith and Order (Lund 1952) noted, in worship
”disunity becomes explicit and the sense of separation most acute.”1 Worship
tended to be seen as stumbling block for unity rather than as the cornerstone
upon which the ecumenical community should be built. Common worship
at most ecumenical events consisted of a rotation of confessional liturgies.2
Worship as a Possibility
Gradually, the appreciation of worship started to change in the ecumenical
tradition of the WCC. Instead of being a place of experienced disunity, it
came to be described as a uniting force. In worship, participants experienced
a feeling of being one that went beyond the theological difficulties expressed
in the documents. This suggests a paradigmatic shift rooted in praxis and
illustrates some inadequacies with theoretical approaches like that of Lund
1952 that prioritize dogmatic reasoning over lived spirituality. This shift
was articulated most clearly at the Fourth World Conference on Faith and
Order (Montreal 1963). Its description of worship as the central act of the
life of the church presented a more radical formulation than the earlier
Lund statement describing worship as an act no less important than faith
and order.3 Montreal furthermore spelled out the ecclesiological significance
of worship: ”Christian worship ... is an act formative of Christian community
–  an act, moreover, which is conducted within the context of the whole
Church, and which represents the one, catholic Church”.4 Writing in 1991,
Berger asks ”whether subsequent ecumenical discussions have ever taken
these statements seriously enough.”5 As we shall see, the Orthodox may
have been the first to really do so, but did not arrive at the conclusions
Berger seems to desire.
1 Quoted in Teresa Berger, Dictionary of the Ecumenical Movement, eds. Nicholas Lossky et
al.,  (Geneva: WCC Publications 1991), s.v. ”Worship in the Ecumenical Movement,” 1107.
2 Eden Grace, ”Worship in the World Council of Churches: the tradition of ‘ecumenical
worship’ in light of recent Orthodox critique,” Ecumenical Review, 54, no.1 (January-
April, 2002): 3–27. Also available online at http://www.edengrace.org/
ecumenicalworship.html (accessed December 1, 2006).
3 Berger, ”Worship in the Ecumenical Movement,” 1108.
4 ”Report of Section IV: Worship and the Oneness of Christ’s Church,” in The Ecumenical
Movement – An Anthology of Key Texts and Voices, eds. Michael Kinnamon and Brian
Cope (Geneva: WCC Publications 1997), 508.
5 Berger, ”Worship in the Ecumenical Movement,” 1109.
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Vancouver Breakthrough and the Formation of an Ecumenical Worship
Tradition in the WCC
The Sixth Assembly of the WCC (Vancouver 1983) marks another
significant development in the role and appreciation of worship in WCC.
According to Eden Grace, ”ecumenical worship was enacted in
breathtakingly exciting ways.”6 In evaluations afterwards, 90 percent of
the delegates mentioned worship as the most significant aspect at the
Assembly.7 The Lima liturgy with its Eucharistic celebration was one of
the high points of the Assembly.8 But with a tone of hesitation, Berger
remarks: ”Maybe here, too, reflection on worship was overtaken by the
actual experience of worship by the participants.”9 The step from praxis to
theory, from experience to dogmatic conclusions, still awaited. However,
with this Assembly came a significant and far-reaching recognition of the
importance of worship.
The Vancouver Assembly exhibited features that emerged as a distinctive
WCC approach to worship. The first feature of this ”WCC worship tradition”
is a willingness to use not only a variety of confessional traditions, but also
traditions of other religious communities, especially indigenous people-
groups. The second is a desire to minimize the use of spoken words. Since
spoken languages require translation, they tend to decrease participation
and increase a sense of divisiveness. Creative symbols, music and silence,
on the other hand, can be understood more broadly by participants from
different geographical and cultural background. Third, there is an emphasis
on lay participation and elements that engage the entire congregation.10
Fourth, the Vancouver Assembly introduced the worship tent as a space
designated entirely to worship. Prior Assemblies had conducted worship in
the main meeting space or local churches. The tent provided a confessionally
neutral place and reminded worshipers that they are a ”pilgrim people.”11
6 Grace, ”Worship in the World Council of Churches.”
7 Per Harling, Worshipping Ecumenically: Orders of Service from Global Meetings With
Suggestions for Local Use (Geneva: WCC Publications 1995), 7.
8 Teresa Berger, Dictionary of the Ecumenical Movement, eds. Nicholas Lossky et al.,
(Geneva: WCC Publications 1991), s.v. ”Lima liturgy,” 616.
9 Berger, ”Worship in the Ecumenical Movement,” 1111.
10 Harling, Worshipping Ecumenically, 2–10 and Grace, ”Worship in the World Council of
Churches.”
11 Harling, Worshipping Ecumenically, 7.
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To some extent these changes in WCC worship reflected a wider realization
of the western world in the twentieth century: The world not only is bigger
than we once thought, but also filled with diverse cultures that can enrich
our experience. African drums are as appropriate as an organ for singing
the Lord’s praise. Restrictions on the major symbolic elements – the bread
and the wine of the Eucharist – demand a new kind of creativity,12 so that
the holistic way traditional liturgy engages multiple senses is expressed in
different and sometimes more modern ways. The final important factor in
the Vancouver breakthrough was the decision to move with determination
from confessional to interconfessional worship. This decision demonstrated
profound commitment to worshipping as an ecumenical body in a way that
reflected the multitudes of traditions present by forming something from
the shared history and longing of WCC member-churches that was new but
not mere eclecticism.
Thus from Vancouver emerged the definitive elements of a WCC worship
tradition created within a specific ecumenical context. Among its main
characteristics are attentiveness to local traditions, a hesitance towards
spoken language in favor of symbolic expressions, emphasis on
participation, and designation of a unique worship space.
Orthodox Concern Regarding the WCC
and Ecumenical Worship
The Orthodox were involved in the WCC from its inception. Orthodox
theologians and diaspora church leaders such as Anthony Bloom, Vladimir
Lossky and John Meyendorff had an important role in the dialogue with the
western churches. As communism and church-persecution spread in Eastern
Europe, WCC-meetings became something of a refuge for many Orthodox.13
However, with the fall of the Berlin wall, the situation changed dramatically
for these churches, and their relationship to the WCC and the conditions for
their participation in the ecumenical work has to be reconsidered.
At the Eighth Assembly (Harare 1998), a crisis regarding Orthodox
participation in the WCC became apparent. The Orthodox felt trapped in
12 With the exception of the Lima liturgy of 1983, the Eucharist has not been celebrated at
any official worship in the WCC Assemblies.
13 Jonas Jonsson, Vänner kallar jag er – En resa till Ekumene (Örebro: Cordia, 2004), 36.
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an institution dominated by liberal Protestantism, and found it hard to make
their voice heard or stop decisions they disliked. To address this crisis, a
”Special Commission on Orthodox Participation in the WCC” was formed.
The issue of ecumenical worship received particular attention in the Special
Commissions report. The report echoes the attitude of Lund 1952 in stating,
”it is in common prayer that the pain of Christian division is most acutely
experienced.”14
The Commission approached the issue of worship with two goals. First, it
sought to differentiate interconfessional prayer at WCC gatherings from
worship conducted by an ecclesial body. Second, it sought to make practical
recommendations for common prayer at these gatherings to reduce the
chances of causing spiritual, theological or ecclesiological offence. By
addressing the ecclesiological aspects of worship at the WCC, the
Commission finally drew attention to the experience of unity at these
gatherings. But the discovery of the experience of unity in worship despite
doctrinal differences resulted in recommendations for changes of praxis
(worship) instead of changes in the underlying theory (dogmatics).
The Commission report describes the term ”ecumenical worship” as a source
of confusion concerning the ecclesial character of the worship, suggesting
that the terms ”confessional common prayer” and ”interconfessional
common prayer” should be used instead. The first phrase designates an
event where one hosting church invites the others to participate in a prayer
from its tradition. The second designates an event that does not emerge out
of a single ecclesial tradition, but is prepared for a specific ecumenical
context by an ad hoc committee that has no ecclesial status.15
The report displays a hesitant attitude towards prayers of experimental
character16 and the use of symbols and symbolic actions in the services.
When symbols are used, they should be used in a way so that everybody
14 World Council of Churches Central Committee, Final Report of the Special Commission
on Orthodox Participation in the WCC, §40, http://www2.wcc-coe.org/ccdocuments.nsf/
index/gen-5-en.html (accessed December 1, 2006).
15 WCC Central Committee, Final Report of the Special Commission on Orthodox
Participation in the WCC, ”Appendix A: A Framework for Common Prayer at WCC
Gatherings,” §15, http://www2.wcc-coe.org/ccdocuments.nsf/index/gen-5-en.html
(accessed December 1, 2006).
16 Ibid., §21.
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can understand them, and insensitiveness to other traditions or opinions is
avoided.17 Use of rites and symbols from outside the Christian tradition is
not encouraged out of deference for those who regard such practices as
”syncretism” rather than ”inculturation.”18 In regard to spoken language,
the Commission affirms inclusive language when addressing people, but is
more hesitant when it comes to talk of the divine. When naming God in
common prayer, the Commission states, ”the revealed and biblical names
for God – Father, Son and Holy Spirit – should be used”.19 Finally, the
report warns against including social and political issues in common prayer
in ways that offend:
We are called to pray for justice and peace, yet we can distinguish between
thematic prayer and prayer used to divide us further on social and political
issues over which we have deep disagreement. Our common prayer is
addressed to God, and is an invitation to listen to what God is trying to
teach us.20
This last remark should be understood against the background of suspicion
that the WCC seeks to further political agendas. In the chapter on ”Social
and political issues”, the report states:
Specifically, there has been a perception that churches are coerced into
treating issues they deem as either foreign to their life or inappropriate for
a worldwide forum. There has also been a perception that the WCC has on
occasion sought to ”preach” to the churches rather than be the instrument
of their common reflection.21
Taken together, these statements seem to imply that in some instances
worship at WCC gatherings has not simply focused on God but has also
taken the form of ”preaching” to the delegates. The following analysis of
specific prayers will assess whether this was the case at Porto Alegre, and
if so, the content of such preaching.
17 Ibid., §27.
18 Ibid., §28.
19 Ibid., §35.
20 Ibid., §32.
21 WCC Central Committee, Final Report of the Special Commission on Orthodox
Participation in the WCC, §26, http://www2.wcc-coe.org/ccdocuments.nsf/index/gen-5-
en.html (accessed December 1, 2006).
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Prayers at Porto Alegre – Three Cases
With both the historical development and the recent criticism in mind, we
now turn our attention to Porto Alegre and the worship there. I have selected
three prayers that reflect the breadth of the worship at the Assembly: an
interconfessional prayer service arranged by the WCC22 that opened the
Assembly, an evening prayer arranged by the Episcopal Anglican Church
of Brazil,23 and finally the Pentecostal evening prayer.24 This combination
of confessional prayers from an older tradition with a long established
relationship to the WCC and a younger tradition with limited involvement
in the WCC along with the opening interconfessional service provide a
substantial but concise corpus of materials. The analysis is based on the
written agendas for the services supplemented by personal impressions in
the form of notes and memories. Each case-study includes a brief summary
of the specific prayer followed by reflections on points of particular interest.
All the prayer services took place in the designated tent that has been the
space for Assembly worship since Vancouver. The front area of the tent
had room for a large choir to the left and an elevated platform with
microphones for others contributing to services on the right. These case-
studies of specific services lead into discussion of some general features of
the prayers at Porto Alegre.
Opening Prayer
The opening prayer service that initiated the Assembly highlighted creation
as God’s gracious gift to mankind and called participants to commit to love
and justice. It consisted of seven parts:
z Gathering: Participants are invited to greet one another. They sing
the Assembly theme song, ”God in your grace (transform the world).”
Bishop Adriel de Souca Maia, President of the National Council of
Christian Churches in Brazil welcomes the Assembly. All stand to
sing ”Santus et Benedictus” while a procession carries a Bible to the
main podium. The refrain of this song includes a wordless, non-
linguistic expression of joy, ”le lo le lo lay lo...”
22 The opening prayer of the Assembly, February 14, 2006.
23 Used February 17, 2006.
24 Used February 18, 2006.
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z Gifts of Grace: Representatives from each region of the world present
symbolic gifts to the Assembly and explain their meanings. The choir
sings Psalm 204, a song praising God and God’s creation that includes
a sung congregational response.
z Cries of the World: A prayer from each part of the world is said, followed
by a sung response from the congregation, ”Hear us, O Lord.”
z Listening to the Word of God: As individuals read passages from the
Bible (Is. 64:1–5a, Eph. 4:1–6, 11–16, and Jh. 20:10–18) the
congregation responds in song. Archbishop Anastasios of Tirana
preaches a sermon.
z Our Calling as Churches: The congregation recites the Nicene Creed
together. Then they read a litany of commmitment to love and justice
followed by a sung response.
z Words of Promise and Hope: Someone reads Revelation 21:1-5a and
the congregation responds with a song based on the text.
z Blessing: After the blessing is pronounced, the congregation responds
with a reprise of ”God in your grace, transform the world.” As people
leave the tent, they are offered literal fruit of God’s creation to share
as a common meal.
The presentation of gifts to the Assembly continued the tradition of symbolic
actions in WCC-services. The gifts reminded participants of the richness
of the world through God’s grace as well as the richness present in the
gathering itself insofar as it drew together people from cultures all over the
world. As the Special Commission recommended, the meaning of each
symbol was carefully explained. For example:
From the Caribbean – sugar cane, source of numerous products in the
islands, ranging from popular dishes and drinks to fibers and sources of
energy. It is offered as representation of the strength, the resilience and the
sweetness of the Caribbean people.25
25 The person handing over the gift also explained its meaning to the congregation. These
words were did not appear in the agendas but were printed in the Assembly newspaper the
next day. ”Gifts from the regions: Symbolic gifts offered in opening prayer,” Transforma
mundo, 15 February 2006, 7, www.wcc-assembly.info/fileadmin/files/wccassembly/
newspaper/15feb_o_mundo.pdf.
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The discovery of the global perspective and the turn away from a Eurocentric
perspective is an important part of the WCC journey the last fifty years
(and one that by no means is over). With the European legacy of imperialism,
racism, and world dominance, the celebration of cultural diversity as
richness serves as an important antidote against arrogance. As the
opportunity for oppressed people to express how they can be a blessing to
the world, such actions should not be underestimated, but at the same time,
too strong an identification with any particular nation, race or culture may
be theologically problematic. We should not deny our place in the creation
and the blessings of our culture: these are a gift from God. But since, as
Christians, our true homeland is the Kingdom of God, we should be careful
in allying ourselves with earthly regimes or accepting worldly boundaries
such as race and ethnicity. History is full of examples where alliances of
this kind have produced horrific results. It would be an overreaction to
deem a celebration of this kind as ”wrong” or even ”theologically supsect”
in itself. The question is rather if this indicates a general and problematic
trend towards differentiation in the WCC.
The Special Commission addressed the issue of sensitivity towards other
traditions. The gift presented from Africa is an interesting case to approach
from this perspective:
From Africa – a stone brought from the Turkana regions of eastern Kenya,
considered by anthropologists and genetics to be the cradle of humanity. It
represents God’s grace in creation and providence through the development
of humankind.
The apparent reference to and acceptance of the theory of evolution in the
context of a service would doubtless shock some Christians. This is a sensitive
issue among Evangelicals and, to some extent, also among Pentecostals. In
the ”cultural clash” between liberals and conservatives that shaped much of
Evangelical identity in the early twentieth century, response to the theory of
evolution was one of the most burning issues. For many communities, this
question has not disappeared from the agenda but continues to feature
prominently in discussions of school curricula and apologetics.
What degree of theological sensitivity is possible or even desirable in a
gathering of this kind? To many, perhaps the majority of Christians,
evolution is a non-issue that calls to mind unwelcome associations with
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”unscientific” anti-evolutionists. Though alluding to the issue in only passing
might serve to de-charge the question or protest against tendencies to reduce
Christianity to two or three issues, it has the potential to alienate some of
the people present. In worship, the ”we” of the assembled congregation is
defined. This symbolic action defined the ”we” of the Porto Alegre Assembly
as ”people who accept the theory of evolution.” If the WCC wants to include
more Pentecostal and Evangelical churches, greater awareness of issues
sensitive to these traditions is needed.
The example also shows how difficult it is to avoid provocative issues. It is
impossible to be aware of all ”sore toes” present or to control the
interpretation of every public remark or action. Rather than excluding the
risk of provocation (which is impossible and perhaps not even desirable),
the goal should be to avoid making any group feel particularly ”harassed”
by a pattern of provocations. An ongoing experience of provocation creates
a defensive mood, increases suspicion, limits generosity and makes
ecumenical dialogue near impossible. The problem in much ecumenical
dialogue today, official and private, is that many different, even opposite,
groups feel ”oppressed” at the same time. While some conservative groups
feel that the WCC is governed by a ”liberal” agenda, others are disturbed
by an Orthodox influence that they regard as ”out of proportion.” While
some worry about the ”moral laxity” exported from the West (for example
concerning issues of homosexuality and birth-control), others are alarmed
at the expansion of ”fundamentalist” Christian groups in many regions of
the world. This wide-spread sense of being the harassed group makes
difficult ecumenical dialogue, and stands as a great challenge in the
continuing conversation.
An additional challenge is apparent in the representation of Europe and
North America in symbolic action:
From Europe – a reindeer calfskin, a gift of the Sami herders, an indigenous
people in the northern parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russian. It
represents the Sami’s grateful pride in their own identity as their culture
finally is affirmed by churches.
Few of the representations were more politically motivated than this. The
Sami people are virtually unknown despite being in one sense the only
indigenous people of Europe and having endured persecutions from both
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church and state. Similarly, a representative of the First Nations in North
America presented sweetgrass, wheat, and corn. Though such representation
before the whole world at the WCC Assembly provided recognition of great
importance for these groups, it is worth asking whether it does not also
indicate a particular ambivalence in the WCC towards Europe and the
western world at large. After decades of dominance, it is reasonable that
the West takes a step back, but new discrimination will not redeem earlier
wrongdoings. It must be possible to be proud of your heritage and home
also as a westerner. At the plenary presentation of the different regions, the
presentation of the European delegates was met with less enthusiasm and
even occasional booing from the rest of the plenary. This grieved many of
the participants, particularly in light of the way Western regions were
represented in the opening service, and left some wondering: Is there no
gift from the mainstream of western cultures? This is a problem that the
WCC will have to address, a problem that perhaps can be associated with
the issue of identification with earthly kingdoms touched upon earlier.
The third part of the service, ”Cries of the world”, included prayers in connection
to each region of the world. In these prayers, the world is clearly divided into
victims and perpetrators. In the prayers from regions in the southern hemisphere
the tendency is to ask God for protection from foreign oppressors:
Africa: We have come, a people not broken by centuries of exploitation,
oppression, enslavement, poverty, disease and misrule, but held up by the
great resilience, strength of spirit and mutual love with which you have so
richly endowed us.
Caribbean: We come with our frustrations, and with our problems of
pollution resulting from an exploitative tourism industry.
South America: We cry out for an end to all forms of violence. Violence
which—often organized—is a response to foreign political and economic
interests which pay no regard to our peoples’ pain, suffering and rights...
So often our water falls into the hands of foreign groups and interests. So
often we have to breathe air polluted by foreign-owned industries... We
cry out for... fair trade, without having to be subjected unilaterally to the
interests of large corporations or the countries reckoned to be great.
Only the prayers from western regions included unconditional confession
of sins.
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Europe: We come aware of our rich heritage of civilization, culture,
knowledge and spirituality – a tradition of life: liberty, democracy and
human advancement; but also are fully aware that we carry a tradition of
death: wars, conquest, exploitation, racism and genocide.
North America: We confess that we have trampled heavily on the earth; we
have exploited its resources. We whose ancestors come from nations afar
have not loved the First Nations as we love our self, nor have we respected
any other ethnicity as we respect our own. We have been content to share in
profits from the legacies of slavery and oppression. We have dominated others
through religion, language, mass communications, economics, as well as by
force of arms. Free us, Lord, from the sin of racism. Free us from our
compulsion to despoil the earth. Free us from our thirst for violence. Free us
from the hunger for revenge. Free us from our lust for empire. Free us from
the scourge of war. Free us from self-satisfaction, and self-adoration.
The prayer from the Pacific stands out as the only southern region where
the perpetrators are – at least in part – found within the community of
speakers:26
Pacific: We come before you in shame, O Lord. We are not good stewards
of your islands nor dutiful keepers of your seas. We have desecrated and
threatened your Creation.
Listening to these prayers produced an odd feeling of being in a classroom
hearing a lecture about the state of the world that includes lengthy explanations
about why things are the way they are, and made clear which parties are to
blame. Who is addressed in such prayers? Is it God who needs to be
enlightened or are the prayers utilized as a means to instruct the Assembly
how to correctly interpret the world? This instrumentalization of worship
brings to mind the critique of the Special Commission cited earlier:
We are called to pray for justice and peace, yet we can distinguish between
thematic prayer and prayer used to divide us further on social and political
issues over which we have deep disagreement. Our common prayer is addressed
to God, and is an invitation to listen to what God is trying to teach us.
Among the concerns of the commission was also the tendency to ”preach”
to the Assembly on social and political issues. Apparently, this remark did
not stop the WCC from continuing the preaching at Porto Alegre.
26 This may simply be the result of the identification of countries within the region such as
Australia and New Zealand as ”western.”
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But let us move from these general remarks to a more specific critique of
the theology of the prayers quoted above. While no one can deny the fact
that the western countries to a large extent have exploited the rest of the
world, we have to ask if the line between good and evil can really be drawn
geographically. Simul iustus et peccator, both sinner and justified, said
Luther. Does this not apply to all people? In these prayers, once again, the
individual is categorized according to his/her nation/region/culture.
Furthermore, even if the world can be simplistically divided into victims
and perpetrators, is region vs. region the right way to do it? Is it more
reasonable that a minimum-wage worker at a large company in the USA
apologizes for the damages he causes the world than a Brazilian farmer
who cuts down rainforest to be able to feed his family? Is it not true that
wars and exploitation take place without the involvement of the western
world? Who apologizes for local African war-lords, South American
dictators, and Arabian muhajjin warriors? In short, isn’t the world a lot
more complicated than the rhetoric of these prayers disclose? Orthodox
theologian Emmanuel Clapsis criticizes the WCC for this tendency to
simplify complicated political issues:
Christian declarations on political issues often have a degree of certainty.
A modicum of caution is appropriate in looking at these, because political
judgments in modern society are extraordinary ambiguous in nature. They
can rarely be grasped in terms of simple, straightforward judgments.27
There must be room for a ”prophetic” voice within the WCC, a possibility
for the organization to challenge the world (and though this departs from
Orthodox recommendations, possibly even its member churches). The
church should not be passive when injustice and atrocities are committed.
But the prophetic spirit lies close to the sectarian spirit, and to over-simplify
complicated issues in an attempt to describe the world in black and white is
more akin to the latter!
The problem of alienation of Christians who feel differently about these
issues also plays a part here. A harsh and one-sided assignment of blame
will cause bitterness and lock people into their positions, leaving little
opening for changes of mind.
27 Emmanuel Clapsis, Orthodoxy in Conversation (Geneva: WCC Publications, 2000), 222.
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In summary, the interconfessional opening prayer contained significant
political content with a regionalistic flavor. This is problematic for a number
of reasons. Does this suggest that a Christian should identify him or herself
with a region/nation prior to identification with the kingdom of God? Is it
pastorally responsible to divide a worshipping community into victims and
perpetrators? It is of course possible to imagine times when this would be an
appropriate prophetic stand, but awareness of globalization suggests that the
line between exploiter and exploited ought to be drawn with more nuance.
The Anglican Evening Prayer
The worship instructions for the evening prayer on Februrary 17 noted that
this was ”adapted from the Book of Common Prayer of the Episcopal
Anglican Church of Brazil.” The service included the following elements:
z Introductory sentences on the joy of coming together to worship
z Confession of Sins
z Invitatory
z Psalm 100 (sung)
z Reading of Is. 61:1-4
z The Magnificat (sung)
z Reading of Rev. 22:1-5
z Nunc Dimittis (sung)
z Recitation of the Apostles Creed
z Intercessory Prayer for world leaders, Christian people, those who
suffer, and the Assembly
z The Lord’s Prayer
z Hymn: ”The Day Thou Gavest”
z Blessing: Prayer of St. Chrysostom
One notable element in the regular prayer services at the Assembly was
that most of them included a significant number of readings. In this Anglican
service, it was particularly obvious. Rather than one or two Bible verses to
meditate on, it included whole passages and long, elaborately worded
prayers. In many instances the main language of a service was unknown to
many participants, requiring them to focus on the handouts available in the
official languages of the Council.
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The services did not seem to bear the mark of ”a desire to avoid language,”
already noted as a goal within the WCC worship tradition. This might be
the result of the Orthodox criticism of symbolic actions and services of an
”experimental character.” The return to confessional prayers might also
have resulted in services of a sort not specifically adapted to the context of
a WCC Assembly. As noted, one reason to avoid spoken or written language
is the need for translation. Other forms of expression do not alienate in the
same way and therefore encourage a feeling of oneness. Another reason is
that with an Assembly schedule, evening prayers are held after a day of
often tiring plenary sessions and negotiations. The abundance of words
during the day makes reading through a long written agenda a rather
unappealing endeavor. Also, since the songs in many cases are entirely
new, they don’t provide the space for rest they might within a familiar
tradition but require full focus on text and melody.
It is interesting to note that the two readings are taken from the same books
of the Bible as two of the readings in the Opening prayer. In addition,
Isaiah appeared twice in morning Bible studies (61:1–4, 65:17–25) and
Revelations was used at least once more in an evening service and as the
text for the closing sermon. As favorite texts of the Assembly, Isaiah (notably
within chapters 56-66) and Revelations seem to function as a kind of ”canon
within the canon,” especially concerning their prophetic words of a coming
kingdom of joy.
The readings in the Anglican service (Is. 61:1-4 and Rev. 22:1-5) echo
earlier references to ”a new heavens and a new earth.” The intercessory
prayer refers back to these passages and offers an interpretation:
The prophet Isaiah foresaw the rebuilding of the land, and the recreation of
a new society under God’s rule. We pray to the Almighty Father that he
may guide the nations upon earth into the ways of justice and peace... The
Book of Revelation set before the Church a vision of God’s Kingdom where
the leaves of the tree of eternal life are for the healing of the nations. Let us
pray that all Christian people may be bearers of God’s light in the world,
and agents of healing and reconciliation.
Historically, the unfortunate distinction between post- and pre-millennialism
has resulted in two different distortions. One distortion is a passive or
destructive attitude towards creation excused by the conviction that this
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will all perish when God’s Kingdom is restored. The other is an over-
optimistic view of what human nature and institutions can achieve that is
often coupled with a materialistic inner-worldly perspective of the Kingdom
of God. Generally, the WCC seems to strive for a sound middle-way between
these two extremes; what is sometimes called a realized eschatology.
According to this perspective, the Kingdom of God has started to break
into the world, and it is our task to make it visible in us and in the world. It
will not, however, be completed by our activity – only by Christ’s return to
the world in the last days. Both the Anglican-service readings can be
interpreted in this way. But the WCC as whole can be accused of is being a
bit too inner-worldly when it comes to the proclamation of the Kingdom of
God. The Kingdom of God is indeed justice, peace, food, and health-care
for all, but this alone does not constitute the Kingdom of God. It is also the
presence of God in the hearts of the people, the only thing that gives peace.
While the lack of material resources is in many respects the greatest need
in parts of the South, it is the spiritual poverty that is most alarming in the
western world. This poverty is reflected in, among other things, skyrocketing
sales numbers for anti-depressive medicine. This problem of the spiritually
impoverished western world did not seem to be addressed in any significant
way at the Porto Alegre Assembly.
In conclusion, this prayer service could not be described as exhibiting ”a
desire to avoid language,” though it may represent improvement in
comparison with earlier Assemblies. Also, though many of the readings
were connected to the biblical vision of a ”new heaven and a new earth,”
the general tendency of the WCC appears to approach reform primarily in
a materialistic way.
The Pentecostal evening prayer
The Pentecostal service had a different choir and a different worship leader
than the other prayers.28 It included the following elements:
z Opening Music
z Words of Welcome (affective and informal)
z Song and Short Chant (repeated multiple times)
z Prayer for Forgiveness
28 The worship leader was pastor Jorge Vaccaro.
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z Song (repeated multiple times)
z ”How Great Thou Art” (a choir performance familiar enough for
many in the congregation to join in singing)
z Sermon
z Bible Readings (Rev. 2:19, Jh. 17:23, Jh. 13:34–35 and Rom. 14:17–18)
z Prayer (participants invited to pray aloud in groups of three of four)
z Blessing
This evening prayer service differed from the others in many respects. For
one thing, the congregation read less texts (prayers, creeds, etc.) together.
This reflects Pentecostal skepticism towards fixed agendas and written
prayers that are sometimes viewed as a hindrance to the ”free wind of the
Spirit.” Also, the readings from the Bible were limited to one or two verses
instead of lengthier passages common in the other services.
The Pentecostal prayer was the only evening prayer (aside from the opening
and closing prayer) that included a sermon. Pastor Héctor Petrecca from
Argentina gave the sermon in Spanish. As participants attempted to follow
the distributed translation, his deviation from the written manuscript
demonstrated another typical Pentecostal characteristic: spontaneity. The
sermon included a mixture of deductive reasoning, examples in the form of
stories and anecdotes, and even a few jokes.29
The particular flavor of the South American Pentecostal movement
characterized the whole service. While the Pentecostal movement in the
USA has not been known for a strong social perspective, this is an important
feature in the Pentecostal movement of South America. Early on in his
sermon, Petrecca said: ”The Gospel cannot be divided into social and
spiritual.” In emphasizing the holistic character of the Gospel he countered
one of the greatest theological deficiencies of much Pentecostal spirituality:
the tendency to give priority to the spiritual in a way that completely ignores
a theology of creation.
The service also included a prayer for forgiveness with two characteristics
worth mentioning. First, when it expressed areas of lack, it did not simply
29 For example: ”Jesus did not only heal the sick and raise the dead, but he also blessed the
children, defended the defenceless... and even did the cooking when the opporatunity arose!”
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say ”we have not” but added the word ”always” to make it ”we have not
always... been at one with others... shared our bread with the hungry,”30
This seemingly minor difference significantly expresses the fact that even
if our deeds are not complete, we should not deny the good things that we
actually do. While perceiving the darkness in one’s own soul demands a
certain strength, another kind of strength is needed to recognize goodness
in oneself. The official message of the Assembly expresses the same sense
with the words  ”We have often failed to take decisive action against
environmental destruction, poverty, racism, caste-ism, war, and genocide.”31
The second thing to be noted in the prayer for forgiveness relates to the
perspective of the prayer: Who are ”we” who ask of forgiveness?
We ask your forgiveness for our ancestors who seized the resources of our
original peoples and imposed the Gospel by force rather than by love.
Forgive us the times when we have been part of the destruction of your
creation, this earth of ours that you have placed in our care.
In this prayer, there is no depiction of North against South or division of
the Assembly into perpetrators and victims. It is a common confession and
a common cry for forgiveness. Further, the prayer of forgiveness comes
from the church. This is a service of the Pentecostals from South America.
They have a double reason to alienate themselves from the evils connected
with the early European missionaries: they are of different nationality (they
are South American, not Europeans), and they belong to a different church
tradition than the ones who by force took Christianity to these parts of the
world. Furthermore, the church that is most strongly associated with
missionary activity in South America – the Roman Catholic Church –
continues to be the dominant church of the region. Tensions between this
powerful, established church and the young, expanding Pentecostal
movement have at times been severe. At the same time, the possessive
30 Emphasis added.
31 Emphasis added. World Council of Churches Ninth Assembly, ”‘God, in your Grace,
Transform the World’ – Message of the 9th Assembly of the World Council
of Churches: An Invitation to Prayer,” http://www.wcc-assembly.info/en/theme-issues/
Assembly-documents/1-statements-documents-adopted/christian-unity-and-message-to-
the-churches/message-as-adopted.html (accessed December 1, 2006).
It is worth noting that the word ”often” was added following a suggestion from one of the
delegates during plenary discussions that was motivated by thoughts similar to those
expressed in this article.
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”our” is not used only in reference to the ”violent ancestors” (thus implying
that Christianity is European by nature), but also in reference to the ”original
people.” These formulations in the prayer for forgiveness indicate that the
strongest identification of the worshippers is with the Kingdom of God (as
found in the church) and not with a certain nation or culture. Finally, the
church is understood not as a particular tradition, but as the whole body of
Christ, all Christians everywhere. We take part in the good and the bad
deeds of all the saints through the ages. Therefore we confess our sins
together, not as discreet traditions. This strong affirmation of unity
exemplifies how the praxis of the worship can go farther than the theory
expressed in negotiations and documents.
At the end of the service, the participants were ”invited to pray aloud in
groups of three or four.” This was the only time when an interactive element
was included in a prayer at the Porto Alegre Assembly. Many services included
singing and sung responses, and also a handing out of symbolic items (fruit
to eat, sunflowers, etc.), but aside from this there was very little opportunity
for active participation in the service or interaction between the worshippers.
As noted earlier, both participation and interaction between worshippers have
been distinctive marks of the WCC-worship tradition in the past.
The Pentecostal evening prayer service included some unique features that
were not part of other prayer services at the Porto Alegre Assembly. The
”sound” of the service took on an informal, affective tone and included far
fewer readings. This might have served the needs of those who were tired
from long negotiations better than a set of liturgical readings that were
unfamiliar to most of the participants. Furthermore, the prayer for
forgiveness did not explicitly put blame on any specific group so that the
gathering’s foremost identity as a Christian community was maintained.
General remarks concerning the worship at Porto Alegre
It may be helpful to offer some concluding remarks regarding the ”clash”
of the WCC worship tradition and the critique voiced by the Special
Commission though I have alluded to some of them already (i.e. the issue
of politics and instrumentalization of worship).
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The use of symbols has been an important feature in the services at WCC
gatherings. The Special Commission however leveled some critique of this
praxis, pointing to the need to be clear about the meaning of the symbols
and also not including symbols that could be perceived as expressions of
syncretism. At the Porto Alegre Assembly, most symbols used were general
and did not connect to non-Christian religions. The symbols were also
clearly explained at all times. Every day had a certain symbol, and these
were carefully presented in the worship book. For example:
Sunflower. For some indigenous peoples in Latin America the sunflower
has become a symbol of resurrection. Rising from the ground, this flower
turns towards the source of light in the heavens. Its bold colours and simple
elegance testify to the original beauty of creation. Despite a long history of
human transgression that has sullied the planet and threatens the world
entrusted to our care, the growth and flowering of each young plant reminds
us of the potential for rebirth, renewal and, through the Creator’s grace,
the coming of a new heaven and a new earth (Is. 65; Rev. 21).
This appears to be the only reference to non-Christian religious tradition in
the worship material, and it is done so mildly and in such a general way
that it is hard to imagine anyone being offended. Nevertheless, though such
long and explicit explanations go a long way in preventing
misunderstandings, they are not entirely unproblematic. Christians,
especially in the Orthodox tradition, have long been aware of the
shortcomings of spoken language. Symbolic and artistic expressions have
often functioned as ways to refer to the divine without impyling that they
expressed the mystery of God exhaustively. Master iconographers and poets
such as Ephrem the Syrian and John Damascene are outstanding examples.
Symbols possess an unspoken, perhaps even unspeakable, dimension that
connects with our imagination and creativity. If we try to express the full
meaning of a symbol, however, we close the door to this dimension and the
thing is transformed from a symbol to a sign.32 It loses the peculiar
characteristic that made it most valuable: its ability to speak to us about the
unspeakable. Therefore, attempts to explain the meaning of a symbol fully
actually reduce its efficaciousness.
Special Commission recommendations restricting the use of symbols and
experimental worship may in fact be detrimental to the spiritual life of the
32 Rudolf Otto has elaborated on the differences between sign and symbol.
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WCC. The value of symbols in the life of Christian worship is apparent in
the central action of the Eucharist. Words conceptualize reality in a way
that is foreign to human understanding. Symbols can often express
paradoxes much better than mere words, since a word always is defined by
its opposite – what it is not. This difference becomes especially important
in relation to the divine. Symbols and symbolic actions is a way of creating
an integrated and holistic presentation of reality, and our place in it. But if
one attempts to translate symbols exhaustively into words and explanations,
these dimensions are lost. Christian worship needs symbolic language, and
until a common Eucharist is possible, creative and experimental modes of
engagement are sorely needed.
The WCC worship tradition encourages participation from clergy and lay
leaders as well as from the congregation. During the services, people
participated from the podium by reading texts, praying, presenting a symbol,
preaching, and singing. These included both lay and ordained, both men
and women, and a variety of age ranges. Here, the WCC tradition was
preserved. Participation from the congregation, however, was generally
restricted to sung responses. This differed from previous WCC gatherings
that encouraged congregational participation in symbolic actions such as
hammering small notes on wooden crosses.
The reason for this change is not clear. There is nothing explicit against
congregational participation in the report from the Special Commission. It
may be that the recommendation that services should not be ”of experimental
character” and the shift to confessional prayers had an unexpected
consequence. Many of the older church traditions have heritages of clerical
orientation with relatively little room for active participation aside from
sharing in the Eucharist (which, of course, is not yet possible in WCC
services). It hardly seems coincidental that the most clearly interactive
element in these case studies came from a younger spiritual tradition, namely
Pentecostalism.
Criticism from the Special Commission regarding the use of inclusive
language in reference to God are similar to the guidelines for worship at
the Seventh Assembly (Canberra, 1991). The difference is a matter of
emphasis rather than content. The Canberra guidelines advise worship
leaders to avoid ”personal pronouns in reference to the persons of the Trinity
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whenever possible” while at the same time warning against substitutions
for the Trinitarian formula such as Creator, Redeemer, Sanctifier.33 The
Special Commission warns against gender-inclusive language but at the
same time encourages more attentiveness to the ”feminine” images of God
found in the Bible.34 It also makes a critical distinction between the image
of God and the name of God based on an earlier Faith and Order Paper,
Confessing One Faith.35 Images of God proliferate in descriptions of divine
activity in history and include a wide variety of acceptable metaphors. But
when referring to the name of God, ”the revealed and biblical names for
God – Father, Son and Holy Spirit – should be used”.36 This recommendation
seems to address the need felt by some for linguistic renewal while avoiding
distortion of the tradition.
The official prayer services at Porto Alegre tended to use traditional language
for speaking about God. At a prayer in the chapel at the campus, however,
I was blessed in the name of the ”Creator, Redeemer and Sanctifier.”
Services in this chapel were not a part of the official program and thus
were not subject to the same restrictions. Occasions such as this indicate
that some of the delegates at Porto Alegre do prefer more inclusive language.
Summary
The worship at the WCC General Assembly in Porto Alegre, from the
persective of this Pentecostal observer, did not live up to the reputation of
vitality and innovative creativity of the WCC worship tradition expressed
most clearly at Vancouver 1983. While Harling could note how the worship
tent at Canberra 1991 brought more and more people each day,37 the opposite
seemed true to me at Porto Alegre.
33 Harling, Worshipping Ecumenically, 3.
34 WCC Central Committee, Final Report of the Special Commission on Orthodox
Participation, ”Appendix A,” §33-35, http://www2.wcc-coe.org/ccdocuments.nsf/index/
gen-5-en.html (accessed December 1, 2006).
35 WCC Faith and Order Paper No. 153, Confessing the One Faith : An Ecumenical
Explication of the Apostolic Faith as it is Confessed in the Nicene-Constantinopolitan
Creed (381) (Geneva: WCC, 1991), §50-52
36 WCC Central Committee, Final Report of the Special Commission on Orthodox
Participation, ”Appendix A,” §34.
37 Harling, Worshipping Ecumenically, 8.
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The crisis of regarding Orthodox participation that surfaced at Harare 1998
identified the issue of worship as a major concern. The two points I have
described as most problematic about the worship at Porto Alegre relate to the
Special Commission in different ways. The first one could have been avoided
if the recommendations from the Special Commission were followed more
carefully, while the second stems from adherence to the recommendations.
First, I side with the critique of the Special Commission that the inclusion of
political and social issues in the services is unwise and tends to oversimplify.
This is not to say that this aspect should be excluded from the worship
completely, but rather that it should be handled with greater care. I submit
that the Pentecostal evening service provides a positive example in this regard.
Second, I disagree with the Special Commission’s attempt to restrain the use
of symbolic actions and experimental worship forms in the common prayer
life of the WCC. Symbolic elements are vital to Christian worship – and so
also to ecumenical worship – and may further unity by encouraging the
creation of and common participation in new symbols and forms.
If I have correctly assessed this crisis, what is the way forward for the
WCC worship tradition? One option is to draw more exstensively from
existing ecumenical grassroots movements38 instead of specific confessional
traditions. These grassroots movements provide vital forms of worship
(therein lies the key to their apparent success), forms developed with
partcipular attention to our present context and often ecumenical by nature.
These movements typically do not belong to any one tradition, but gather
people and inspiration from different church traditions. This approach would
also provide the WCC with better connections to ecumenical grassroots
movements across the board.
It is surely no coincidence that it was the highly praxis-oriented Orthodox
who remarked that the worship at the WCC as an action actually expressed a
higher degree of unity than what was achieved through the negotiations.
Harmony between dogma and liturgy is essential – lex orandi, lex credendi
(as the prayer so is the faith). Some of the changes in worship at Porto Alegre
were intended to resolve perceived disharmony by adjusting liturgical practice
to cohere with dogmatic assertions. Might it be possible to move in the other
direction, allowing experiences of unity in worship to inform dogma and
allowing ecumenical praxis to be the source of ecumenical theory?
38 Taizé, Iona, Focolare, the ”emerging church movement,” etc.
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On the Invention of Hinduism
Geoffrey A. Oddie
Imagined Hinduism: British Protestant Missionary
Constructions of Hinduism, 1793-1900.
Sage Publications: New Delhi,
Thousand Oaks & London, 2006. 374 pp.
In Hindu studies there is a lively debate about the genealogy and the
descriptive/analytical usefulness of the category Hinduism. A majority of
scholars maintain that the category does not correspond to any indigenous
concept but is a nineteenth century colonial construct brought about by
British administrators, British secular orientalist scholars and Indian
nationalists. Some argue that the term should be replaced by what are held
to be more appropriate designations (Hindu religious traditions, dharma,
vada), while others for practical reasons rather reluctantly opt for keeping
the term. To the constructivist camp belong among others William C. Smith,
Robert Frykenberg, Vasudha Dalmia, Chistopher Fuller and Richard King.
On the opposite side are scholars such as David Lorenzon, Peter van der
Veer, Lawrence Babb and Gabriella Eichinger Ferro-Luzzi who maintain
that long before the nineteenth century there was a self-conscious Hindu
identity based upon specific Sanskrit texts. David Lorenzon, for instance,
argues that the sense of a common Hindu identity evolved during the period
1200-1500 through rivalry between Muslims and Hindus.
It is with the contemporary discussion on the category Hinduism in mind
that I have taken on Geoffrey Oddie’s exploration of the emergence,
refinement and practical employment of the idea of Hinduism as it developed
among British Protestant missionaries from the late 18th century up to 1900.
Oddie, who is a historian of the Protestant missions in India at the University
of Sydney, has written extensively on South Asian history (primarily social
change) and has dealt with the relationship between Hinduism and
Christianity. In his latest book he probes into colonial missionary views
and positions on Hinduism. The topic places him within a scholarly field
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established by, among others, the historian Eric Sharpe (1965) and lately has
been developed in a critical direction by the post-colonial theoretician Gauri
Viswanathan (1998). Now, what does Oddie’s work on British Protestant
missionaries and their positions on Hindus and Hinduism add to the scholarly
understanding of the construction of the category Hinduism? In which ways
did the missionaries relate to the broader British and European and Indian
debates about the nature of Hinduism that took place during the period in
focus? Did the missionaries mainly reuse already existing ideas about Indian
religious traditions? Or did they make independent contributions?
The majority of British Protestant missionaries working in India during the
period in question (1793-1900) were employed by evangelical mission
societies. The first voluntary missionary organization, the Baptist Missionary
Society, was established in 1792 and in 1793 the Baptist missionary cum
orientalist William Carey landed in India. In the first part of the study Oddie
identifies factors with an impact on the early missionaries’ views and
evaluations of Hinduism. First, he draws attention to Protestant/Evangelical
presuppositions such as conversionism, or the perceived duty to convert
heathens, biblicism, crucicentrism, activism, an objection to idol worship,
a negative view of official displays of sexuality, an emphasis on rationality
and the inner character of religion, and among the Baptists, a democratic
attitude. Second, the early European imagery of Indian religion as expressed
in literature produced by colonial administrators, merchants, and
missionaries classified non-Muslims as pagans, heathens, idolaters or
gentoos. These terms were successively replaced by the designation Hindoo
and eventually with Hinduism, which was seen as a unified, pan-Indian
brahmin-controlled system. The difference between the rational and moral
Christian European society and the heathen Indian society with its perceived
irrational, horrifying, cruel and debased religion was over and over again
spelled out by the observers. The work of British secular orientalists was a
third background factor. As a consequence of Warren Hastings’ policy of
basing colonial financial and administrative reforms in India on indigenous
sources, British secular orientalists such as Charles Wilkins, Nathaniel
Halhed, William Jones and Henry Colebrook came to work on Sanskrit
manuscripts with the help of brahmin informants. They all carried on the
idea of an all-India religious system based on Sanskrit texts created by and
still controlled by brahmins.
In the second part Oddie identifies the dominant Protestant missionary
paradigm of Hinduism as it was worked out in the early nineteenth century
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criticism of the paradigm evolving in the latter part of the century. By Hindu
religion, or Hinduism, Ward and Duff understood a brahmanical system based
on Sanskrit texts as interpreted by brahmins containing the very opposite of
what Protestant Christianity and the enlightenment discourse represented.
By dwelling on repulsive beliefs and practices they contended that Hindus
were manipulated and oppressed by brahmins, that they were condemned to
hell, that their cult was indecent, and that Hinduism was based on superstition
and replete with cruel, inhuman customs. One of Ward’s stated purposes
with the representation was to present a compelling case against Hinduism
and in favour of Protestant missions and European/Christian civilization in
the subcontinent. In a similar vein Duff denounced Hinduism as a system
that ”demands an unconditional surrender of reason, and can brook no mental
state, save that of unthinking acquiescence” (pp. 201f.).
This dominant paradigm was increasingly challenged during the second part
of the nineteenth century. New sources of information made visible the
plurality of Hindu traditions. The claim by the Scottish missionary Kenneth
Macdonald in 1890 that Vaishnavism, Shaivism, Shaktism, Tantrism, Surya
worship and other traditions were different religions undermined the notion
of a unitary Hindu religious system, and actually resembles Heinrich von
Stietencron’s deconstruction of Hinduism into various religious traditions
formulated a century later (Stietencron 1989). Further, the birth of comparative
religion placed Christianity on the same footing as other religions; liberal
Christian theology opened to the idea that god is operative in other religions
than Christianity; and Hindu socio-religious movements urged for inner-Hindu
reforms. It therefore comes as no surprise that missionaries came to develop
a more positive attitude towards Hinduism during this period. Ward and Duff’s
approach to Hinduism, according to which the purpose of mission was to
destroy Hinduism and replace it with Christianity, now gave way for an
approach seeing Christianity as the fulfilment of all that was consider to be
the best elements in Hinduism. The Scottish missionary Slater who brought
together contemporary reflections on fulfilment theology maintained that all
religions, Hinduism included, were waiting for their fulfilment in Christianity.
To illustrate his contention he held Hindu doctrines of the avatar have their
fulfilment in the Christian doctrine of the incarnation of Christ.
In summary then, during the period covered by Oddie’s study, which starts
with the landing in India of the Baptist missionary and orientalist William
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Carey (1793) and closes with the year of death of the liberal theologian and
historian of religions Max Müller (1900) there was a shift from a negative
evaluation of Hinduism as an India-wide, unified, text-based brahmanical
religious system to a problematization of the category itself, a more sympathetic
attitude towards Hinduism and a development of fulfilment theology.
Oddie’s study with its attention to detail has many merits. Through diaries,
reports and books by missionaries he carefully traces important overlaps
between the two main missionary models and evaluations of Hinduism he
uncovers in the study. He thus makes visible criticism that later evolved to
become important and also notes the survival of the old paradigm. Oddie’s
re-dating of the introduction of the term Hinduism is also valuable. Through
his sources he dispels the standard notion that the concept was introduced in
1829 (viz. Flood 1996:6; King 1999:100). Charles Grant, a director of the
East India Company, employed the term  in his correspondence of 1787as
well as in a text published in 1792 (p. 71). Oddie further lists William Ward’s
use of the term in his diary from 1800 and in his main work Account of the
Writings, Religion and Manners of the Hindoos published in 1811 (p. 166).
However, the study never rises from the descriptive and classificatory level
but carries on an established unproblematizing and non-theoretical
Protestant missionary subgenre of historiography. The lack of analytical
perspective is thus striking. The missionaries were firmly established in a
symbolic universe placing western civilization and Christianity at the apex.
Since they worked for the dissemination of the gospel, and in many cases
western civilization, in a colonial context the reader finds it puzzling that
Oddie does not ”read” his material through the lens of post-colonial theory.
Power relations between ”us” and ”them” could thereby have been
elucidated. He sweepingly denounces post-colonial critique as anachronistic
(p. 160).  Further, since his general attitude is that there were basic
differences of agendas and purposes between the missionaries and colonial
officials (p. 22), his choice to refrain from dealing with the differences as
differences within a shared colonial civilizing project is not surprising.
Oddie’s colonial focus also shows in his silence on socially concerned
Hindus as actors in the constructive process. A dominant theme in Hindu
Studies is the idea that Hinduism is a construct produced mainly by British
secular orientalists (supported by Hindu pundits) with a positive attitude
towards Sanskrit traditions on the one hand, and Indian intellectuals who
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Lastly, how then to assess the input of British Evangelical Protestant
nineteenth century missionaries to the imagination of Hinduism? On the
basis of the material in Oddie’s book I would contend that their contribution
was limited indeed. They mainly re-used already existing ideas and
integrated them into two missionary paradigms positioning Christianity
and western civilization at the apex. However, the embryo to anthropological
studies laid by missionaries and the doubt of the idea of one integrated
Hindu religious system were features later to become vital in Hindu Studies.
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Mission in the New Millennium:
 Theological Grounds for World Mission.
(Finnish original: Lähetys uudella vuosituhannella,
Helsinki 2000)
Translated by Michael Cox and John Mills
Helsinki: Finnish Evangelical Lutheran Mission, 2006, 285 p.
The present book is occasioned by the newborn millennium. In that sense
it comes as one sample of Christian self reflection caused by the calendar,
in principle starting from the birth of Christ. To this cause comes a
noteworthy factor. No other Nordic missiologist has presented a solid
monograph on ”mission” since Norwegian Olav Guttorm Myklebust
published his Misjonskunnskap in 1976. Great ecumenical summas like
David Bosch’s Transforming Mission are still in common use in
Scandinavia. A conservative evangelical publication by the previous Dean
of Mission at Selly Oak, Birmingham, Andrew Kirk, What is Mission, has
a Scandinavian audience. The collection of essays Missiologi idag edited
by three Norwegian authors in the Lausanne tradition (J M Berentsen, T
Engelsviken and K Jörgensen) has filled a Scandinavian need for basic
missiological studies since its appearance in 1994. It apparently took a
Finnish missiologist to produce sufficient sisu for a new monograph. One
turns to such a book with curiosity.
Content: The monograph is a missiological study with a minimum of explicit
historical framework. History is basically integrated in the theologically or
ideologically oriented texts. Ahonen has, however, included an ecumenically
broad historical presentation of fifteen pages where he introduces Christian
world missions. The bulk of his monograph consists of 235 pages of marked
missiological character. His missiological horizon lies in the period
following the 1910 Edinburgh Mission Conference. Thus focusing on the
era of modern, ecumenical, Protestant mission, the author devotes 120 pages
to ecumenically based reflections on the concept of mission. The remaining
115 pages are divided between two new agendas: About 70 pages introduce
and interpret contextual theology and inter-religious dialogue, a liberal
potential of the missionary movement. In about 45 pages he addresses
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developments inspired by Pentecostal or church-growth movements, which
might be termed a conservative potential of the missionary movement
The quantitative distribution of space thus clearly and interestingly indicates
the scope of the book: an ecumenical Protestant study of mission
emphasizing both the conservative renewal in Pentecostalism and church-
growth and the radical renewal in inter-religious dialogue and contextual
theology. In my view the above described structure and approach of the
book is among its best assets. Ahonen knows what is happening in post-
Edinburgh mission processes. He demonstrates an admirable capacity to
identify decisive factors in the century long missiological discourse. The
author, furthermore, demonstrates broadness of information as well as
simplicity in expression. His generalizations, in particular, appear exemplary.
Basis for mission: The author does not start with the biblical or theological
foundation for mission, as most monographs on mission do. Instead he
draws our attention to empirical and anthropological issues: initiatives at
the Edinburgh Conference in 1910. By that approach, he indicates the
empirical character of  ”mission” as essential. Mission takes place in history.
It is decisively conditioned by history and context. However, he does not
follow up the anthropological/empirical approach. My impression is that
his chosen trinitarian interpretation of mission basically becomes doctrinal.
The trinitarian approach leads to a threefold treatment of the missionary
base. In the theocentric section he includes (a) the missionary nature of
God’s revelation, (b) mission as participation in God’s mission and (c)
mission in the New Testament. However, ”God” apparently does not mean
”God the Father”, but the ”Triune God”. This structure becomes disturbingly
asymmetric as his second section is purely christological and the third purely
pneumatological. I have a feeling that God the Father loses two thirds of
his significance by this treatment. Two perspectives, however, characterize
this theocentric section. One of them is a solid discussion on divine
revelation spanning an impressive number of theologians from Thomas
Aquinas via Karl Barth to Johannes Hoekendijk. A second perspective is a
plural understanding of New Testament theologies of mission. Ahonen holds
that Matthew focuses on discipleship, Luke is holistic, and John emphasizes
fellowship, whereas Paul is eschatological. The section tends as a whole
towards a plural interpretation of divine revelation.
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in the subsection called ”The Question on Salvation in Ecumenical
Missiology”. From this section I quote:
The most destructive phase in missiology occurred at the beginning of the
1930s, when in 1930-32 the International Missionary Council sponsored a
research project called the Laymen’s Foreign Missionary Enquiry, the purpose
of which was to assess the results of mission work in Africa and Asia using
an interdisciplinary approach. When the report was published it was heavily
criticized especially because of its theological summary, written by an
American professor called William E. Hocking, under the title Re-thinking
Missions. In it he questioned the grounds of mission by relativizing the entire
Christian faith. In his opinion Christianity had the same origin as all other
religions. Hocking’s report threatened to break up the entire International
Missionary Council. By his tenacious attempts at conciliation John R Mott
succeeded with great difficulty in keeping the movement together” (p 89).
The exclusivity softens in his section on the Holy Spirit (p 100 f). Alongside
a discussion on scriptural pneumatology, and the theologies of Martin
Luther, Adolf von Harnack and others, Ahonen deals with Korean professor
Chung Hyun Kyung. (Professor Kyung is mistakenly presented as male).
She is quoted as saying that ”Without hearing the cries of these spirits
(wandering spirits of dead people who have suffered severe injustice during
life time) we cannot hear the voice of the Holy Spirit”. Her presentation
met with much criticism both at the WCC assembly in Canberra in 1991,
when it was offered, and in later discussion. It is well known that Professor
Kyung was accused for syncretism, particularly from Eastern Orthodox
representatives. In her case, Ahonen surprisingly appears to accept the
controversial statements as theologically valid. One wonders why professor
Kyung is more acceptable than Hocking was.
Concluding this part, I feel that the trinitarian approach to mission weakens
the initial anthropological approach. Furthermore, Ahonen does not present
a consistent theology of revelation. He combines an exclusive christology,
with an inclusivist or possibly even pluralist position when talking about
God and the Holy Spirit.
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Conservative revival: In addition to the introducing a general missiological
discourse, Ahonen describes two trends of renewal: ”conservative” and
”liberal” renewals. What I term ”conservative renewal” is discussed under
the heading of ”Mission of the Holy Spirit” and in two ecclesiological
subsections on ”missional churches”. ”Spirit” is based on Biblical study.
Ahonen relates it to the rites of Eucharist and Baptism, to a doctrinally
established Church body, but also to spontaneous appearance in revival
movements. By using the term ”providence” he finds theological unity across
a diversity of spiritual appearances. Although his concept of spirit neither is
radical nor experimental, it is flexible enough to include Pentecostal features
with traditional, ecclesiastical ones. Following ecumenical trends from the
1960s, he stresses the connection between Church and Mission, however,
using the more recent term ”missional church”. It implies an understanding
of church as ”hermeneutical community” combined with a Lutheran concept
of word and sacraments as being constitutive. An explicit treatment of
Orthodox or Roman Catholic pneumatology would, however, have sharpened
his ecclesiastical presentation.
Radical revivals: In sum total of  seventy pages Ahonen discusses ”The
Necessity of Contextual Theology and The Encounter of World Religions”.
Contextual theology is described in accordance with cultural frames.
Following missiologists such as Lamin Sanneh and Eugene Nida, the mother
tongue is considered the essential element of culture. Although Ahonen, in
a sub-chapter (pp. 164-168) with Stephen Bevans, mentions ”Models of
Contextual Theology” the term does not attract him. He is particularly critical
to liberation theology and feminist theology is of no concern for him.
Following the Fuller missiologist Wilbert R. Schenk, Ahonen identifies a
commonality between liberals and fundamentalists ”both in reality attempts
to flee from a healthy culture in which the tension between faith and culture
preserves a sound balance”. The uncritical attitude (of liberals and
fundamentalists) to culture of theological liberalism ”transformed Christian
faith into a generalized code and system of education” (pp. 179f).
A counterpart to this argument can be found in the section ”Diaconia and
Evangelism as Functions of Mission” (pp. 229 ff). Ahonen presents a
substantial and well informed treatment of diaconia and evangelism.
Historical roots of early pietistic social concerns are described. Ecumenical
discourse and practice of diaconia are illustrated. The author spells out the
role of evangelism in tension with, but also integrated with, a holistic
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justice are overlooked. Personally I do not share his scepticism towards the
open social attitude of contextual theology.
His treatment of inter-religious encounter offers some new perspectives. By
including the Human Rights question the presentation identifies factors
frequently overlooked by inter faith representatives. He also classifies inter-
religious dialogues differently from usual practice. Traditional classifications
identify the dialogue of life, the dialogue of social reform, the dialogue of
experience and the theoretical (theological/philosophical) dialogue. Two of
Ahonen’s classes of dialogue correspond basically to the traditional ones:
communal (social) and theological dialogues. Ahonen substitutes, however,
the category ”dialogue of experience” (common meditation or participation
in common prayer or rites) with a category called ”dialogue as witness”. The
latter category helps to maintain a constant tension between dialogue and
mission: ”mission reminds dialogue that genuine dialogue is possible only
on the basis of commitment. ... Dialogue on the other hand reminds mission
of the ambiguity and complexity of human life” (p. 198). The traditional
category called dialogue of life is substituted by a category of cultural dialogue.
The category is interesting but ambiguous and might include religious dialogue
with culture or inter-religious dialogue on, or possibly conditioned by, culture.
Ahonen’s four categories fit, in other words, with the strategies of a Fuller-
inspired evangelical missionary strategy: witness and culture are important –
common religious experiences have secondary importance.
Presentations of bilateral Christian dialogue with different religious groups
belong in my view to the successful parts of Ahonen’s book. His section on
the theology of religions follows the classical structure of exclusive, inclusive
and pluralist theologies, prefaced, however, by a type called ”fulfilment-
theory”. Traditionally, the ”fulfilment theory” is considered an ”inclusive”
theology. But, it has, as Ahonen holds, some special characteristics which
justify a special treatment. I find his extension of the classic threefold
typification an improvement. The attitudes of Ahonen towards inter-religious
questions are largely governed by an evangelical missionary concern attached
to a christocentric view of salvation, cf. Acts 4.12 ”There is salvation in no
one else, for there is is no other name under heaven given among mortals by
which we must be saved”. Ahonen emphasizes that salvation comes by Christ
alone, but he does not thereby declare himself to be an exclusivist. Echoing
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a sympathy towards the theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg, he believes that
”nobody can set limits to the Holy Spirit’s activity.” Possibly the term ”in
creation” used in the next sentence reduces the pneumatological universality.
He writes, ‘the Spirit works in and with the church, but also in creation
outside the church” (p. 227)
Conservative evangelicalism: Ahonen concludes that mission is related to a
final completion of the Reign of God in nature and society. With several
missiologists today he emphasizes reconciliation in the widest sense of the
word as a task of mission. He sees, however, proclamation as the heart of
mission: ”mission fundamentally consists of making Christ known everywhere
in the world” (p. 264). His theology is christocentrically Lutheran, but he
tries to combine dogmatic Lutheranism with openness to new trends in mission
and dialogue. He leans towards the neo-evangelical Fuller theology and
appears close to the conservative evangelical Lausanne movement.
Delimitations in a book like this one are inevitable.  However, it seems a
disadvantage that the scope theologically and ecclesiastically is limited to
the Protestant post-Edinburgh context. I am uncertain about how committed
Ahonen is to an exclusivist theology. His christology has an exclusive
emphasis, However, this emphasis is blurred by pluralist openings in his
theocentric and pneumatological sections. Ahonen seems to hold that Christ
is the exclusive way to salvation, but still finds that God or the Spirit providing
different openings. I would like to see these positions more clearly united.
Themes of ecumencal discourse are, in my view, well presented and discussed
in the book. I am not so happy with the presentation of social challenges to
mission and the corresponding theology. Moreover, I do not find any
awareness of gender. The decisive and painful connection for centuries
between colonialism and Christian mission is also disturbingly overlooked.
To begin with I mentioned the present scarcity of Nordic monographs on
mission. The monograph by Risto A. Ahonen is a response to the existing
void. He should be applauded for responding to it. The present book is,
however, only a partially satisfactory. It illustrates missiological priorities
and strategies of a certain conservative evangelical theology. Major discourses
in Protestant post-Edinburgh missiology are covered from this particular
theological point of view, but in a broader academic or ecclesiastical
perspective the present book needs complementary texts. Modern mission,
needless to say post-modern mission, is a wide and plural affair.
Aasulv Lande
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wWho is a Real Indian?
Mats Rydinger
The Vulnerable Power of Worship:
A Study of a Power Approach to Contextualization
in Christian Mission (Studia Missionalia Svecana 102)
Lund: Swedish Institute for Mission Research 2006, 361pp
Mats Rydinger has done what all little boys – full of Karl May’s stories
about the Wild West and Hollywood’s plentiful illustrations of it – dream
of. He has visited ”real” Indians and he has even written a book about
them. My own fascination for other cultures, religions and traveling to
foreign lands has certainly been influenced by my early reading of
adventures and the first westerns I saw on my grandmother’s TV. Having
gone through the school of postmodern and postcolonial thinking I of course
know today that Karl May has been constructing the ”noble savage”
according to his own Christian values. Another parallel with Karl May is
certainly the length of Rydinger’s book, 360 pages in small print. It could
never be enough.
The author has designed the entrance hall of the book as a cathedral of
theoretical thinking. His merit is to place missiology, or to be more precise
contextualization theory, into the framework of postmodern thinking:
”Christianity presents itself today as a fluid of narratives, images and
signifying practices rather than as a closed system of signs and relations”
(p. 48). On the way, Rydinger proves to be a postmodern thinker himself
by choosing freely from the different theories what he needs. In the first
part he zooms increasingly in from the paradigm shifts in mission theology
that are identified as a contextual approach and a vulnerable attitude over
against the other to the question of power negotiations in contextualization
processes and on to the application of contextualization theory to the
Christian worship, focusing on the role of the minister in the end. The
author works his way through the cathedral from the entrance with its
iconographic program of different thinkers to the altar where the ritual
enactment counts.
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What follows in part two and three are two thick descriptions, as Clifford
Geertz would call it, of two ritual performances in quite different contexts:
The Thursday service in an urban Lakota community in San José, California
and the Sunday evening Allhelgona service of a community of ”urban
individuals” in Stockholm. Both case studies nurtured by participant
observation (Bronislaw Malinowski) are structurally exactly paralleled: (1)
introduction to the service, (2) context, (3) power negotiations (4) worship
structure (space – objects – time – sound), language and action. Rydinger
suggests a generative theme that is central to the respective case: the question
of religious oppression or recognition in the Lakota community (pp. 167-
169) and the wish to transform Christianity in the Allhelgona service (p.
272). These themes are related through their emphasis on identity
reconstructions. To sum up, Rydinger’s study has three major strong points:
he places missiology into postmodern discourse, he applies contextualization
theory in a western context, and he provides two thick descriptions of identity
reconstructions in divergent worship contexts.
Following the postmodern or postcolonial mode of thinking I will now
move from reconstructing Rydinger’s thought world to deconstructing some
of his arguments in four steps.
1. Terminologies: What does Bordieu’s ”practice approach” really add (p.
11)? Is contextualization not a practice approach in itself? The question of
power negotiations is implicit, at least to liberation theologies, and has
been brought to the fore by Third World women theologians challenging
the male dominated inculturation theologies of the first generation. The
postcolonial approach of the third generation has even made the power
question its central focus. Further, one wonders whether the author is aware
that there have always been two quite different interpretations of missio
Dei (p. 24), before, during and after the World missionary conference in
Willingen 1952. While the history of the promise school emphasized God’s
acting in history and saw the role of the church as excentric, the salvation
history school carried on with its ecclesiocentric approach under the disguise
of missio Dei. The church takes part in God’s mission.  Finally, Hans Jochen
Margull’s reflections on vulnerability could have been quite helpful to
further deploy the idea of the ”vulnerable center”.
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w2.  Cases: To illustrate Rydinger’s case study of the Lakota worship serviceI am referring to two paintings from the Native American Christian artist
Richard West (see illustrations). In Holy communion Jesus and his disciples
are sitting on purple mats in a circle around the fireplace reminiscent of the
meetings in the Lakota council tent. All are depicted as Indians in traditional
dress. Each of them seems to have a plate in front of him. To Jesus right
stands the ceremonial pipe and to the left a candle alongside with a bowl of
corn cakes. A bit further away a cooking vessel made of rawhide supported
by four forked sticks is located. The blue jar on the opposite side of the fire
is filled with water. The third person to Jesus right holds a little leather
purse in his hand. It is Judas with the blood money – in this case elk teeth.
Jesus’ hand gestures are Indian sign language the ”forked tongue” and point
to his betrayal.
In Gethsemane Jesus sits in a rocky desert landscape. The stone formation
underneath him and the buffalo or bear skin on top of it suggest a twofold
cross shape. He is dressed only in leggings and moccasins, his abdomen is
naked. Two feathers stick out from his long black hair. The three disciples
lay around him sleeping among the rocks. In the back stands a single tree
that leans toward the center of the picture. The sky is full of stars. Jesus is
practicing the Indian vision quest. His gestures seem to express his
communication efforts towards the sky, the place where God dwells.
At least while talking about double religious belonging (p. 163) the author
should have touched on the issue of syncretism as well. Another question
that lingers around the corner is: ”Who is a real Indian?” Rydinger is
describing complicated processes of identity reconstructions that reveal
the state of hybridity we are all living within in today’s globalized world.
Finally in what way can the two cases be compared? The author speaks of
a ”juxtaposition”, but issues like secularization and desecularization or
community and individual would have suggested a comparative approach
asking for commonalities and differences between the two contexts.
3. Structures: If I take the turn from reconstruction to deconstruction literally,
for a moment, the author seems to start in a cathedral and end in a tent. The
highly deductive theoretical kick-off in the first part is counteracted by the
inductive mode of the two case studies.
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w4. Theories: Rydinger sticks to the contextualization paradigm while infact already engaging in a cross-cultural enterprise by juxtaposing the two
case studies. The intercultural dimension – what we can learn from each
other – remains implicit.
It has been questioned why Rydinger has not turned to the indigenous Sami
people of Northern Sweden as a reference group for the Lakota Indians.
This would however probably have ended in just another exercise of othering
the ”noble savages”. The highly individualized ”city Indians” that gather
in Stockholm’s inner city congregation were a better choice. The author
demonstrates that contextualization and all sorts of identity reconstructions
are not something exotic in far away lands, but relevant to the late modern
western context as well.
Volker Küster
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